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Airplanes

Textron’s new turboprop single
Details beyond the engine remain thin 
on the airframer’s newest model, but an 
image revealed to investors provides a 
glimpse of the airplane and offers some 
new buried insights. page 4

Air Transport

MRJ delayed again
Shortly after the aircraft took to the air 
for the first time in November, Mitsubishi 
announced that the development program 
is facing another setback, and first delivery 
will not take place until 2018. page 28

Safety

Bizjet fatalities down in 2015
The good news: the number of fatalities 
declined from year to year. The bad news: 
more work remains to be done, as both the 
jet and turboprop sectors recorded more 
nonfatal crashes. page 6

Trip report

Phenom 300
AIN tagged along with an Executive 
AirShares crew as it took delivery of a 
Phenom 300, its last to be built in Brazil. 
When we took the controls it performed 
as expected. page 34
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Former Beechcraft facility  
chosen to build Longitudes
by Kerry Lynch

Textron Aviation’s new Cessna Cita-
tion Longitude will be built at the former 
Beechcraft campus in the same plant that 
produces King Airs, Barons and Bonanzas. 
The move to build the Longitude on what 
is now referred to as the “East Campus” in 
Wichita comes as Textron Aviation further 
integrates Cessna Aircraft with the Beech 
assets acquired in March 2014.

“With the acquisition of  Beechcraft, 
we got some really good facilities,” said 
Dave Rosenberg, v-p of  integration and 

strategy for Textron Aviation. “It’s a 
case of  trying to maximize the compa-
ny’s footprint. As we look at the capacity 
at our East and West Campuses…we try 
to do all this new product development 
using current facilities and not having to 
spend additional capital on buildings.”

Longitude final assembly “fits in nicely 
on the East Campus so that is the path we 
chose to pursue,” Rosenberg added. The 
company has been making the minor ren-
ovations required for the line and is in the 

process of adding the appropriate tooling 
for Longitude final assembly at Plant IV. 

The moves are part of  a number of 
changes that have been under way at the East 
Campus as part of the integration, including 
moving Longitude engineering into Plant 
III. Half of Plant III was modified to sup-
port both the engineering and development 
of the first Longitude “test assets” for the 
flight-test program “We invested quite a bit 
getting that experimental flight capability 
up and running,” he said.

The other half of Plant III has become 
a Composites “Center of  Excellence,” 
enabling Textron Aviation to tap into the 
composite technology that came with 
Beechcraft.

“As we go forward on new jets we will be 
using composites more in the structures,” 

Continues on page 54 u 

TAG Aeronautics/Bombardier:  

End of an era
by Matt Thurber

TAG Aeronautics, the company that 
helped launch Bombardier into the business 
aviation market by making a bold and early 
commitment to purchase 21 Challenger 600s, 
and Bombardier have agreed to end a nearly 
40-year relationship under which TAG Aero-
nautics served as Bombardier’s exclusive sales 
representative and distributor for new Chal-
lengers and Globals in 22 countries in the 
Middle East and North Africa. The rela-
tionship began in 1977, and since then TAG 

Aeronautics has sold more than 100 Bom-
bardier jets to customers in the 22 countries. 

TAG Aeronautics is part of the wider 
TAG Group S.A., which in turn operates 

Continues on page 54 u 

When Apple introduced the iPad, 
pilots were early adopters, finding 
plenty of uses for the tablet…and for 
those that followed. For now operators 
are benefiting from the EFB and 
ADS-B apps in particular.  page 20

Aviation Apps
Aziz and Mansour Ojjeh (left to right) and their 
company, TAG Aeronautics, had a fruitful 40-year 
relationship with Bombardier Aerospace.
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Aviation Apps
For the price of a sturdy tablet computer 
and some clever applications software 
(some of it free), pilots can stay at the 
leading edge of electronic wizardry in the 
cockpit regardless of what’s in the panel. 
Page 20
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Barring the immutable laws of science, Embraer designers and engineers enjoy a unique freedom 

to create our executive aircraft. To reshape a fuselage that slips through the air while providing 

unrivaled cabin roominess. Or tweak the delicate balance of lift and thrust to increase efficiency. 

Or create control systems that help pilots always perform at their very best. All are a product 

of unconventional thinking at its finest. With all deference to pioneers like Newton, Galileo and 

Einstein—we simply don’t think their good work is finished.

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Rethink Convention.

EmbraerExecutiveJets.com

AMAZING THINGS HAPPEN WHEN
YOU RE BOUND ONLY BY PHYSICS.,,



Massive spending bill 
settles key tax breaks
by Kerry Lynch

While tax reform has 
remained an annual debate on 
Capitol Hill, lawmakers have set-
tled, at least for the time being, 
three major tax issues of interest 
to the aviation industry. 

Shortly before the break in 
December, the U.S. House and 
Senate passed a nearly $2 trillion 
government-wide funding and tax 
package that permanently extends 
an increase in Section 179 expens-
ing and the research and devel-
opment credit. It also provides 
a five-year extension of bonus 
depreciation. After three stop-
gap-funding extensions, lawmak-
ers passed the omnibus spending 
and tax bill on December 18. Pres-
ident Obama signed the massive 
bill into law the same day.

In addition to making the 
R&D credit permanent, the bill 
also permits small businesses ($50 

million or less in gross receipts) 
to claim the credit against alter-
native minimum tax liability 
beginning this year. It also per-
manently raises the maximum 
amount and phase-out thresh-
old in 2015 and 2016 for Section 
179 expensing to $500,000 and 
$2 million, respectively, up from 
the current amounts of $25,000 
and $200,000, respectively.

Bonus depreciation was 
extended through 2019. 

FAA Funding 
General aviation groups called 

the omnibus package important 
for its funding measures for the 
FAA. The package provides the 
agency with a $16.3 billion bud-
get, up from the $15.884 billion 
authorized for Fiscal Year 2015. 
The funding includes a total of 
$2.9 billion related to NextGen 

programs throughout the agency. 
Lawmakers shaved less 

than $6 million off  the agen-
cy’s request for its operations. 
The omnibus bill would provide 
about $9.909 billion for oper-
ations, of  which $7.22 billion 
would come from the aviation 
trust fund. The bill would fully 
fund the request for the air traffic 
organization and aviation safety. 
Cuts would come from staff  
offices. Congress also is autho-
rizing a $500,000 cut in NextGen 
and operations planning.

The operations funding 
includes money for the hiring of 
some 1,500 air traffic controllers 
this year and $154.4 million for 
the contract tower program. 

Lawmakers matched the 
White House request in facil-
ities and equipment of  $2.855 
billion with some adjustments 
in the GPS and Waas accounts. 
Likewise, research, engineer-
ing and development activi-
ties were funded as requested 
at $166 million. The fund 
includes money for unmanned 
aircraft systems research and 
environmental efforts.  o
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As we go to press
TAMARACK WINGLETS 
RECEIVE EASA OK 
Tamarack Aerospace Group 
received EASA STC approval 
on January 21 for its Atlas 
active winglet system for the 
Cessna CitationJet, CJ1 and 
CJ1+. EASA approval for the 
Citation M2–a CJ1+ derivative–
is expected next month, with 
U.S. approvals anticipated to 
follow this summer. During the 
flight-tests, the testbed CJ 
consistently climbed to FL410 in 
30 minutes or less after a max-
weight takeoff, Tamarack said. At 
maximum continuous thrust the 
block fuel burn on these flights 
averaged 96 gph/643 pph, the 
company added.

ZHUHAI  ADDS  
BIZAV CUSTOMS SITE
Talks among the Asian Business 
Aviation Association (AsBAA) and 
Zhuhai municipal government, 
Chinese government, Zhuhai 
Airport Authority and the Civil 
Aviation Authority of China 
(CAAC) resulted in temporary 
International China Inspection 
and Quarantine (CIQ) services 
at Zhuhai Airport for non-
scheduled business aviation 
movements. China’s National 
Port Administration Office 
opened a temporary customs 
port on January 1 at the airport, 
AsBAA said. During the “approval 
period” from January 1 to June 
30, crewmembers of foreign 
business aircraft can enter and 
exit China via the temporary 
business aviation port at Zhuhai 
Airport. In addition, Zhuhai 
Airport officials also approved 
operations of smaller general/
business aviation aircraft that 
are not welcome at nearby major 
international hubs because of 
capacity constraints. 

INDUSTRY, LAWMAKERS 
DIVERGE ON ATC
While two U.S. House General 
Aviation Caucus leaders called 
for moving forward on ATC 
reform, 15 GA organizations 
urged lawmakers to provide 
time for all stakeholders to 
subject such a proposal to 
thorough review and debate. 
The appeals come as the House 
Transportation and Infrastructure 
(T&I) Committee prepares to 
introduce comprehensive FAA 
reauthorization legislation this 
month that is expected to 
include a measure to create an 
independent, user-funded ATC 
organization. Rep. Sam Graves 
(R-Mo.), a House GA caucus 
co-chairman and staunch GA 
ally, co-wrote an opinion piece 
with another active caucus 
member, Todd Rokita (R-Ind.), 
supporting the idea of reforming 
the ATC structure. But in 
separate letters to T&I Committee 
leaders, GA groups appealed for 
caution: “Given the magnitude 
of the change that we anticipate 
being proposed, we call on you…
to provide ample opportunity 
for all stakeholders and citizens 
to carefully review, analyze and 
debate any proposed legislation.”

ROBINSON DELIVERIES 
UP LAST YEAR
Robinson Helicopter delivered 
347 aircraft last year, up from 
the 329 it delivered in 2014. The 
turbine R66, with 117 delivered, 
led all models in revenue. The 
remainder were divided among 
Robinson’s piston models: 
152 R44 Raven IIs, 44 Raven 
Is and 34 R22s. Company 
president Kurt Robinson said 
a strong U.S. dollar coupled 
with a sluggish global economy 
continued to hamper further 
sales growth, noting that 
Robinson relies on the export 
market for more than 70 percent 
of its sales. Robinson expects 
the softness experienced in 
the second half of last year to 
continue into this year. 

BIZJET MARKET 
DETERIORATING
A continued weakening of the 
large-cabin market is leading 
the business aircraft market 
to new post-recession lows, 
according to the latest UBS 
Business Jet Market Index. The 
most recent index declined 13 
percent, reaching its lowest 
point since late 2009, it said. 
The small-cabin index remains 
the strongest but is still down 11 
percent in December. The large-
cabin segment stood out as the 
weakest, down 17 percent. The 
North American market remains 
the strongest, still reflecting 
positive signs. Latin America 
is showing improvement, but 
market conditions continue to 
deteriorate in Asia, down 15 
percent, while the Middle East is 
down 3 percent. 

AIR METHODS TAKES 
FIRST EMS 407GXP
Bell Helicopter delivered the first 
EMS-configured 407GXP to Air 
Methods on January 17. This is 
the first of what could be up to 
two hundred 407GXPs destined 
for Air Methods over the next 
decade. All of Air Methods’ 
407GXPs are being outfitted 
by company subsidiary United 
Rotorcraft. The emergency 
medical services interior can 
accommodate a single patient or 
specialty transport and includes 
an articulating loading system. 

NY HELITOURS FACE 
NEW RESTRICTIONS
New York’s five helitour 
operators are bracing for further 
restrictions, as Mayor Bill de 
Blasio (D) is expected to issue 
a ruling shortly that would place 
new limits either on the hours 
of operation or the outright 
number of tours operators could 
provide. Those limits could be 
substantial, imposing a reduction 
of as much as 25 to 30 percent. 
Helitour operators in New York 
are already limited in the number 
of hours they can operate 
during daylight, and restricted 
to specific tour routes–over 
water. Meanwhile, New York’s 
City Council is considering a ban 
on all sightseeing helicopters, a 
move de Blasio opposes. 

THERE’S MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE IN  
IMAGE OF NEW TEXTRON TURBOPROP SINGLE

Details of Textron Aviation’s new single-engine 
turboprop (SETP) program continue to remain closely 
held, but a shadowed side-view image of the airplane 
released last month by the company offers more 
clues–probably more than its creators expected. 
Textron officials previously said only that the clean-
sheet aircraft would offer speed in excess of 280 
knots, range of 1,500 nm and be larger than existing 
aircraft in its class. 

In November, GE Aviation announced it had been 
selected to provide a new 1,300-shp engine for the 
turboprop and last month said the powerplant would 
be developed and built at the engine manufactur-
er’s planned turboprop facility in the Czech Republic.

As presented by Textron, the image shows little 
detail, hinting at a low-wing design with winglets, 
five-blade propeller and a sculpted and channeled low-
drag engine nacelle. While much of this information 
in itself is new, AIN was able to glean a lot more from 

the image thanks to the magic of Adobe Photoshop.
Applying some of the software’s filters revealed 

an enhanced image that confirms not only the afore-
mentioned attributes but also fills in several other 
heretofore unknown details, among them a T tail; left-
side pilot door; large aft cargo door twice the width 
of the pilot door; and retractable tricycle landing 
gear. Comparing this enhanced profile with a side 
view of the Pilatus PC-12NG suggests the Textron 
SETP is smaller than the Swiss airplane. We base this 
speculation on the assumption that the two airplanes 
share similar wheels, and both images shown here are 
scaled to have identical tire sizes.

More details about the new turboprop are 
expected to be released by Textron Aviation this 
summer at EAA AirVenture Oshkosh. The company 
also has said it plans to “have an article” sometime 
in 2016–vague language that does not clarify when 
a prototype will roll out or fly. –N.M., G.R., M.T., C.T.
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Welcome to the next level of success. The Gulfstream G550™ offers every 

aspect of exquisite interior design to maximize the comfort of ultralong-range 

travel. Flexible interior layouts with crew rest areas and stateroom privacy, 

numerous wireless options and an ultraquiet cabin mean you can handle 

business even as the G550 cruises at Mach 0.87.

WORK at EASE

*At the typical initial cruise altitude of 41,000 ft

CABIN ALTITUDE: 3,845 FT*  •  PASSENGERS: UP TO 19  •  SIGNATURE OVAL WINDOWS: 14

SCOTT NEAL  |  +1 912 965 6023  |  scott.neal@gulfstream.com  |  GULFSTREAMG550.COM
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U.S.-registered Business Jet and Turboprop Accidents/Incidents Worldwide
(2015 vs. 2014)

Business jets Total Part 91 Part 91K Part 135 Public/Gov’t Mfr.
2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014

Nonfatal accidents 18 6 15 5 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

Fatal accidents 2   6 1 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Total accidents 20   12 16   11 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0

Fatalities 13  30 4 30 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0

Incidents 49   44 44 33 2 4 2 7 0 0 1 0

Business turboprops
Total Part 91 Part 91K Part 135 Public/Gov’t Mfr.

2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014

Nonfatal accidents 27 19 23 15 0 0 4 3 0 1 0 0

Fatal accidents 10 9 9 9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Total accidents 37 28 32 24 0 0 5 3 0 1 0 0

Fatalities 28 24 19 24 0   0 9 0 0 0 0 0

Incidents 32 19 28 16 0 0 4 2 0 1 0 0
All data preliminary. Sources: FAA, NTSB, Aviation Safety Network, AIN research

Involving Non-U.S.-registered Business Jets/Turboprops 

Business jets
Total Private Charter Other* Unknown

2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014
Nonfatal accidents 11 4 6 2 3 1 1 1 1 0

Fatal accidents 5 5 4 1 0 1 1 2 0 1

Total accidents 16 9 10 3 3 2 2 3 1 1

Fatalities 20 19 13 0 0 5 7 6 0 8

Incidents 8 3 5 0 1 2 2 0 0 1

Business turboprops
Total Private Charter Other* Unknown

2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014

Nonfatal accidents 12 13 5 4 2 6 4 2 1 1

Fatal accidents 12 8 5 3 1 2 6 2 0 1

Total accidents 24 21 10 7 3 8 10 4 1 2

Fatalities 43 35 15 14 1 7 27 12 0 2

Incidents 9 5   6   2 2 0 0 2 1 1

*For example: air ambulance, aerial survey, ferry, training, testing, government (non-military) and head of state. 

AIN tables show “inci-
dents” as well as “accidents” 
to distinguish mishaps 
based on their degree of 
severity. Investigators often 
draw fine distinctions be-
tween the two events, but, 
typically, incidents result in 
minor or no damage and 
their investigations are 
sometimes delegated to 
local officials. 

Accidents are events that 
range from minor damage 
to destruction and/or inju-
ries. Also, some incidents 
ultimately get upgraded to 
accident status during the 
investigative process.  n

U.S. bizjet fatalities down in 2015
The number of fatalities from 

U.S.-registered business jet acci-
dents last year fell by more than 
50 percent compared with 2014, 
one of the worst years on record 
for fatal crashes. There were also 
fewer fatalities last year than the 
near record level in 2011. Accord-
ing to preliminary data researched 
by AIN, 13 people perished in two 
fatal accidents involving N-num-
bered business jets last year com-
pared with 30 in six crashes in 2014. 

Nine people died in one of the 
two fatal crashes last year when on 
December 4 a Hawker 125-700 on 
a Part 135 flight crashed while on 
approach to Akron-Fulton Airport 
in Ohio. The other fatal business jet 
accident last year was the August 
16 midair between a Sabreliner (on 
a Part 91 contract flight for the mil-
itary) and a Cessna 172 near San 
Diego. Four people died in the jet 
and one in the Skyhawk. 

Meanwhile, the number of 
nonfatal mishaps last year was up 
threefold, to 18 last year from six 
in 2014. One of last year’s inci-
dents involved a SyberJet (née 

Sino Swearingen) SJ30 belong-
ing to actor Morgan Freeman. 
On December 5 the small twinjet, 
operating under Part 91, ran off  
the runway after diverting because 
of a blown tire on takeoff and a 
reported hydraulic problem. Last 
year 15 aircraft operating under 
Part 91 were involved in nonfatal 
accidents, compared with one each 
under Part 91K, Part 135 and pub-
lic-use. In 2014 there were five non-
fatal bizjet accidents under Part 91 
and one under Part 135.

Crashes Outside U.S.
Non-U.S.-registered business 

jets also met with more nonfa-
tal accidents last year (11) than 
in 2014 (four). Year over year, the 
number of  fatal crashes remained 
at five, but the number of  fatal-
ities climbed by one, to 20 last 
year. One of  those crashes last 
year was the first fatal accident 
involving an Eclipse VLJ. The 
pilot was killed on December 7 
when his South African-registered 
EA500 entered an uncontrolled 
descent from cruising altitude 

and crashed. An oxygen system 
failure is one of  the possibilities 
being investigated. 

In contrast to the business jet 
segment, turboprops worldwide 
met with more accidents and more 
fatalities last year than in 2014. 
According to the preliminary data, 
28 people died in 10 crashes involv-
ing N-numbered business turbo-
props last year versus 24 deaths 
in nine crashes in 2014. Last year 
there was one Part 135 fatal (kill-
ing nine people), compared with 
no Part 135 fatal crashes in 2014. 
There were no accidents or inci-
dents involving Part 91K turbo-
props in either year. 

Twelve crashes of  non-N- 
numbered turboprops killed 43 
people last year, up from 35 deaths 
in eight accidents in 2014. In one 
non-U.S.-registered turboprop 
accident alone last year, 10 people 
were killed: after the crew reported 
an unspecified problem, the King 
Air B200 belonging to India’s Bor-
der Security Forces crashed on 
December 22 while attempting to 
return to the airport.  –G.G. 

z NBAA Chief: ATC Battle ‘Imminent’
The “big airlines” are once again pushing for a 

privatized U.S. air traffic control system so they can 
“take control of ATC for their economic benefit,” NBAA 
president and CEO Ed Bolen warned attendees last 
month at the 2016 NBAA Schedulers & Dispatchers 
Conference in Tampa, Fla. “They want economic power 
and domination.” He said the legacy U.S. airlines 
first pressed for privatizing ATC in the 1990s so they 
could prevent new entrants by governing ATC. “Then 
in 2006, the Air Transport Association advocated for 
the same thing, saying they wanted to do three things: 
control ATC, get Congress out of the way and shift 
$1.5 billion in air traffic costs to business aviation,” 
Bolen noted. “The motive is the same today.” With 
Congress expected to unveil an FAA reauthorization bill 
this month that will contain language to privatize ATC 
and implement aviation user fees, “The battle is not 
looming; it is imminent,” he said.  “We have the biggest 
and best ATC system in the world,” he concluded. “We 
are all for improving it, but handing control of ATC to 
the airlines isn’t going to help improve it. This will only 
reduce competition and unnecessarily shift costs to 
business aviation users.”

z Daher TBM Deliveries Climb 10 Percent
Daher delivered 55 TBM 900 last year, 10 percent more 

than in 2014 and the second-best year since the first TBM 
was delivered in 1991. The peak year for TBM deliveries 
was 2008, when 60 TBM 850s were delivered. Last year 
the U.S. was the strongest market for the aircraft with 
deliveries of 44, followed by Latin America with seven and 
four in Europe. Nicolas Chabbert, senior vice president 
of Daher’s airplane business, expects this year to be a 
challenging one for the international aircraft marketplace, 
though he anticipates the U.S. market will remain solid.

z TAG Aviation Europe Names New CEO
TAG Aviation Europe named company veteran Daniel 

Christe CEO last month. Christe succeeds Christof Späth, 
who stepped down because of personal circumstances 
after holding the position for a year. Christe became CFO 
of TAG Aviation Holding in 1999 after serving as CFO of 
TAG Heuer. 

z 2015 a Good Year for U.S. Bizav Flying
Business aviation flight activity in North America 

ended 2015 on a positive note, climbing 2.6 percent in 
December year-over-year, according to data from Argus 
International. The December results cap a year that has 
seen year-over-year gains in all but one month, for an 
overall gain of 2.1 percent last year. Part 91 activity was 
up in December, posting a gain of 4.9 percent from the 
year before. The Part 135 charter market recorded a year-
over-year climb of 0.5 percent, while fractional activity 
fell by an equal amount. Turboprops came in with a 
gain of 5.3 percent in December, and 2015 marked the 
10th consecutive year-over-year improvement for the 
turboprop market, Argus noted. Jet activity was also up in 
December: large-cabin-jet flying rose by 3.5 percent; light 
jets, 1.4 percent; and midsize jets, 0.3 percent. 

z JFI Jets, ACP Jets Now Alerion Aviation
Charter and management firm JFI Jets, which recently 

merged with West Palm Beach, Fla.-based ACP Jets, 
rolled out a new identity for the combined entity: Alerion 
Aviation. The merger of JFI Jets and ACP Jets brought 
together two operations that collectively operated 
and managed 17 jets. The merger also gave Alerion a 
presence in three of the busiest business aviation markets 
in the U.S.: the New York metropolitan area, Southern 
California and South Florida. 

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter
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z Embraer Legacy 450 Deliveries Begin
Embraer’s Legacy 450 entered service late last year 

with the first delivery to Orlando, Fla.-based event 
technology specialist LMG. The delivery of the fly-by-
wire midsize jet came a little less than four months after 
Embraer secured ANAC (Brazil), EASA and FAA approval. 
Just days after the U.S. delivery, Embraer handed over 
the first EASA-registered Legacy 450 to Luxembourg-
based Smart Air, which will manage the aircraft on behalf 
of a customer. The twinjet, operated by ASL, will be based 
in Brussels and is now available for charter. As deliveries 
begin, Embraer is working toward extending the range of 
the 450 to 2,900 nm. The first 450 with the extended range 
is expected to be delivered in the third quarter.

z Quest Appoints Chilean Kodiak Dealer
Sandpoint, Idaho-based Quest Aircraft continues to 

expand its international reach with the appointment of 
Santiago, Chile-based Aeroservicio as an authorized 
sales representative for the Kodiak turboprop single. 
Quest is laying the groundwork for Chilean validation 
of the Kodiak, which already has received 21 
certifications in 31 countries, with a number of other 
certifications “imminent.”

z 2015 European Bizav Flying Down
While business aircraft activity in Europe climbed 1.7 

percent in December, to 51,563 departures, the gain wasn’t 
enough to push full-year results into positive territory, 
according to WingX Advance data. Overall, flying was 
down 0.6 percent in the region last year, equivalent to 4,866 
fewer flights than in 2014. WingX attributed the December 
boost to piston activity, which was up 28 percent year-
over-year; business jet activity, which accounts for 60 
percent of all business aviation flights, fell 4 percent. The 
UK and France saw modest growth in December, firming 
up a slight recovery in activity seen throughout last year. 
Most of Western Europe, especially Germany, experienced 
solid growth. Intra-European flights rose 3 percent in 
December, but flights from Southern and Eastern Europe 
continued to trend slightly downward. 

z FBO Riga Opens MRO for Business Jets
FBO Riga, operator of Solinair, a certified maintenance 

and repair service provider, launched a new MRO line 
station–in partnership with Lufthansa Bombardier Aviation 
Services–at its business aviation center at Latvia’s Riga 
International Airport. The line station is providing daily, 
weekly and transit checks, tail-to-nose inspections, 
component replacements, scheduled and non-routine 
maintenance and AOG support. The services are provided 
by Solinair’s EASA Part 145-certified technicians. The 
line station provides maintenance for the Challenger 
604/605/800/850, Global Express/XRS/5000/6000 and 
Legacy 600/650, among others.

z SkyVector Adds Flight Plan Export
SkyVector has added a feature that allows pilots, 

schedulers and dispatchers to export flight plans to the 
ForeFlight iPad app, as well as to avionics from Garmin 
and Dynon. The aeronautical chart, online mapping and 
flight-planning product provider said the feature saves 
time and reduces mistakes by eliminating the need to 
retype the plan into a tablet or onboard avionics. For 
ForeFlight users, SkyVector has an “Open in ForeFlight” 
button that will launch the app with the flight plan fully 
populated. Pilots can also download .FPL or .GPX files 
directly onto a compatible memory card to transfer their 
flight plans to their aircraft’s Garmin or Dynon navigators. 
It is initially compatible with the Garmin G1000 or any 
device supporting the open standard GPX format; support 
for other formats and platforms is in the works.

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter Pompeo urges action on 
FAA reauthorization  
by Kerry Lynch

The lack of a long-term FAA 
reauthorization bill could stifle 
aviation businesses, warns Rep. 
Mike Pompeo (R-Kan.), who 
also is wary that a cornerstone of 
the long-term House reauthoriza-
tion proposal is a measure to cre-
ate a separate organization to run 
the nation’s ATC system.

FAA reauthorization “needs 
to get done,” the three-term con-
gressman whose district includes 
Wichita, told AIN. A lack of cer-
tainty from Congress affects busi-
ness decisions, he said. 

Pompeo has a background in 
running businesses, including serv-
ing as CEO of the aircraft parts 
business formerly known as Thayer 
Aerospace. “What we needed before 
we could hire people and grow our 
company and figure out how to take 
appropriate risks was certainty,” he 
said. “That certainty wasn’t two 
months or a year. We needed to 
know what the rules were going to 
be two or three or five years out so 
we could make the best decisions.”

Referring to short-term exten-
sions used in recent years for both 
government funding and authori-
zation bills, Pompeo said, “these 
stop-gap measures are a wreck 
for small businesses. They can’t 
plan. They can’t develop effec-
tive strategy. Without certainty, 
the tendency is to [shy away from 
growth], to hunker down, not hire 
people and not take risks.”

In terms of passing long-term 
bills, he added, “It is imperative 
that we begin to get this right and 
we put in place permanent legisla-
tion that is structured so [business 
leaders] have a clear idea of how 
to grow their business.”

At the same time, though, 
Pompeo also emphasizes that 
Congress needs to get the lan-
guage in reauthorization right. 
Pompeo does not sit on the 
House Transportation and Infra-
structure (T&I) Committee that 
is writing the reauthorization bill. 
But as a member of the House 
General Aviation Caucus and a 
representative of Wichita inter-
ests, Pompeo has watched the de-
velopment of the bill carefully 
and has been active on a number 
of general aviation issues.

“There are some really great 
provisions in there,” he said of 
the House reauthorization pro-
posal in the works. “There has 
been some hard work by [T&I] 
chairman Bill Shuster (R-Pa.). 
Some provisions that absolutely 
will be a help to general aviation.” 

But Pompeo added, “There are 
a handful that would be enor-
mously detrimental to general 
aviation. We will keep working 
through those to make it right.”

ATC Privitzation
Those provisions of concern 

primarily revolve around the 
independent ATC concept. “As 
a limited-government conserva-
tive, I always think privatization 
sounds great. But the devil for 
this particular project is in the 
details.” Pompeo acknowledged 
that he uses the term privatiza-
tion loosely since any organiza-
tion will have a government role 
and the FAA will continue to 
have safety oversight of ATC. 

His chief concern is that the 
ATC system must serve all cus-
tomers. “A privatization plan that 
puts big airlines in charge of the 
ATC system will work much to 
the detriment of consumers who 
are flying general aviation aircraft 
and are selling the aircraft.” Any 
system must account for the gen-
eral aviation community “in a way 
that continues to make America 
the leading place for flying general 
aviation aircraft,” he said.

Another key worry of the gen-
eral aviation community about 
any privatization or independent 
ATC proposal is the potential 
for user fees. Pompeo pointed to 
past attempts to tax general avi-
ation “out of existence” through 
user fees or other levies. “We have 
got to make sure general aviation 
continues to pay its fair share of 
taxes but no more,” he said.

Another key issue that Pompeo 
sees at the forefront this year is the 
rewrite of certification regulations 
governing development of Part 
23 aircraft. He was the author of 
the Small Airplane Revitalization 
Act of 2013, which set a Decem-
ber 2015 deadline for the FAA to 
release the Part 23 rewrite. When 
the FAA missed that deadline, 

he followed with a letter to the 
Office of Management and Bud-
get appealing for a quick review 
of the rewrite proposal.

To Pompeo the rewrite is about 
ensuring that “when we have tal-
ented engineers trying to build 
really great airplanes, government 
works alongside not against them 
to get that aircraft certified.” The 
rewrite, he added, “will make U.S. 
aircraft manufacturers more com-
petitive.” The shortened period 
from the idea phase to the flying 
phase will facilitate manufactur-
ing jobs in the U.S. and abroad, 
he said. 

Efforts such as these and con-
tinued battles to ward off new 
taxes or unwieldy environmen-
tal regulations are critical as the 
industry continues its slow recov-
ery from the downturn that began 
in late 2008, he said.

“Today we find ourselves still 
in an incredibly difficult place, 
although a better place than we 
were then,” he said, recalling both 

the economic and image diffi-
culties confronting the industry 
in 2009 and 2010. He noted that 
the economic downfall led to the 
merger of the two largest general 
aviation employers (Cessna and 
Beechcraft) under Textron. 

As for the image problem, he 
noted that government leaders 
had “continued to mock general 
aviation [by] talking about fat cats 
and corporate jet owners. It really 
made the political environment 
incredibly difficult.”

That danger persists today, as 
races heat up for the November 
election. “That risk always sits 
out there…but the good news is 
this isn’t a partisan issue. There 
are Republicans and Democrats 
who understand the value of this 
industry.” With that understand-
ing, the risk, he added, is far lower 
than it was five years ago.

Pompeo underscored the 
importance of the value of general 
aviation. “The folks who are flying 
these airplanes are people looking 
to make good business decisions.” 
He added that general aviation 
“truly is an economic engine that 
is important to the U.S. and the 
last great manufacturing story 
here in the U.S.”  o

Rep. Pompeo discusses industry concerns during a recent town hall meeting.
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z Cessna Drops CJ2+ from Lineup
The Cessna Citation CJ2+ is no longer in production, 

as the Citation M2–an upgraded CJ1 with Garmin 
G3000 avionics–and CJ3+ “have proved to be a great 
fit for our customers in this space,” a Textron Aviation 
spokeswoman confirmed. The CJ2 entered service in 
2000 and was the first derivative–a five-foot stretch–
of the original CitationJet that spawned the CJ series. 
The original model was produced from 1999 until mid-
2005; the updated CJ2+–with Rockwell Collins Pro Line 
21 avionics, better performance and Fadec–has been 
in production since late 2005. According to data from 
GAMA’s aircraft shipment reports, Cessna has not 
delivered a CJ2+ since the second quarter of 2014.

z House Caucus to FAA: Protect Airports
Forty members of the U.S. House General Aviation 

Caucus urged the FAA to take all necessary steps to 
protect general aviation and commercial airports. In a 
letter to FAA Administrator Michael Huerta, the caucus 
members expressed “deep concern with recent attempts 
by local governments to close or restrict access to small, 
non-hub airports that are a vital part of our National 
Airspace System.” The lawmakers also expressed “strong 
and unwavering support” for the FAA’s decision in a Part 
16 complaint that the city of Santa Monica, Calif., must 
honor grant obligations at Santa Monica Municipal Airport 
through 2023. Surplus property agreements and grant 
assurance agreements are among several reasons for 
airport operators to maintain their facilities, the lawmakers 
said, also noting obligations to use revenue generated on 
the airport for airport operation and improvement. 

z Falcon Sales, Deliveries Fall in 2015
Dassault Falcon sales declined by 72 percent last year 

compared with 2014, according to preliminary numbers 
released last month by the French aircraft manufacturer. 
In 2015, Dassault reported gross sales of 45 Falcons, but 
NetJets’ cancellation of 20 Falcon 2000s brought the net 
tally to just 25 aircraft. The company reported net orders 
for 90 Falcons the previous year. Fifty-five new Falcons 
were delivered last year versus an expected 65, which 
would have put 2015 on par with 2014. Dassault will 
release its full 2015 financial performance on February 26.

z Dubai Charter Venture Formed
Eying a growing business jet market in the Middle 

East and Africa, business aviation services companies 
Private Jet Charter (PJC) and Jet Connections are 
teaming to establish a firm specializing in private aircraft 
management, sales and acquisition. The new company, 
X Jets, opened its headquarters in Dubai. Initially it will 
serve the Middle East and expand into Africa and India 
later this year, the company said. PJC is an international 
charter services company. UK-based Jet Connections 
provides management, sales and acquisition services.

z FAA Releases Revised ADS-B AC
The FAA published AC 20-165B, “Airworthiness 

Approval of Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast 
out Systems,” the guidance material for those seeking 
approval for installation of ADS-B out systems. According 
to the Aircraft Electronics Association, “The revision to 
AC 20-165 contains a number of significant changes.” 
These include the elimination of “the criteria that ADS-B 
out transmitters and position sources be automatically 
treated as a major alteration.” The association pointed 
out that ADS-B out upgrades “still require the initial 
approvals, but within specific limitation allows ADS-B out 
installations to be treated as ‘normal’ avionics. The AC 
also contains the criteria for reuse of flight-test data for 
follow-on installations of approved systems.

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter Three jets damaged in 
graffiti incident at VNY
by Matt Thurber

After cutting through a fence 
on Vanowen Street on the south 
end of  the runways, vandals 
struck Van Nuys Airport (VNY) 
on the night of December 27 by 
spray-painting graffiti on three 
jets parked outside. An airport 
employee noticed the damage and 
notified the Los Angeles Airport 
Police, which has a permanent 
force based at VNY. 

There was another such inci-
dent in 2012, when the perpetrator 
climbed a fence near the Sherman 
Way tunnel and vandalized a Lear-
jet. According to VNY Police offi-
cer Rob Pedregon, after the 2012 
incident “there were adjustments 
made to mitigate any future cir-
cumstances.” He could not provide 
information about the number of 
officers on duty at the time of the 
recent incident or the exact mea-
sures taken after the 2012 incident, 
citing “security aspects.” 

He added that “initial reports 
are that everything is cosmetic,” 
and the damage estimate is 

roughly $3,500 per airplane. A 
spokesman for Fair Wind Air 
Charter, which operates one of 
the airplanes that was vandalized, 
a GIV, said, “They didn’t do any 
real damage,” and that the high 
quality of the GIV’s paint simpli-
fies removal of the graffiti.

Security Wake-up Call
The Los Angeles Airport 

Peace Officers Association 
(LAAPOA), which represents 
the airport police, told AIN in 
an email, “The chief  of  police 
removed officers and/or down-
graded personnel several years 
ago at VNY. This was previous 
to the recent breach in security. 
LAAPOA has been fighting to 
get these officers back at the air-
port,” according to an LAAPOA 
spokeswoman. 

“LAAPOA believes that we 
need additional officers at VNY, 
one of the busiest general avia-
tion airports in the country. The 
same security issues that exist at 

LAX exist at VNY and need the 
same attention to law enforcement 
and public safety. Security experts 
have already highlighted that 
general aviation airports are just  
as vulnerable to terrorist threats 
and activities.”

The association recommends 
higher fencing that is reinforced, 
double fencing and more tech-
nology to prevent intruders from 
gaining access to VNY. “Public 
safety at airports needs to be a 
proactive and priority issue,” the 
spokeswoman added. “Minimiz-
ing these breaches and sweeping 
them under the rug until some-
thing disastrous happens is not 
the way to do business at our 
airports when there are com-
monsense, practical solutions to 
mitigate perimeter intrusions and 
fortify airport security,” she said. 

Four new officers joined the 
airport police on December 23. 
The force employs more than 
1,100 police officers, security offi-
cers and civilian staff  to protect 
Los Angeles International, LA/
Ontario International and VNY.

Los Angeles Airport Police 
chief Patrick Gannon was quoted 
in a Los Angeles Times article after 
the incident: “It is embarrassing. 
It is not something we want to be 
happening at our airports.”  o

GA groups, lawmakers 
urge Part 23 review
by Kerry Lynch

The U.S. FAA formally missed 
the congressionally set deadline 
to complete the Part 23 rewrite 
in December, prompting General 
Aviation Manufacturers Asso-
ciation president and CEO Pete 
Bunce to reiterate his call to the 
Obama Administration at least to 
expedite review of the proposal.

The notice of  proposed 

rulemaking (NPRM) to over-
haul light aircraft certification 
rules finally made its way for 
Office of  Management and Bud-
get (OMB) review on December 
11–four days before the congres-
sional mandate for the final rule. 
It was in late 2013 that Congress 
adopted the Small Airplane 
Revitalization Act directing the 

FAA to issue the final Part 23 
rule by December 15.

In the final step before release 
of a proposed or final rulemaking, 
the OMB has 90 days to review 
NPRMs. Bunce and a number 
of lawmakers have appealed to 
the agency for a shortened review 
period. Bunce noted that over 
the past two years “the FAA has 
worked diligently to develop an 
NPRM.” But the FAA and other 
government agencies failed to get 
the proposal through the bureau-
cratic processes, he added. Bunce 
has feared that without timely 
release of a proposal, a final rule 
can become enmeshed in the 
upcoming change in the adminis-
tration and run into years of delays.

“At a time when Americans 
are increasingly frustrated by 
their government and its lack 
of  responsiveness and account-
ability, the absence of  action on 
the Small Airplane Revitaliza-
tion Act serves as yet another 
example of  bureaucratic paraly-
sis,” he said. “In the interests of 
general aviation safety and inno-
vation, it is the strong desire of 
the entire general aviation com-
munity for the Administration to 
rapidly place priority on an effort 
to publish the NPRM.”

Bunce had hoped for release 
of  the proposal by the end of 
December, the time frame that 
FAA officials have long indicated 

	 Continues on page 15 u 

The goal of the Part 23 rewrite is to achieve twice the safety at half the cost. The 
rulemaking was supposed to be complete at the end of last year, but at the beginning of 
2015 the FAA said it was targeting the beginning of 2017 for completion of the NPRM.
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z AgustaWestland Rebrands
As part of a wider corporate reorganization plan 

that merges Finmeccanica’s aerospace, defense and 
security activities, AgustaWestland has been renamed 
Finmeccanica Helicopters. The Italian company is now 
divided into four areas and seven divisions, succeeding the 
previous structure of a holding company and subsidiaries. 
The four sectors are helicopters; aerospace; electronics, 
defense and security systems; and space. Its seven 
divisions are helicopters; aircraft; aerostructures; avionics 
systems and space; defense electronics land and naval; 
defense systems; and security systems and information. 

z Report Stresses Pilot Skills
While aircraft automation can improve efficiency and 

reduce pilot workload, recent accidents have shown that 
pilots who typically fly with automation can make errors 
when confronted with an unexpected event or when 
transitioning to manual flying, according to a U.S. DOT 
Inspector General report issued last month. “Reliance on 
automation is a growing concern among industry experts, 
who have also questioned whether pilots are provided 
enough training and experience to maintain manual flying 
proficiency,” the DOT IG said. Thus, the DOT IG made 
two recommendations that would make the FAA better 
able to ensure that operators sufficiently address pilot 
monitoring and manual flying skills. One focuses on pilot 
monitoring metrics that can be used to train and evaluate 
pilots. The other involves standards to determine whether 
pilots receive sufficient training to develop, maintain and 
demonstrate manual flying skills.

z ForeFlight Acquires JetFuelX
ForeFlight has acquired JetFuelX, a free web-based 

fuel card management service that lets turbine aircraft 
owners and operators find the lowest prices available from 
their jet fuel discount program memberships. “We are 
thrilled to announce this exciting addition to ForeFlight. 
The JetFuelX platform…allows our customers to make 
timely and cost-effective planning and fuel purchase 
decisions,” said ForeFlight co-founder and CEO Tyson 
Weihs. With JetFuelX, users can manage unlimited fuel 
card memberships and aircraft profiles, view jet-A prices at 
the planned destination, compare prices in real time with 
nearby airports and submit fuel releases. A simple search 
function returns discount pricing information at the planned 
destination, as well as the nearest airports, in a neatly 
organized list or interactive map view. 

z CJ Pilot Reported Autopilot Failure
Reports of mechanical problems preceded the fatal 

crash of a 1999 Cessna CitationJet (N711BX) on January 
18 near Cedar Fort, Utah, some 32 miles south-southwest 
of Salt Lake City International Airport (SLC). Data from 
FlightAware shows the CitationJet departed SLC at 
9:52 a.m. local time on an IFR flight plan to Tucson, 
Ariz. Radar data indicated IMC and freezing precipitation 
along the route of flight. While climbing to 14,000 feet, 
the pilot told departure control that the twinjet’s autopilot 
had failed and that he needed to “climb out of the 
weather right now.” ATC approved a climb to FL180, 
amended to FL230 after the pilot declared Mayday 
and told controllers, “I do need to get up higher…
losing different instruments. I’d really like to get into 
clear weather.” One minute later, as the aircraft climbed 
through FL200, the pilot acknowledged a no-gyro 
left turn vector back on course from ATC. No further 
communications were recorded.  ADS-B-derived flight 
tracking data shows the CitationJet on a north-northwest 
course before it entered a steep descent and struck a 
snow-covered field. Both occupants were killed. 

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter

Court: flight-sharing sites illegal, 
Flytenow portal ceases operations
by Matt Thurber

Flight-sharing website Flyte-
now has closed. A U.S. Court of 
Appeals denied Flytenow’s peti-
tion for a review that sought to 
counter an FAA letter of  inter-
pretation finding Flytenow’s type 
of flight-sharing illegal.  

Flytenow created a website 
where pilots could post upcoming 
planned flights and members of 
the public could coordinate with 
pilots to join them on those flights 
and share expenses. Flytenow 
would derive revenue by retaining 
a portion of the shared expenses 
payment. Another company called 
AirPooler offered similar services.  

Although sharing of expenses 
has long been allowed by FAA reg-
ulations, Flytenow sought a legal 
opinion from the FAA as to the 
legality of its service, as did Air-
Pooler. The FAA issued its interpre-
tation in letters to both Flytenow 
and AirPooler on Aug. 13 and 14, 
2014. Essentially, the FAA claimed 
that because it had to carve out an 
exception allowing expense shar-
ing by private pilots to the rules 
requiring a commercial pilot cer-
tificate for carrying passengers for 
compensation or hire, “the issue of 
compensation is not in doubt.” The 
FAA also noted that a Part 119 cer-
tificate would be required “for each 
person operating or intending to 
operate civil aircraft as an air car-
rier, commercial operator…” 

Flytenow asserts that its service 
simplified the process of word of 
mouth, telephone or posting notes 
on bulletin boards about shar-
ing expenses on upcoming flights. 
“This is a huge blow to innova-
tion and entrepreneurship in gen-
eral aviation,” said Jon Riches, the 
national litigation director at the 

Goldwater Institute and the attor-
ney representing Flytenow. “Courts 
give extreme deference to regula-
tory agencies, often at the expense 
of innovation,” he said. “In this 
decision, the court relied on that 
regulatory deference, and the result 
is less choice for consumers, and 
less innovation in general aviation.”  

Flytenow and AirPooler aren’t 
the only such flight-sharing web-
sites, and it is not clear whether 
the FAA plans to attempt to close 
sites such as Skypool, Pilot Share 
the Ride and others. According to 
Flytenow, “The Goldwater Insti-
tute is reviewing the opinion for 
possible rehearing options and 
the possibility to petition the 
Supreme Court to hear the case.” 

There is also a bill in Con-
gress that would make flight-shar-
ing websites legal. H.R. 3593 was 
introduced by Rep. David Sch-
weikert (R-Ariz.) and would 
require the FAA to issue new reg-
ulations “to ensure that a person 

who holds a private pilot certifi-
cate may communicate with the 
public, in any manner the person 
determines appropriate, to facili-
tate a covered flight.” The bill has 
been referred to the House sub-
committee on aviation.  o

Flytenow is one of several ride-sharing operations that existed for pilots and the general 
public to coordinate trips to reduce costs. The company has ceased operations; the fate of 
similar services remains in doubt.

AC PROVIDES GUIDANCE ON RFID TAGS 

The FAA has published AC 20-162A, Airworthiness 
Approval of Installed Passive Ultra-High-Frequency Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) tags. The AC provides 
applicants with guidance for installing and using passive 
RFID tags on aircraft engines, propellers, parts and compo-
nents. The business aviation maintenance community 
doesn’t seem to be in any hurry to implement the concept.

Dave Latimer, vice president of regulatory compliance 
for Haeco Americas, told AIN, “We never applied RFID 
technology on parts. About eight years ago we exper-
imented with using RFIDs to track safeties attached to 
oxygen generators, life rafts and slide actuators in an 
effort to ensure the maintenance safeties were removed 
before release of an aircraft to service. We attached an 
RFID tag to our safety pins and as a final inspection tech-
nique we walked the aircraft with a reader to ensure 

all the safety pins were removed before release of the 
aircraft. We found it didn’t provide 100 percent read 
rates, which defeated the purpose of a final inspection 
to ensure all safeties were removed. We abandoned the 
program about five years ago and returned to a manual 
verification system.”

Jason Dickstein, general counsel of the Aviation 
Suppliers Association, was part of a group that was 
working on electronic documentation standards for RFIDs 
about a decade ago. “We talked about embedding part 
information and making the RFID robust enough to embed 
maintenance information too but it never went much 
further. To make it happen you have to see a benefit and 
you have to be able to afford the significant investment it 
would take to develop it. At least for now, the cost/benefit 
ratio doesn’t seem to support development.”  –D.A.L.

News Note
The FAA issued a final rule to 
correct a mistake that affected 
Part 135 on-demand charter 
operators that voluntarily com-
plied with the training require-
ments outlined under Part 121. 
The rule required these operators 
to also require SIC pilots to have 
an airline transport pilot certifi-
cate. “This correction makes it 
easier for operators to raise the 
safety bar by voluntarily comply-
ing with the more rigorous train-
ing requirements of Part 121, yet 
removes the increased stringency 
of mandating SICs hold an ATP,” 
said NBAA. n
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France loses a legend 
with death of SST pilot

Concorde flew its last com-
mercial service 12 years ago, 
but the pilot who first took the 
Anglo-French SST into the sky 

survived until last month. André 
Turcat, who commanded the 
four-man crew that made Con-
corde’s 27-minute first flight from 

Toulouse-Blagnac on March 2, 
1969, died at his home in Aix-
en-Provence on January 4 at the 
age of 94. He had joined the 
Free French air force in World 
War II and later, during the 
Indochina War, flew C-47s with 
enough panache to earn a place at 
France’s EPNER test-pilot school 
at Istres.

Long before Concorde went 

supersonic, Turcat was no 
stranger to the Machmeter, hav-
ing earned the Harmon Trophy 
in 1958 (handed to him by 36th 
Vice President of the U.S. Rich-
ard Nixon) for taking the ram-
jet-powered Nord 1500 Griffon 
to Mach 2.19. The following year 
he broke the world speed record 
by flying the Griffon at an aver-
age of 1,021 mph/1,643 km/hr 
over 100 km. At the conclusion 
of the Griffon experiments, Tur-
cat left the military and joined 
Sud Aviation as it was embark-
ing on the Concorde program. 
Turcat became chief  test pilot 
for the program’s French effort; 
Brian Trubshaw (who died in 
March 2001 at the age of 77) held 
that post for the British effort. 
Both pilots earned the 1971 Ivan 
Kincheloe Award for their work 
on the SST test program.

Turcat was also at the con-
trols when Concorde first ven-
tured beyond Mach 1 on Oct. 1, 
1969, some 15 years after he had 
become Europe’s first pilot to 
“break the sound barrier” in level 
flight and without afterburners, 
flying a Nord Gerfaut (Gyrfalcon) 
I. Turcat spanned the duration of 
the Concorde program, from the 
glory days of its flight-test phase 
and 1976 entry into commercial 
service with Air France and Brit-
ish Airways, through the pain of 
the July 25, 2000, crash in Gon-
esse near Paris Charles de Gaulle 
Airport, its grounding, revival and 
ultimate retirement three years 
later. On June 27, 2003, Turcat 
was on board F-BVFC when it 
was delivered into retirement at 
the Aeroscopia museum at its 
birthplace, Toulouse.

Turcat served as deputy 
mayor of  Toulouse from 1971 
to 1977 and as a member of the 
European Parliament from 1980 
to 1981. In 2005 he was made 
a Grand Officer of  the Legion  
of Honor.  –N.M.
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André Turcat (second from right, above) commanded Concorde’s first flight, from 
Toulouse on March 2, 1969, and 34 years later he was on board for Air France Concorde 
Foxtrot Charlie’s final flight: delivery to the museum at its birthplace in Toulouse, below.
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as the target. In addition to 
Bunce, lawmakers in the Sen-
ate and House had expressed 
similar urgency.

In separate letters, the law-
makers told OMB director 
Shaun Donovan that the rewrite 
will enable timelier introduction 
of safer technologies and elim-
inate the prescriptive approach 
to compliance in favor of a con-
sensus approach. “The FAA has 
stated this effort will double real-
world safety while cutting certifi-
cation costs in half,” they added, 
noting strong bi-partisan support 
for the effort.

The letters were signed by 
Reps. Mike Pompeo (R-Kan.), 
Dan Lipinski (D-Ill.), Frank 
LoBiondo (R-N.J.), Rick Larsen 
(D-Wash.), Sam Graves (R-Mo.), 
Todd Rokita (R-Ind.) and Rick 
Nolan (D-Minn.) and Sens. Amy 
Klobuchar (D-Minn.) and Lisa 
Murkowski (R-Alaska). 

“Unfortunately, federal reg-
ulators are far behind in the 
rulemaking process for small air-
plane certification regulations,” 
said Pompeo, who was the driv-
ing force behind the legislation 
mandating the December 2015 
deadline. Pompeo added during 
an interview with AIN that “the 
FAA has been a great partner 
working to get it down. Now we 
need to get the Administration 
and the OMB on board.”

Along with sending the letters, 
industry leaders also met person-
ally with OMB officials. But by 
mid-January it was still uncertain 
when the OMB might complete 
its review.

Europe is ahead of the U.S. 
in the effort. The European Avi-
ation Safety Agency issued an 
advance notice of  proposed 
amendment last March to lay the 
groundwork for a rewrite of light 
aircraft certification rules. Com-
ments on the advance proposal 
were due in May last year.  o
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Action needed on 
Part 23 rewrite
uContinued from page 10

GERALD TOBIAS FLIES WEST

Gerald Tobias, the former president and CEO of Sikorsky 
Aircraft who helped develop the Black Hawk military helicopter 
and launched the S-76 executive helicopter, died on November 
14 in Huntington Beach, Calif. He was 89.

Born July 6, 1926, Tobias served in the U.S. Marines from 
1943 to 1944 and trained on the Boeing Stearman. Following 
his service, Tobias remained involved in aviation, working for 
the Martin Company before joining Boeing in 1962. There he 
led the Turbine Division and was director of program adminis-
tration for the Boeing 747. 

He joined Sikorsky in 1973 and steered the production and 

development of medium and large helicopters, including the 
launch of the first U.S. privately financed medium-lift commer-
cial helicopter, the S-76. He helped bring in the nearly $3 billion 
U.S. Army Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System contract 
for the UH-60A (Black Hawk) helicopter, the largest military 
contract awarded in a decade. 

Tobias also had held senior positions with Rohr and Fairchild 
Industries, and after retiring from Sikorsky he became president 
of Rogerson Hiller. He was also active on a number of boards, 
including as president and chairman of the American Helicopter 
Society and of the Society’s Vertical Flight Foundation.  –K.L.
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Air Asia crash highlights risks  
of in-flight troubleshooting

When an Air Asia Airbus A320-
216 on a routine flight from Surabaya, 
Indonesia, to Singapore crashed on Dec. 
28, 2014, killing 162 people, many experts 
suspected that bad weather at the time 
might have played a role. The recently 
released accident report on Air Asia 
Flight 8501 reveals that weather was not a 
factor. But several disturbing factors were, 
involving both the flight crews and the 
maintenance department. What happened 
here could happen anywhere. The lessons 
to be learned from this accident apply to 
airlines, corporate flight departments and 
even individual GA pilots and mechanics.

Repeated Problem
Twenty-five minutes into the flight–

at 2300 UTC–the A320 was cruising at 
32,000 feet when the crew got their first 
amber warning light on the electronic 
centralized aircraft monitoring (Ecam): 
auto flt rud trv lim 1, indicating a 
problem with the rudder travel limiter. 
This automated system prevents the 
pilots or autopilot system from moving 
the rudder too far at high speed, which 
could result in the rudder and vertical fin 
separating from the aircraft.  

Thereafter, the accident report indi-
cates the following sequence of events re-
lated to the rudder travel limiter system 
based on the flight data recorder (FDR):

• At 2301 UTC, the FDR recorded 
failure on both rudder travel limiter units 
and triggered a chime and master caution 
light. The Ecam message showed auto 
flt rud trv lim sys (auto flight rudder 
travel limiter system). The PIC read and 
performed the Ecam action of auto flt 
rud trv lim sys to set flight augmentation 
computer (FAC) 1 and 2 push buttons on 
the overhead panel to off then to on one 
by one. Both rudder travel limiter units 
returned to function normally. 

• At 2309 UTC, the FDR recorded the 
second failure on both rudder travel limiter 
units and triggered a chime and master 
caution light. The pilots repeated the Ecam 
action and again both rudder travel limiter 
units returned to function normally. 

• At 2313:41 UTC, the single chime 
sounded and the amber Ecam message 
auto flt rud trv lim sys was displayed. 
This was the third failure on both rudder 
travel limiter units on this flight. The 
pilots performed the Ecam actions and 
the system returned to function normally.

• At 2315:36 UTC, the fourth failure on 
both rudder travel limiter units triggered 
Ecam message auto flt rud trv lim sys, 
chime and master caution light. 

• After the fourth warning the crew did 
not follow the Ecam message but instead 
appeared to pull the FAC circuit breaker. 
This caused the autopilot and auto-
thrust to disengage, removing several 
stall protections. The aircraft ultimately 

entered a stall from which the crew was 
unable to recover and the aircraft began 
its uncontrolled descent into the ocean.

The first lesson from this accident 
is one that every crew should know: 
troubleshooting in flight is hazardous.  

The first significant risk is distraction 
from the primary job of flying the 
airplane. One accident that drew 
attention to this was the fatal crash 
of an Eastern Airlines flight into the 
Everglades in 1972. As the aircraft was 
descending to land at MIA, the crew 
became so focused on why a landing-
gear position indicator bulb was off that 
they stopped flying the airplane. With 
the autopilot accidentally disengaged, 
the crew failed to notice that the airplane 
was slowly descending. 

The second significant risk is taking 
an action that has consequences that 
crewmembers are not aware of. For 
example, a circuit breaker might not be 
labeled with all the systems that receive 
power. So pulling that circuit breaker 
could interrupt power to a number of 
electronic components without the crew 
knowing which ones.  

The fatal Jan. 31, 2000, crash of an 
Alaska Airlines MD-83 highlights the 
third significant risk: troubleshooting can 
make a problem worse. In that case, while 
attempting to troubleshoot an apparently 
jammed stabilizer trim motor, the crew 
overflew a number of airports where 
the aircraft could have landed safely. 
Instead, the troubleshooting, which 
involved trying to change the position of 
the horizontal stabilizer by manipulating 
the electric motor controls up and down, 
resulted in the horizontal stabilizer 
becoming disengaged from the jackscrew 
that controls the up and down movement 
of the horizontal stabilizer. This rendered 
the aircraft uncontrollable and it crashed 
into the ocean. 

The other significant lesson from the 
Air Asia crash is related to maintenance. 
There were repeated write-ups and 
deferrals of the rudder trim limiter system, 
for reasons that were not explained. 
Repeat items have to be dealt with in a 
timely manner and not deferred so that 
crews are not put in the position of having 
to deal with known problems.  n 

The opinions expressed in this column are 
those of the author and not necessarily 
endorsed by AIN.

Full-throttle opinion from former  
NTSB member John Goglia

John Goglia is a former 
member of the NTSB and 
currently a safety  consultant. 
He welcomes your e-mails 
at  gogliaj@yahoo.com.
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JetNet iQ: midsize market to rise
by Chad Trautvetter

JetNet iQ is still predicting that 
744 new business jets will be deliv-
ered this year–up from its estimate 
of 710 last year–but the business 
aviation data firm is adjusting its 
10-year outlook to “reflect recent 

industry and market develop-
ments, especially in the large-cabin 
market.” It now expects lower 
delivery volumes and a higher 
share of aircraft to be delivered 
to the U.S. over the next decade.

“Counterbalancing the slow-
down in ‘globalization’ and at 
the top end of  the market, we 
continue to believe that the 
medium jet segment in particu-
lar will be quite active,” JetNet 
iQ managing director Rollie 
Vincent told AIN. “Business 
aircraft owners and operators 
in the U.S. are far and away the 
most optimistic of  any of  the 
markets we are monitoring. This 
is in sharp contrast to develop-
ing and emerging markets such 
as Brazil, Russia, China and 
South Africa, where conditions 
are dragging down the world-
wide outlook for new and pre-
owned business aircraft sales.” 

As a result, pre-owned trans-
actions look to have ended 2015 
about 5 percent lower year-over-
year on the back of  a particu-
larly weak fourth quarter, he 
said. Although year-end num-
bers are still being finalized, Vin-
cent said it appears that for-sale 
inventory plateaued and then 
rose modestly to about 11.5 
percent of  the in-service fleet at 
year-end, up for the first time 
since the worst of  the aftermath 
of  the financial crisis.  

Buyers in Control
“This inventory shift should 

put even more downward pres-
sure on aircraft prices this year,” 
he added. “At a 50,000-foot level, 
the supply of  business aircraft 
remains above demand, based on 
the imbalance that is apparent in 
aircraft asking and transaction 
prices, new-aircraft discounting 
and lower flight activity now 
than pre-crisis.” 

Vincent noted that buyers 
continue to have the upper hand 
and there is “tremendous pres-
sure” on new prices and on resid-
ual values of pre-owned aircraft. 
Soft demand in emerging mar-
kets, overcapacity in traditional 
markets such as North America 
and Europe and lower pricing all 
point to the potential for lower 
deliveries of new aircraft over the 
next two years, especially at the 
top of the market, he said.

“Short of  any unannounced 
product improvements and 
upgrades that might be in the 
pipeline, near-term decisions 
regarding lower production 
rates seem prudent,” Vincent 
said. “This is especially the case 
for large-cabin jets that are at a 
later stage in their product life 
cycle. Without these decisions, 
the pressure on sellers to dis-
count will almost certainly rise 
this year.”  o
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123west Software 
Naviator  
( $34.99/year)

Naviator is a full-featured Android 
EFB app, with geo-referenced maps 
and approach charts, synthetic vision 
and a worldwide database of more 
than 53,000 airports and navaids. The 
database includes obstacles and tow-
ers in the U.S. (and its territories) and 
parts of Canada and Mexico. Naviator 
can be used for preflight planning, filing 
flight plans via Lockheed Martin, rub-
ber-band route editing and navigation 
with a graphical HSI on a split-screen 
view. Flight recording is also available.

AerovieReports  
(  $69.99/year)

AerovieReports has become a 
powerful EFB application at a reason-
able price, with all the typical capa-
bilities such as VFR and IFR charts, 
geo-referenced approach charts, 
Lockheed Martin flight plan filing, 
terrain awareness and depressur-
ization detection (for iPads/iPhones 
equipped with the barometric sen-
sor). AerovieReports’ Pirep submis-
sion feature sends reports directly into 
Lockheed Martin for quick dissemina-
tion into the National Airspace System. 
The feature is particularly useful now 
that more aircraft are equipped with 
in-flight Internet connectivity.

The vertical profile feature in 
AerovieReports shows not only terrain 

relative to the flight-planned route but 
also allows the user to view Airmets/
Sigmets, winds, weather and the freez-
ing level, all laid out on an easy-to-
interpret diagram. 

Where Aerovie really shines is its 
Apple Watch support, which is cur-
rently the most comprehensive of any 
aviation app. 

On the Watch, AerovieReports 
has pages dedicated to count-up 
timers and a flight timer, an audio 
landing briefing for the destination 
airport set in the flight plan, check-
lists (which can be read out audibly 
or clicked through), instruments (GPS 
altitude and speed), weather radar 
with adjustable range and airport 
information that provides an airport 
diagram, weather indicator, frequen-
cies and runways. 

Avare 
(  free)

Avare was created and is sup-
ported by a volunteer group that 
continually adds features and capa-
bilities. There are no advertisements, 
and Avare is open-source, allowing 
developers to create AddOn Apps 
to extend Avare’s abilities. One such 
example is the ChartSack, which 
allows users to add and navigate on 
any type of map, provided it is in the 
correct file format.

Avare features include geo- 
referenced maps and approach charts, 
weather (Metars, TAFs and TFRs) and 
Bluetooth connectivity to external GPS 
and ADS-B receivers.

AvPlan EFB Pro
(   $139/year)

AvPlan has added an Android ver-
sion, and while this is in a Lite format, 
the full Android EFB should be avail-
able in the first half of this year. 

AvPlan doesn’t currently sup-
port Windows computers such as 
Microsoft’s Surface tablet, but AvPlan 
might have something coming for  
that machine.

AvPlan is available with full cover-
age for Australia, New Zealand and the 
U.S. A worldwide edition is also avail-
able, with weather information, perfor-
mance calculations and mapping for 
some regions in Southeast Asia; flight 
planning will be offered at some point. 

Nearly six years ago, in April 2010, Apple 
began delivering the iPad, and since then pilots 
have adopted mobile devices seemingly faster than 
any other new technology introduced in aviation. 
While many pilots were first exposed to this kind 
of technology with purpose-built electronic flight 
bags (EFBs), the iPad and then Android tablets 
introduced much more powerful, less costly and 
easier-to-upgrade devices that quickly made ded-
icated EFBs almost obsolete (although they are 
still used in many large aircraft).

John Zimmerman, writing in the Air Facts 
blog, believes that the iPad is not popular just 
because it is convenient and relatively inexpen-
sive but also because it has made flying safer. He 
pointed out that for pilots who fly different air-
craft, each equipped with unique avionics sys-
tems, “Tablets democratize avionics. If  Garmin 
adds an incredible new feature to the G1000, the 
vast majority of pilots don’t have access to it. 
With tablet apps, though, every pilot can have 
that new feature overnight–often for free. Cut-
ting-edge avionics are a reality for anyone with 
a $500 tablet and a $75 app, not just owners of 
new airplanes.”

Safety features are also a bonus with mobile 
devices, Zimmerman noted, bringing inexpen-
sive yet powerful terrain awareness and onboard 
weather services via ADS-B in to general avi-
ation cockpits. 

Yet light airplane pilots aren’t the only ones 
flying with tablets and ADS-B in receivers; these 
devices work equally well on business jets, and 
bizav pilots appreciate their benefits. During a 
recent Phenom 300 flight, this writer tested an 
Appareo Stratus 2S ADS-B in/AHRS device, 
and it worked well at all altitudes, including 
receiving ADS-B ground stations while flying 
in the vicinity of Puerto Rico.

While aviation app developers have been 
hard at work upgrading their products and 
offering new features, there have been some 
changes in the aviation app world and few new 
blockbuster developments. Some companies 
have added rich new features, while others have 
expanded the types of  device their apps will 
run on, including Amazon’s incredibly inex-
pensive Fire tablet. There has been a slowdown 
in the ranks of  new flight planning and nav-
igation app developers, but there are plenty 

of  these already, and for pilots already accus-
tomed to using an app, switching to a differ-
ent one is a big step.

One disappointment in the world of aviation 
apps is the lack of unique features available on 
the Apple Watch. Some developers were quick 
to make their apps Watch-ready and offered 
some useful features, but after that initial burst 
of enthusiasm last year, few new Watch-based 
features have been released. AerovieReports was 
the first EFB app to offer Watch features, and 
it remains at the forefront for aviation Watch 
applications. ForeFlight Mobile has also devel-
oped Watch features. One glaring missing item 
from aviation Watch apps, for example, is an 
easily settable countdown timer for timing an 
approach. The Watch can play an audible alert 
and provide a haptic tap on the wearer’s wrist 
at the end of the countdown. There are likely 
other useful Watch features that could be done, 
but so far, developers don’t seem to be busy on 
that front, perhaps because the Watch adoption 
rate hasn’t been as rapid as that of the iPhone, 
iPad and Android devices.

The reason the uptake of  smart watches 
among pilots is low may be that there are few 
compelling apps. If  app developers focus on 
making smart watches more useful in the cock-
pit, more pilots will add them to their gadget 
bags. Garmin has done a good job with this with 
its D2 watches, which take full advantage of the 
small display real estate to show a moving map, 
HSI and multiple fields of flight information. 

Hilton Software’s WingX Pro7 was the 
first app to tap the smart watch market, on 
the Pebble watch. The Pebble integration was 
announced nearly two years ago, however, and 
Hilton Software hasn’t done anything new in 
the watch arena, nor anything on Android or 
Apple watches. 

When it comes to aviation, there are more 
than just Apple and Android devices; Micro-
soft’s Surface tablets have made inroads with 
airlines, for which Jeppesen has written a Win-
dows version of its Mobile Flitedeck software. 
But so far, there doesn’t seem to be a huge 
demand for the Surface in business aviation, 
and app developers haven’t rushed to port exist-
ing apps to the Surface, and as a result there are 
few new Surface-based aviation apps.

         EFB APPS

EFB apps gaining features and functions

      AVIATION APPS by Matt Thurber
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P
erformance is the benchmark 

for measuring an aircraft’s 

capabilities and advances, 

and improving it typically requires 

considerable time and expense. But 

not always: you can dramatically 

enhance the performance of your 

aircraft at almost no cost, virtually 

overnight, simply by entrusting it 

to a well-qualified management 

company. Such a company’s 

operational efficiencies, economies 

of scale, 24/7 global services and 

range of expertise can enable your 

aircraft to deliver peak performance.

“These are complex machines, and 

the operations, regulatory structures 

and maintenance are equally complex,” 

said National Air Transportation 

Association senior v-p Bill Deere. “The 

value of these companies is that they 

have expertise in all these areas.”

Good management is becoming 

more critical by the day. Owners fly to 

more remote destinations, regulations 

are ever changing, and shifting aircraft 

valuations have raised the financial 

stakes. Management services can make 

sense for “any business where aviation 

is a non-core function and managing 

airplanes is not what they do day to 

day,” said Jeff Agur, CEO of aviation 

consultancy Van Allen. In fact, today 

a growing number of corporate flight 

departments also use select skills and 

resources of management companies to 

supplement their in-house capabilities. 

So whether you’re flying your aircraft 

Part 91 or seeking charter revenue, and 

whether you’re a first-time owner or 

experienced operator, you’d be wise to 

consider the many ways management 

companies can boost the performance 

of your aircraft and enhance your 

ownership experience. Here are seven 

of the most important.   n

Seven Benefits of Superior 
Aircraft Management
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Managing Operations

A  Chicago-based Learjet 60 was recently 
set to fly to New York and back in 48 
hours, but the flight-planning team at 

Priester Aviation’s Global Operations Center  
predicted snow squalls and nasty winds at the hour 
of the scheduled return. “Our logistics people  
recommended moving the time up to beat the 

weather, and the owner was able to adjust the 
meeting time in New York two days in advance,” 
recalled Andrew Priester, president and CEO of 
Chicago-based Priester Aviation, which manages 
55 aircraft, primarily midsize and large-cabin jets. 

That’s just one small example of the advan-
tage a quality management company can of-
fer. Such a company can provide oversight of 
every aspect of trip planning and execution. At  
Pentastar Aviation’s Operations Control Center, 
licensed dispatchers—who make up the major-
ity of the staff—provide flight-following and 
operational-management services. “Our aircraft 

are operating internationally, and we have the 
bandwidth and fortitude to manage that in real 
time in a robust way,” said Pentastar v-p, sales and 
marketing, Brad Bruce. “While the dispatcher 
might be communicating with the crew, we’re 
managing the maintenance portion in parallel.” 
Based at Oakland County International Airport 
(PTK) in Waterford, Michigan, Pentastar manag-
es 22 aircraft, from light jets up to an executive- 
configured MD-83. 

But a company doesn’t need a large fleet to 
manage aircraft globally. The Central Dispatch 
Department at Volo Aviation, which manages a 
Citation CJ1+, GIV and Falcon 900, “handles 
all details related to flight operations: permit-
ting, navigation clearances, local handling and 
briefing the flight crews so they’re aware and 
comfortable with everything being planned,” 
said Kyle Slover, COO of the Stratford,  
Connecticut-based company.

Good operational management also ensures 
aircraft are strategically and economically main-
tained, and ready when needed. “We use a range 
of service providers that complement our in-house 
maintenance capabilities,” said Slover.

Volo Aviation’s “vector for visionaries” motto 
exemplifies its high-tech, high-touch spirit of in-
novation. The company, founded in 1997, has 
deep experience operating aircraft ranging from 
turboprops to large-cabin jets. In addition to man-
aging aircraft, Volo manages FBOs and operates 
a growing network of its own FBOs  (currently 
seven) in the eastern U.S., stretching from Con-
necticut to Florida.

Every owner’s needs are unique, and 
management companies can typically tailor 
their services accordingly. Jet Aviation offers  
Silver (“a simple hourly charge”), Gold (“more 
traditional management”) and Platinum (“all 
services are included”) programs, said Don 
Haloburdo, the company’s v-p and general man-
ager of flight services. Headquartered in Teter-
boro, New Jersey, Jet Aviation manages more 
than 100 aircraft. “If you’re having trouble get-
ting a permit in Hong Kong, we’ve got boots on 
the ground there to find a solution. That’s the 
value a Jet Aviation customer can get out of our 
global network,” said Haloburdo. n

Management and 
corporate flight  
departments
Corporate flight departments 
with as few as one aircraft 
are turning to management 
companies for operational 
assistance, including flight 
planning, permitting and 
supplemental lift, as well 
as other services. Solairus 
Aviation chairman and CEO 
Dan Drohan cited a recently 
inducted corporate GV his 
company is helping to man-
age. Solairus administrators 
found prior “billing errors 
and attempts to do mainte-
nance that wasn’t needed” on 
the aircraft. That discovery 
“rationalized the management 
fee three times over for the 
owner,” Drohan said.
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IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS

AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT | PRIVATE JET CHARTER | AVIATION SERVICES

www.ejmjets.com

EJM has devoted more than 35 years to perfecting 
every aspect of private aircraft management for 
today’s sophisticated aircraft owners and flight 
departments. Our customized approach, tailored to 
your unique needs and serviced by your 24/7/365 
team of aviation experts, takes the hassle out of the 
day-to-day details and lets you truly enjoy the full 
benefits of private aviation.

As part of the largest private aviation company in the 
world, our infrastructure and experience allow you to 
take advantage of unmatched industry savings and 
state-of-the-art technology you won’t find anywhere 
else. But it’s our people’s focus on the little things that 
makes your experience with EJM exceptional. And as 
we know, it’s all in the details.



Providing Crews  
& Support Teams

A management company’s operational 
capabilities are only as good as the crews 
that fly the aircraft and the teams that 

support them. Quality providers attract top-notch 
talent and develop winning teams able to respond 
to owners’ needs anytime, anywhere.

At Executive Jet Management (EJM), “Our 
average pilot has close to 10,000 hours of flight 
time, and our retention rates are very high,” 
said Michael Tamkus, senior v-p, client services 
and management sales. “I’m proud to say EJM 
is a career destination.” Pilots want to work for 
management companies like EJM because they 
provide superior support and training, in the 
interest of meeting owners’ needs for safe, efficient 
carriage. Owned by NetJets and headquartered in 
Teterboro, New Jersey, EJM has more than 200 
aircraft under management.

Owners who already have pilots find that good 
management companies view their flight crews as 
assets and provide all the support needed for the 
crews to perform at their best. When an owner joins 
Priester Aviation, “Our operations team sits down 
with the guys and gals flying the airplane so we 
understand their [operational] experiences and can 
accommodate how they like to fly their Gulfstream 
when doing the North Atlantic track systems,” 
Priester said by way of example.

Meanwhile, fielding qualified flight crews is 
becoming more challenging. “It’s an extremely 
difficult space and time in business aviation to 
find people to fly large-cabin airplanes around 
the world,” noted Jet Aviation’s Haloburdo. Jet 
Aviation leverages its relationship with sister 
company Jet Professionals, which provides crews 
for business aircraft. “It’s an invaluable resource, 
whether for a permanent or temp solution,” 
Haloburdo said. On the ground, Jet Aviation’s 
client-services team focuses on “making sure the 
customers are getting the value of Jet Aviation 
to the maximum extent possible,” Haloburdo 
added, citing the company’s FBO, maintenance, 
completions and refurbishment capabilities. 

Solairus Aviation creates for each owner’s aircraft 
a dedicated team headed by a client aviation manager 
(CAM), often the chief pilot. This decentralized 
approach allows owners to base their aircraft virtually 
anywhere they desire. “We find a CAM who not only 
meets our leadership and flight-operations-experience 
requirements, but who also will be a good fit in 
personality and style with the client,” said Solairus’s 
Drohan. All CAMs and other team members gather 
at the annual Solairus Operators Conference for 
information sharing, professional-development 
training and corporate bonding.

Though Solairus was founded in 2009, its 
management team has decades of experience 
and includes Jake Cartwright, former president 
and CEO of Tag Aviation, USA. Headquartered 
in Petaluma in the San Francisco Bay area, the 
company now manages almost 100 aircraft. With 
10 offices around the U.S., Solairus outsources all 
ancillary services, keeping its focus on serving as 
an advocate for its aircraft owners. n
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Management and 
human resources
“The best assets a manage-
ment company has and that 
clients can leverage are its 
people,” said Clay Lacy  
Aviation president and CEO 
Brian Kirkdoffer. At Clay Lacy, 
that starts at the top. “We 
have a very experienced 
senior leadership team in all 
aspects of our management 
operation,” he said, pointing 
to its maintenance, logistics, 
accounting, flight operations, 
avionics, interiors and FBO 
services. “Their experience, 
working together, really maxi-
mizes synergies for our clients. 
That’s the people side—the 
most important side.”
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For more information call
USA: + 1 877 392 6442
EMEA: + 41 58 158 8686
ASIA: + 852 2215 3833 
www.jetaviation.com

Change Your

PErSPECtIvE
Flight Services from Jet Aviation

 
Since 1967, Jet Aviation has been providing a diverse portfolio of solutions for aircraft owners and 
operators. First-time buyers can benefit from our expertise in completions monitoring services  
or establishing flight operations through our JetStart program. We also offer tailored flight support 
solutions and aircraft management services with the option of adding the aircraft under Jet Aviation’s 
respective air carrier certificates. Join the more than 250 owners and operators worldwide who 
entrust their aircraft to us.
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Designing Charter Solutions

Bringing charter 
benefits down  
to earth
Satisfying charter customers 
on the ground as well as in 
the air keeps them return-
ing. Volo Aviation has been 
expanding its FBO network, 
and several of its seven loca-
tions (Bridgeport, Connecti-
cut; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; 
Hinesville, Georgia; Jackson-
ville, Sebring and Tampa, 
Florida; and Plattsburgh, New 
York)  are popular destina-
tions for its charter custom-
ers. “Now we’re able to go 
to a Volo FBO, where we can 
deliver the level of service 
our customers are accus-
tomed to,” said Slover. “We 
want them to feel like they’re 
home whenever they come 
to a Volo location.”

C harter revenue can “make ownership 
much more palatable” by offsetting 
costs, said James Butler, CEO of 

aircraft consultancy Shaircraft Solutions, but 
not every management company can offer 
solutions to match an owner’s schedule and 
revenue targets.

“You have to know the market very well; it’s 
a competitive marketplace,” said Pentastar’s 
Bruce. His company’s Part 135 program, 
Pentastar Aviation Charter, Inc., employs 
seasoned sales professionals and “invests heavily 
in traditional and digital marketing,” Bruce 
said. “We’re spending the right marketing 
dollars in places where charter customers 
live, work and play.” Pentastar also has its own 
catering facility, ensuring the quality of the 
dining on its charter flights.

Good management companies also make 
it easy for owners to approve charter requests 
and review revenue data. Priester Aviation 
recently introduced “a technology solution 
for the owner-approval process,” said Priester. 
The app notifies the owner by text and/or email 
when a trip request is received and provides 
data including the number of hours being 

billed, fuel surcharge, average 
stage length and anticipated 
revenue, Priester said. “All the 
owner has to do is hit ‘accept,’ 
and our charter-services team 
knows it can confirm with the 
charter client.” 

Owners who occasionally 
need supplemental lift can also 
benefit from a management 
company’s charter services, 
noted Clay Lacy Aviation’s 
Kirkdoffer. “If the owner of a 

midsize or light jet needs access to a large-cabin 
aircraft, or vice versa—there may be a $350,000 
charter on their aircraft that they don’t want to 
pass up—they have access to a fleet of aircraft to 
fit whatever mission they want, at rates far below 
general access [prices].” 

Founded in 1968 by its namesake, Clay 
Lacy Aviation was the first Learjet operator in 
the western U.S. Today the company manages 

some 80 aircraft—primarily large-cabin jets—  
and is in the midst of a $15 million upgrade to 
its headquarters in Van Nuys, California. A full-
service provider, Clay Lacy offers maintenance, 
interior completions, avionics installations, sales, 
acquisitions and FBO services. The company 
recently opened a Part 145 repair station at its 
Seattle FBO.

A management company’s charter fleet can also 
indicate the level of trust and confidence placed 
in the business. Jet Aviation recently added an 
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executive-configured ACJ318 to its charter rolls, the 
first such U.S.-based model available for hire. The 
owners placed it with Jet Aviation, said Haloburdo, 
“because the aircraft will be operated around the 
world, and they see the value of our worldwide FBO 
network, and the value of Jet Aviation as a world-class 
operator.” Another recent addition, a Sikorsky S-76, 
speeds owners to aircraft that are based at outlying 
airports as a result of hangar shortages in the New 
York metro area. “With a copter in the fleet, it’s an 
easy solution,” said Haloburdo.  n

Aircraft in Part 135 Service 
in the U.S.

Multi-engine Airplane

5,915

Helicopter

2,964

Single-engine Airplane

2,118

10,997 Total

60K

65K

70K

75K

80K

85K

Part 135 Flight Activity
January 2012 – February 2016

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

9
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A stabilizing U.S. economy and great 
values in preowned aircraft are helping 
to draw more first-time owners into the 

market, and quality providers can manage their 
aircraft properly from day one. A first-time owner 
contacted Clay Lacy Aviation this past year, two 
months before delivery of his Dassault Falcon 
7X. “We had 60 days to find crew and a director 
of maintenance, as well as establish a base of 
operations in a location without existing office 
space, hangar space or fuel arrangements, and 
secure the appropriate RVSM [reduced vertical 
separation minimum] letters of authorization 
[LOA],” said Kirkdoffer. “Typically it can take 
one to five months for the LOA, but we do it 
often and know what the FAA wants. We had the 
authorization in hand at the end of the first flight.”

Executive Jet Management’s Tamkus 
recounted the recent experience of a first-
time owner who bought a suddenly available 
Bombardier Global 5000. “The aircraft came to 
us within three weeks with the new technology 
Vision Flight Deck, and crew services was able 
to get the airplane flying internationally for the 
owner while we were still interviewing full-time 
pilots,” said Tamkus. “So in very short order 

we were able to obtain airspace approvals, get 
crewmembers qualified, and fly the airplane 
safely and efficiently.”

Determining the aircraft that best suits a 
prospective owner’s needs is another complex 
undertaking at which good management  
companies excel. “The first thing is to match the 
airplane with the mission,” said Slover at Volo 
Aviation, which provides acquisition consultation 
services. Volo augments in-house technical 
expertise and usage analysis with third-party 
specialists, including aircraft brokers, financiers and 
tax planners who can detail operating costs, staffing 
needs, maintenance projections and residual values.

Pentastar plans to launch PentaShares, a 
shared-ownership program selling quarter shares 
in new Beechcraft King Air 250 twin turboprops. 
“We want to provide solutions to local or regional 
customers who might not be able to afford whole 
aircraft,” said Bruce. Meanwhile, Pentastar 
helped one global public company rebuild its 
fleet this past year, establishing operating bases 
for three intercontinental and three midsize jets. 
“They wanted an organization that could partner 
on issues from emissions assessment to financial, 
maintenance and operational modeling, as well 
as aircraft outfitting and staffing,” Bruce said.

Created as a division of Chrysler more than 
50 years ago, Pentastar became an independent 
company after Daimler-Benz bought Chrysler 
early in this century, and is owned today by Edsel 
Ford II, whose family has a rich legacy in business 
aviation. The five hangars at its headquarters at 
PTK can each accommodate multiple BBJs and 
ACJs, and its Stargate Terminal is the only private 
aviation facility with a jet bridge.  n

Supporting New Owners
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Getting a JetStart  
in ownership
Jet Aviation offers JetStart, 
a management program for 
first-time owners who are 
unsure whether they need 
a management company. “It 
provides some basic guid-
ance on infrastructure to 
support the scope of their 
operation and gets them 
up and running,” said Jet 
Aviation’s Haloburdo. Aircraft 
brokers and consultants regu-
larly recommend the pro-
gram to new customers, who 
often opt for management. 
“When you start having that 
discussion with a first-time 
buyer,” said Haloburdo, “it 
frequently turns into, ‘Can 
you handle this for me?’”
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PentastarAviation.com    |    800-662-9612

©2015 Pentastar Aviation®.   Air charter transportation services are provided by Pentastar Aviation Charter, Inc., a U.S. FAR Part 135  
on-demand air carrier, or by other U.S. FAR Part 135 certificated on-demand air carriers arranged by Pentastar Aviation, LLC.

Optimizing YOur  
AviAtiOn investment

With over a half-century of experience managing and maintaining all types of aircraft, we have the 
expertise to optimize your aviation investment. Our unwavering commitment to provide the highest 
standards of safety and service excellence continues to raise the level of expectation within the private 
aviation industry. We are dedicated to providing you with an incomparable aviation experience, and we 
welcome the opportunity to be of service.

Comprehensive Management and Extensive Expertise

PRIVATE JET  
CHARTER

AIRCRAFT 
MANAGEMENT

ADVISORY 
SERVICES

AIRCRAFT 
MAINTENANCE

AVIONICS 
SERVICES

INTERIOR 
SERVICES

FBO 
SERVICES



claylacy.com
Founded in 1968 by world-renowned 
pilot Clay Lacy, Clay Lacy Aviation 
was the first aircraft management 
company west of the Mississippi River 
and today operates one of the largest 
fleets of charter and managed aircraft 
in the world. Clay Lacy Aviation offers 
a comprehensive suite of aviation 
services including aircraft management, 
charter, sales, maintenance, avionics 
and interior completions designed to 
provide the highest levels of safety, 
service and value for our clients. 

executivejetmanagement.com
Rely on Executive Jet Management for 
complete freedom from the complexi-
ties of day-to-day flight operations and 
gain peace of mind from knowing your 
aircraft is being handled professionally 
and efficiently by the best in the busi-
ness. Our turnkey aircraft management 
solutions cover all aspects of aircraft 
ownership. We also offer many private 
jet charter programs and additional 
aviation services. 

jetaviation.com
Jet Aviation, a wholly owned subsidiary 
of General Dynamics, was founded 
in Switzerland in 1967 and is one of 
the leading business aviation services 
companies in the world. With more than 
20 facilities worldwide, the company 
provides maintenance, completions 
and refurbishment, engineering, FBO 
and fuel services, along with aircraft 
management, charter services and 
personnel services.

pentastaraviation.com
Pentastar Aviation, wholly owned by 
Edsel B. Ford II, is a leader in the world 
of business aviation, providing aircraft 
management, advisory services, aircraft 
maintenance, avionics services, interior 
services, private jet charter, shared 
ownership, and award-winning FBO 
services. With over a half-century of 
experience servicing regional and global 
travelers, we are committed to delivering 
the highest standards of safety and 
service excellence to our customers.
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Business aircraft owners can 
choose from companies that 
manage a handful of aircraft 
to those responsible for  
hundreds across the globe. 
All of the management  
companies in this directory 
have safety ratings or audits 
from one or more of the 
following: ARGUS, Wyvern, 
IS-BAO and IATA. 
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priesterav.com
With more than 70 years of aviation 
experience, Priester Aviation's custom-
izable management solutions simplify 
the aircraft ownership experience. Our 
personalized approach and tenured 
team provide aircraft owners greater 
safety, efficiency and peace of mind. 
Whether you’re an individual, corpora-
tion or flight department, we can tailor  
a solution specific to your needs.

 

solairus.aero
We understand that owning an aircraft 
is a major investment that comes with 
considerable responsibilities. When you 
select Solairus Aviation to support the 
operation of your aircraft, you gain a 
full range of services focused on safety, 
service and savings. Our focus on the 
management of your aviation asset  
allows you to simply enjoy the benefits 
of your investment–flexibility, conve-
nience and reliability.

voloaviation.com
At Volo Aviation, the vector for visionar-
ies, our mission is to provide clients com-
prehensive and innovative management 
services with an individual focus. Our 
tailored aircraft management programs 
deliver professional oversight of your  
asset, with the knowledge gained from 
over 20 years in operation as a certificated 
air carrier.  From turboprops to long-
range jets, let our experience help guide 
you through the complex area of aircraft 
ownership and operations. 

AAG
flyaag.com

Aerolineas Ejecutivas 
aerolineasejecutivas.com

AvJet 
avjet.com

Chartright 
chartright.com

Corporate Flight  
Management 
flycfm.com

Deer Jet 
deerjet.com

Delta Private Jets
deltaprivatejets.com

Desert Jet 
desertjet.com

Empire Aviation Group
empire.aero

ExecuJet Aviation Group
execujet.com

Executive Fliteways 
fly-efi.com

Fair Wind 
flyfairwind.com

FlightWorks 
flightworks.com
 
Gama Aviation
gamaaviation.com

Hawker Pacific 
hawkerpacific.com

Hongkong Jet
hongkongjet.com.hk

Jet Edge 
flyjetedge.com

Jet Linx Aviation 
jetlinx.com

JetSelect 
jetselectaviation.com

Key Air
keyair.com

Landmark Aviation
landmarkaviation.com
 
Meridian 
meridian.aero

MetroJet 
metrojet.com

Million Air Dallas 
millionairdallas.com

Mountain Aviation 
mountainaviation.com

Nicholas Air 
nicholasair.com

Privaira
privaira.com

PrivatAir 
privatair.com

Royal Jet 
royaljetgroup.com

Skyservice
skyservice.com

Starbase Jet 
starbasejet.com

Sunwest Aviation 
sunwestaviation.ca

TAG Aviation
tagaviation.com

Talon Air 
talonairjets.com

Western Airways 
flywesternairways.com

Wing Aviation 
wingaviation.com
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S afety is the first priority of every quality 
management company, and industry 
leaders continually raise their standards. 

“The SMS [Safety Management System] culture 
developed over the last 10 years has completely 

changed the operating environment for business 
aviation,” said Drohan at Solairus Aviation. “It’s 
divided operators into those that are truly seeking 
to be better, and those doing as little as possible to 
get by.” Clearly in the former camp, Solairus has a 
dedicated safety department (“That’s literally the 
bare-bones requirement in our book,” Drohan 
said), along with Argus Platinum, Wyvern 
Wingman and IS-BAO (International Standard—
Business Aviation Operations) Stage 3 certification.

The security component of safety is a growing 
focus as owners travel to more distant and remote 
locations in an unstable world. 

Clay Lacy recently brought aboard retired 
USAF Col. Preston Williamson, former vice 
commander of the 89th Air Lift Wing, which 
operates Air Force One and other aircraft used 
by high-ranking government and military leaders. 
“He’s been making sure the President of the 
United States has been safe for the last eight years, 
so he brings an additional layer of experience in 
the security area,” said Kirkdoffer.

Priester Aviation subjects every planned flight to 
a risk assessment, and every international operation 
is reviewed for security threats en route and at the 
destination with specialists at Universal Weather, 
AirMed International and a private consultancy. 
If threats exist, standard policy includes providing 
secure transportation and accommodations for 
passengers and crew. Occasionally the risks are too 
great, Priester said, recalling an owner’s proposed 
flight to Myanmar that the company vetoed. 

Founded in 1945, Priester Aviation manages 
about 55 aircraft and operates VistaJet’s Challenger 
350 fleet in the U.S. Andrew Priester represents 
the third generation of the family to head the 
company. In addition to whole management, 
services offered include maintenance control, 
accounting, trip planning, crewing and insurance. 
Still an innovator, the company completely 
reviewed and overhauled all its processes three 
years ago, with “a sole focus on how we deliver 
quality to the customer,” Priester said.

Missions don’t have to head to foreign 
trouble spots to engender risk. Volo Aviation’s 
standard assessment includes a review of 
insurance documents, leveraging its relationship 
with Marsh & McLennan and its Global Risk 
Center. “So many times we find the owner isn’t 
properly protected,” Slover said. When owners fly 
internationally, Volo—which is Argus Platinum, 
Wyvern Wingman and IS-BAO Stage 3 certified—
ensures local insurance requirements and special 
endorsements are in place. n

Ensuring Safety & Security
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Putting safety  
to the test
Emergency Response Plans 
(ERP) are vital for preparedness, 
and Executive Jet Manage-
ment (EJM) “live tests” its ERP 
to ensure readiness. A recent 
three-day test “simulated an 
international crash on a charter 
flight with an owner’s airplane, 
while at the same time, our 
headquarters building had a 
bomb threat,” said EJM’s Tamkus. 
“We had to execute the ERP 
while evacuating our opera-
tion.” EJM has involved the FBI, 
NTSB and Red Cross in the tests. 
“Tests like these really expose 
any weak points in the plan,” 
said Tamkus.
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Ensuring Safety & Security OUR FLIGHT PLAN COMES WITH 

    A BETTER RETURN.
ENROLL IN VOLO AVIATION’S AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT 
AND CHARTER PROGRAM AND ENJOY:
       •  Charter revenue available through our Part 135 certificate   
       •  Savings on operating costs, including significant hangar and fuel discounts
       •  Access to experience gained through twenty years as an air carrier
       •  Professional management services tailored to your usage profile

For more details contact Kyle Slover, 203.381.6040

AIRCRAFT AND CHARTER MANAGEMENT   |   FBO OWNERSHIP   |   FBO MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS 
VoloAviation.com   |   203.381.6000   |   900 Great Meadow Rd. Stratford, CT 06615
BDR   |   LHW   |   CXY   |   PBG   |   SEF   |   VDF  



R egulatory mandates and cabin and 
cockpit upgrade options present many 
owners with challenging choices. 

Management companies have the knowledge and 

means to clarify the path forward—sometimes 
blazing the trail themselves. 

“For us, and most management companies, [the 
upgrade question] involves a comparison: this is 
what it costs to get compliant, and if you can no 
longer perform a mission because you’re not, how 
much impact does that have on your operations?” 
said Slover at Volo Aviation. “The answer can 
determine the wisdom of the investment.” In search 
of alternative solutions, Volo has managed aircraft 

used as the STC (supplemental type certificate) 
launch platforms for several cockpit upgrades.

Yet simply staying abreast of mandates and 
upgrade solutions, a forte of management companies, 
can be beyond the means of many owners. Executive 
Jet Management has a government-affairs specialist 
on staff to monitor regulatory issues. 

EJM has more than 200 aircraft from private 
owners and flight departments under management, 
based at some 85 locations across the U.S. Its annual 
pilot and maintenance technician roundtables 
help forge its dedicated, unified staff. EJM 
recently expanded its client-services team, adding 
a chef and concierge personnel, and the company 
embraces the professional development of all its 
employees. EJM’s management capabilities are 
complemented by aircraft acquisition and sales, 
and consulting services.

Additionally, EJM representatives sit on customer 
advisory boards at OEMs and hold positions in 
industry working groups. “We understand what’s 
required today, what’s coming down the pike, and 
the investment needed,” said Tamkus.

Nonetheless, “Meeting the mandate 
requirements remains a difficult investment 
decision in older aircraft,” said Bruce at Pentastar, 
which recently developed an ADS-B Out 
compliance solution with avionics manufacturer 

Offering Compliance  
& Upgrade Expertise
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The charter  
upgrade decision 
Cabin amenities affect 
demand for an aircraft in 
the charter market, and 
management companies can 
advise owners on the impact 
of upgrades on charter 
revenue. “You can trace that 
all the way to [Rockwell Col-
lins’s] Airshow, a passenger 
enhancement a lot of charter 
clients wanted, ” said Priester. 
Today Wi-Fi and talk-and-
text connectivity are hot 
cabin features. “It’s our obli-
gation to educate owners on 
expectations in the charter 
market,” he said. Priester can 
provide owners with cost-
benefit analyses that include 
effects on residual aircraft 
values and on their own 
onboard experience. CO
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Rockwell Collins for the GIVs in its fleet. (“It costs 
around $100,000 as opposed to the $300,000 it 
would otherwise cost,” said Bruce.) Meanwhile, 
cabin refurbishments can give an older aircraft 
a like-new interior relatively inexpensively. For 
owners seeking to refresh their aircraft this way, 
the recently established Pentastar Interior Design 
Center contains “thousands of samples of wood 
grains, carpets, suede, leather and metallic 
trim,” Bruce said, so customers can see and feel 
the materials on site. The samples made a big 
difference in planning a recent GV refurbishment, 
he added. “The owners had thought they would 
have to verbalize their ideas and concepts.”

But management companies don’t need in-
house capabilities to offer refurbishment or other 
services. “In 2015 we assisted clients in five to seven 
major refurbishment projects,” said Drohan at 
Solairus Aviation. “We acquire two to four open bids 
from approved vendors, present those bids to the 
client, and work through the proposals with them.” 
In fact, Solairus outsources all services, including 
maintenance, to approved providers, avoiding any 
potential perceived conflict of interest, earning money 
only on its management fee and share of charter 
revenue. “We stick to our knitting,” Drohan said. n
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Part 91 Flight Activity
January 2012 – February 2016

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Aircra� in Part 91
Service in the U.S.

3,777 Multi-engine Turboprop

3,695 Light Jet

2,666 Single-engine Turboprop

16,658 Total

2,190 Midsize Jet

1,789 Large Jet

1,151 Super-midsize Jet

812 Super-long-range Jet

578 Very Light Jet

SOURCE: ARGUS INTERNATIONAL



T he fees that management companies 
charge can be recouped many times over in 
operational efficiencies and cost avoidance. 

But management services become even more 
compelling when you factor in savings 
on fuel purchases, training, hangaring 
and other expenses. “If you go with a 
well-established, efficient management 
company and they’re not creating more 
savings than costs, then there’s a problem,” 
said Clay Lacy Aviation’s Kirkdoffer. Clay 
Lacy provides owners with an annual 
report on savings realized through fuel-
purchase discounts, crew training and 
travel, avionics purchases, and MRO and 

FBO services. Kirkdoffer cited the example of a GIV-
SP that came to Clay Lacy this past year from owners 
who had operated aircraft independently for 50 years. 
“We were able to substantially reduce their fixed 
costs as well as their direct [operating] costs, because 
of our infrastructure and buying power.” 

For good management companies, delivering 
reduced costs “is not just about buying power 
with the number of aircraft but also about how 
you operate and insure those aircraft,” said Jet 
Aviation’s Haloburdo. His company’s ongoing 
safety and risk-management programs allow for 
preferred insurance rates that group purchases 
alone can’t provide.

Founded in 1967, Jet Aviation, a General 
Dynamics company, has more than two dozen 
locations in the U.S., Europe, Asia, the Middle 
East and the Caribbean. In addition to offering 
management services, it is one of the world’s 
premier maintenance, refurbishment and 
completions providers.

Clearly owners benefit from management 
companies’ economies of scale and volume 
discounts. “We’re buying $40 million to $45 
million per year in aircraft maintenance, so we’re 
able to drive that value into our relationship with 
providers” and receive discounts, said Drohan at 
Solairus Aviation. Solairus provides discounts for 
onboard Wi-Fi subscriptions, and on hotels and 
rental cars through its International Association of 
Travel Agents’ membership, in addition to savings 
on fuel, training and insurance.

Owners who need supplemental lift for 
planned or unplanned maintenance on their 
aircraft, for example, can also realize substantial 
savings. Executive Jet Management’s Owners 
Club provides discounted access to the company’s 
charter fleet, a common benefit among good 
management providers. “[A customer’s] aircraft 
may be down, but we’ve got options, and at the 
same time our fleet-maintenance group is working 
to get the airplane back in service,” said Tamkus. 
“That’s a benefit of staying with us.” n

Delivering Cost Savings
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The value  
of asset  
management
Perhaps the biggest op-
portunities to realize savings 
and reduce costs come when 
buying or selling an aircraft. 
Management companies 
offer expertise that can save 
owners or prospective buy-
ers from making mistakes that 
could easily run into seven 
figures. “We provide consult-
ing services specific to those 
acquisition needs,” said Bruce 
at Pentastar Aviation, which 
has a certified aircraft ap-
praiser on staff. “We get very 
involved with everything 
from needs analysis to ap-
praisals to lifecycle costs on 
five-year aircraft-ownership 
programs.” With its diverse 
fleet, Pentastar can also pro-
vide customers with access 
to just about any model of 
aircraft they’re considering 
for purchase. “Our consulta-
tion team can give them a 
total immersion,” said Bruce.
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ONLY  
AIR FORCE 
ONE

FLIES MORE  
U.S. PRESIDENTS
GREAT PEOPLE, PROVIDING AN EXCEPTIONAL AVIATION EXPERIENCE.

This has been our vision since 1964 when we introduced the first business jet to  

Los Angeles. Now, 50 years and 250 million miles later, we’re still passionate  

about delivering a higher level of safety, service and value to you.

800.423.2904 | ClayLacy.com

Presidential portraits courtesy of Library of Congress
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The iOS version of AvPlan 
includes all maps and approach 
charts,  with geo-referencing, 
Lockheed Martin and CSC Duats 
weather briefing and flight plan 
submission, terrain warnings and 
altitude callouts, a database of air-
craft types and performance and 
weight-and-balance calculations. 
AvPlan’s profile view displays flight 
path, terrain, special-use airspace 
and obstacles.

AvPlan is another of the few avi-
ation apps that offer Apple Watch 
support. Watch features include 
UTC time; departure, destination 
and alternate airport distance, 
bearing and weather indicator; 
flight time and endurance remain-
ing; four count-up timers; nearest 
airports with bearing, distance and 
weather indicators.

FltPlan Go 
(   free)

FltPlan.com keeps adding new fea-
tures to its free EFB app, making it an 
excellent contender for either a pri-
mary or back-up EFB app. FltPlan Go 
is tightly integrated with the compa-
ny’s free Web-based flight planning 
service, and navlogs created on the 
website can be imported into the 
app. In addition to geo-referenced 
maps and approach charts, FltPlan 
Go includes a checklist function and 
a scratchpad for typing or drawing 

“doodles” that can be saved. 
With FltPlan Go, users can draw 

not only on airport diagrams and 
approach charts but also on maps, 
something that no other app offers. 
When drawing, say, a red circle around 
a TFR on a sectional chart, the drawing 
transfers automatically to the en route 
chart when the user switches between 
chart layers. 

Another new feature on FlightPlan 
Go is a cloud-tops measuring tool.

ForeFlight Mobile
(  $199/year)

ForeFlight Mobile has grown in 
sophistication, with many refinements 
added to its moving-map and chart 
capabilities, including synthetic vision, 
terrain and runway hazard advisor and 
FBO locations on airport diagrams. 
ForeFlight also offers full weight-and-
balance, in addition to its longstanding 
flight-planning capabilities.

The big news this year for 
ForeFlight is its Graphical Briefing 
service, which delivers a comprehen-
sive and easy-to-interpret preflight 
weather briefing. The new briefing is 
so well designed that it should help 
encourage pilots to spend more time 
evaluating conditions before takeoff, 
instead of glossing over mind-numb-
ing and virtually unreadable Notams 
or trying to remember obscure 
weather codes.

What makes ForeFlight’s Graphi-
cal Briefing so simple is that it is built 
around the standard briefing from 
approved government sources and 
includes adverse conditions, synop-
sis, current conditions, en route and 
destination forecasts, Notams and 
so on. After the user plans a flight, 
the briefing is laid out with the 
description on the left side and a 
plain-language (raw text is available) 
description on the right, along with 
the applicable diagram. As much as 
possible, ForeFlight has pulled out 
information to make the particular 

item readable and legible. Unfor-
tunately, this doesn’t include get-
ting rid of all-uppercase lettering in 
some Notams, especially TFRs and 
general FDC Notams, or in convec-
tive outlooks. However, most other 
Notams are translated and much 
easier to read, including en route 
Notams of all types. Area forecasts 
are far easier to read in the Graph-
ical Briefing, too. 

Recent additions to ForeFlight 
include a logbook to complement the 
Track Logs recording feature as well as 
automatic Track Log recording, official 
Area Forecast Discussions in the airports 
section, a beta release of ForeFlight Web, 
optimization for running ForeFlight on 
the large iPad Pro, two-way flight plan 
transfer with Garmin avionics using Gar-
min’s Flight Stream 210, and much more. 
ForeFlight works with the Stratus 1S and 
2S ADS-B receivers.

Garmin Pilot 
(   $74.99/year U.S.) 

Garmin Pilot has grown into a 
sophisticated flight planning and 
moving-map application, and in 
recent years has become more inte-
grated with Garmin avionics. Garmin 
Pilot users will find familiar conven-
tions when flying with the latest 
Garmin avionics, especially the touch-
screen GTN navigators and the touch-
screen-controlled G2000 through 
G5000 flight decks. 

Garmin has added Lockheed 
Martin flight plan filing integration 
and a beta VFR ICAO flight-plan-fil-
ing service, which is something pilots 
need to get used to as the FAA plans 
to require that all flight plans use 
the ICAO format starting October 
1. Another recent addition is a log-
book function.

Garmin offers a variety of chart 
coverages around the world, and 
its Global Premium service ($199/
year) includes Jeppesen Worldwide 

NavData, terrain with alerts (and 
obstacles with alerts in the U.S. and 
Europe), radar and satellite imagery 
in western Europe, Australia, Can-
ada and the U.S. and worldwide 
lightning, Metars, TAFs, Airmets, 
Sigmets and winds aloft.

All versions of Garmin Pilot 
include the patented Nav Panel, 
which shows an image of instruments 

(groundspeed, HSI, GPS altitude, VSI) 
on a split screen window. Alternatively, 
the split screen can also display charts, 
terrain and flight plan information. 

Garmin Pilot works with Garmin’s 
own GDL 39 ADS-B receivers, and it 
can share flight plans with Garmin avi-
onics via the Garmin Connext system. 
The GDL 39D with AHRS or a Con-
next-compatible configuration also 
drives Garmin Pilot’s attitude indicator 
on the SynVis (synthetic vision) page. 
This is a full screen in Garmin Pilot 
and includes a graphical HSI and night 
mode. Garmin’s Target Trend traffic 
is also available using the GDL 39 or 
Connext. Target Trend uses Garmin’s 
relative-motion technology to help 
pilots more intuitively judge aircraft 
trajectories and closure rates. Garmin’s 
TerminalTraffic shows ground-based 
ADS-B-equipped traffic color-coded 
with distinct colors and symbols to dif-
ferentiate it from airborne traffic.

A welcome feature in Garmin 
Pilot is Smart Airspace, which 
allows setting of altitude filters 
to eliminate annoying nearby air-
space warnings. Garmin’s Scratch 
Pad is also useful, offering not just a 
blank page for drawing on but also 
pre-formatted forms for ATIS, clear-
ances and pilot reports. 

Garmin Pilot allows users to set an 
alert at a waypoint. This is enormously 
useful as a reminder to make a posi-
tion report, or if instructed by ATC to 
report crossing XX VOR or report 10 
miles from the VOR and so on. This 
feature is available in both the iOs and 
Android versions.

While the Android version of 
Garmin Pilot offers most of the fea-
tures of the iOS version, it currently 
doesn’t include SynVis. 

GlobalNavSource 
EFB
(  $39.99)

GlobalNavSource offers a rela-
tively low-cost EFB application with 
all U.S. maps and approach charts, 
weather overlays and moving-map/
geo-referencing. Users can run a 
split-screen mode and view charts on 
one side and terrain or other charts 
on the other side. Unlike most other 
EFB apps, GlobalNavSource doesn’t 
offer flight-plan filing.

Hilton Software 
WingX Pro7
(   $149.98/year)

Hilton Software’s WingX Pro7 full-
featured EFB app pioneered many 
new developments in the aviation app 
field, including the first synthetic vision 
offering, passive radar altimeter and 
the newest feature, “traca” route-plan-
ning technology. Traca allows the user 
to trace a route on a map, and WingX 
automatically turns that into a flight 
plan defined by instantly created user 
waypoints. Hilton Software calls this 
“rubber-banding on steroids,” and it is 
especially helpful when a quick reroute 
or diversion is required. 

WingX was also first to release 
watch compatibility, with the original 
Pebble in 2014. These features include 
GPS speed, track, altitude and Waas 
flag, ETE, ETA, desired track and dis-
tance to next waypoint and destina-
tion, battery indicators and timer. 
The timer was the first countdown 
timer on a smart watch aviation appli-
cation, and it vibrates when the time 
reaches zero. The watch can also be 
set to vibrate when the aircraft passes 
a fix on a route, at a pre-selected alti-
tude and when the airplane descends 
below 1,000 feet agl as a reminder to 
run the pre-landing checklist.

 For the ultimate in low-cost EFBs, 
Hilton Software has developed WingX 
Pro7 for Fire, which runs on Amazon’s 
$49 Fire tablet. There is no extra charge 
for existing WingX Pro7 users, who can 
run the app on multiple devices.

iFlightPlanner  
Premium Plus 
(  $139.99/year)

The iFlightPlanner system is a com-
bination of desktop or laptop plan-
ning on its website, integrated with the 
iFlightPlanner iOS app. Many of iFlight-
Planner’s features are available free, 
which gives buyers the opportunity to 
wring out the product before commit-
ting to a full Premium Plus subscription. 

The Premium Plus iFlightPlanner 
online and iOS app includes weather 
and full flight-planning features such 
as intelligent auto-routing, rubber-
band route planning, coded depar-
ture route, preferred route and 
tower route lookup, comparison of 
optimum altitudes, detailed navlogs 
and sharing favorite routes and cus-
tom waypoints with multiple users. 

         EFB APPS

Continues on page 23 u 
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ADS-B Weather and Traffic Receivers
Business aircraft operators value the benefits of in-flight near-real-time access to weather information. While some aircraft are being equipped with ADS-B in receivers as part of ADS-B out installations, portable ADS-B in devices 
are easy to carry from aircraft to aircraft and offer wireless connectivity to mobile devices with free weather and traffic information as well as built-in GPS receivers. Note that some receivers offer one and others both ADS-B in 
frequencies (978 and 1090 MHz). Some also include AHRS sensors, which equip tablets and phones to serve as an emergency backup attitude indicator/PFD and also facilitate display of synthetic vision, when available.

Receiver Apps Other Features ADS-B 
Frequency AHRS Wireless Price

Appareo Stratus 1 ForeFlight Mobile Replay, stores weather when iPad is off 978 MHz Wi-Fi (multiple devices) $549

Appareo Stratus 2 ForeFlight Mobile Replay, data recorder, pressure altitude sensor 978 and 1090 MHz √ Wi-Fi (multiple devices) $899

Dual Electronics XGPS170
Avare, AvNav EFB, eKneeBoard, FlightPro, FltPlan Go, FlyQ EFB, iFlyGPS, 
Naviator, WingX Pro7

includes removable antenna, external available 978 MHz Bluetooth (2 devices) $499

Dual Electronics XGPS190
Avare, AvNav EFB, eKneeBoard, FlightPro, FltPlan Go, FlyQ EFB, iFlyGPS, 
Naviator, WingX Pro7

includes removable antenna, external available 978 and 1090 MHz √ Bluetooth (2 devices) $849

Flight Data Systems PathFinder
AvNav EFB, Avare, eKneeboad, FlightPro, FltPlan Go, FlyQ EFB, iFly GPS, 
Naviator, WingX Pro7

Includes suction mount 978 MHz Wi-Fi $549

Flight Data Systems PathFinder 2
AvNav EFB, Avare, eKneeboad, FlightPro, FltPlan Go, FlyQ EFB, iFly GPS, 
Naviator, WingX Pro7

Includes suction mount 978 and 1090 MHz Wi-Fi N/A

Garmin GDL 39 Garmin Pilot TargetTrend and TerminalTraffic 978 and 1090 MHz Bluetooth $599

Garmin GDL 39D Garmin Pilot TargetTrend and TerminalTraffic 978 and 1090 MHz √ Bluetooth $899

iLevil SW 2
Air Navigation Pro, Avare, AvNav EFB, FlightPro, FltPlan Go, FlyQ EFB, iFly 
GPS, Naviator, WingX Pro7

Roll, pitch, magnetic heading, rate of turn, inclination, and 
G-meter data; in/out serial communication, solar charging

978 MHz and  
1090 MHz

√ Wi-Fi $1,195

Radenna SkyRadar-D2 SkyRadar, WingX Pro7, iFly GPS, FlyQ EFB, FlightPro External power only (no battery) 978 and 1090 MHz Wi-Fi $699

Radenna SkyRadar-DX SkyRadar, WingX Pro7, iFly GPS, FlyQ EFB, FlightPro External power only (no battery) 978 and 1090 MHz √ Wi-Fi $849

Sagetech Clarity AvPlan EFB, eKneeBoard, FltPlan Go, FlyQ EFB, GlobalNavSource, WingX Pro7 Includes gel pad and sun shade 978 and 1090 MHz Wi-Fi $1,150

Sagetech Clarity SV AvPlan EFB, eKneeBoard, FltPlan Go, FlyQ EFB, GlobalNavSource, WingX Pro7 Includes gel pad and sun shade 978 and 1090 MHz √ Wi-Fi $1,249

SkyGuardTWX iFly GPS, FlyQ EFB, Naviator, SkyRadar, WingX Pro7, Xavion External power only (no battery) 978 and 1090 MHz Wi-Fi $1,525

SkyGuardTWX Vision-Pro iFly GPS, FlyQ EFB, Naviator, SkyRadar, WingX Pro7, Xavion
No battery. Includes 978 MHz ADS-B out (subject to FAA 
authorization testing). Squawk model available (detects 
onboard transponder).

978 and 1090 MHz √ Wi-Fi $1,975

Appareo/ForeFlight  
Stratus 1s and 2s

The Stratus ADS-B receiver, 
built by Appareo in partnership with 
ForeFlight, has grown in capability. 
The latest and model–the Stratus 2S–
adds flight data recording and a pres-
sure altitude sensor to the dual-band, 
AHRS-equipped unit. The Stratus 1S 
adds a new feature (compared to the 
Stratus 1): it can continue to receive 
weather data while the iPad is asleep.

ADS-B reception is improved on 
the Stratus 1S and 2S, but they can 
also be equipped with external anten-
nas to improve performance. During 
a recent flight, the Stratus 2S worked 
well from the cockpit without an exter-
nal antenna. The device was easily able 
to detect ADS-B out traffic, including 
air-to-air targets in Brazilian and Carib-
bean airspace. 

Bad Elf Kickstarter
Late last year, Bluetooth GPS manu-

facturer Bad Elf launched an (unsuccess-
ful) crowd-funding effort on Kickstarter 
to bring a low-cost and universally com-
patible portable ADS-B receiver to mar-
ket. The Bad Elf receiver will come in four 
configurations, all with GPS: $299 for 
single-band 978 MHz (weather and traffic); 
$449 for 978 MHz with AHRS (attitude 
information); $449 for single-band 1090 
MHz with AHRS (air-to-air traffic, for use 
outside the U.S. where ADS-B in weather 
is not available); $549 for dual-band 978 
and 1090 MHz with AHRS. 

Besides low prices compared to 
existing portable ADS-B receivers, the 
Bad Elf units also promise compatibility 
with a large number of aviation apps in 
the U.S. and Europe, Australia and New 
Zealand. These include iOS apps WingX 
Pro7, FlyQ EFB, iFlightPlanner, iFlyGPS, 

Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck, AerovieRe-
ports, FltPlan Go, OzRunways, AvPlan 
EFB, Air Navigation Pro and SkyDemon. 
The Bad Elf receiver will be compatible 
with Android apps such as iFly GPS, 
WingX Pro7, DroidEFB, Naviator, AvNav 
EFB, Avare, FltPlan Go and ixGyro.

According to Bad Elf, “After five years, 
less than 10 percent of pilots fly with 
real-time, subscription-free weather and 
traffic in the cockpit. As pilots, we were 
frustrated that more of us still do not have 
access to these tools.” Bad Elf CEO John 
Cunningham told AIN: “The two main 
issues impeding adoption of ADS-B are 
price and app compatibility. We solved 
the price issue with some clever design 
discoveries, so we can pass the savings 
along to the pilot.”

Information on the latest updates 
to ADS-B receivers is included in the 
chart below. o

The portable ADS-B receiver market is one area in the avia-
tion app field where new developments continue at a fairly rapid 
pace. The market was pioneered by companies such as Appareo/
ForeFlight (Stratus), Radenna (SkyRadar), Garmin (GDL 39), 
Sagetech (Clarity), Levil Technology (iLevil) and Dual Electronics 
(XGPS170). But other companies have joined the fray, and there 
are now more choices than ever, including a low-cost entrant from 
Bad Elf  and a do-it-yourself  receiver called Stratux. 

Most of  the key features (free ADS-B in weather and traffic) 
work only in the U.S., but with many apps now offering synthetic 
vision with attitude displays driven by electronic AHRS sensors 
built into the receiver, there is a market for these in other parts of 
the world. 

In the U.S. there are two ADS-B out/in frequencies: 978 MHz 
and 1090 MHz. The free weather information provided by the FAA 
is delivered only on the 978-MHz ADS-B in frequency. While ADS-B 
ground stations rebroadcast traffic information on both frequencies, 
a portable receiver can receive air-to-air traffic only on the frequen-
cies with which it is equipped. Both, however, will receive the rebroad-
cast information, which includes traffic that ATC sees on radar.

ADS-B RECEIVERS
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The graphical weight-and-balance 
calculator and flight plan filing are 
also not available in the free version. 
Geo-referenced airport diagrams 
and approach charts are available 
only in the Premium Plus version. 
The iFlightPlanner logbook with 
pilot currency tracker is not avail-
able in the free version. All versions 
offer a cockpit voice recorder func-
tion, notepad and geo-referenced 
and seamless maps (VFR, IFR and 
terminal aeronautical charts).

Jeppesen Mobile 
FliteDeck 
( , free, but data  
subscription required)

Jeppesen’s Mobile FliteDeck is 
one of the key EFB apps for global 
travelers, given the company’s long 
experience creating maps and charts 
for airports and airspace around the 
world. Although Mobile FliteDeck 
doesn’t offer flight plan filing or traf-
fic display, it does permit route plan-
ning with rubber-band editing and 
includes preflight text and graphical 
weather downloads. 

En route and approach charts and 
airport diagrams are geo-referenced. 
Users can set a speed-based switch 
for automatic display of the airport 
diagram on landing. 

Recent additions to Mobile Flite-
Deck (Version 2.7) include recently 
cleared routes, flight plan importing 
improvements, customer-inserted 
charts capability, a VFR en route layer 
and Chart Check, which allows com-
panies to monitor and verify data cur-
rency, and the FliteDeck version for 
flight department users. A new feature 
in Version 2.6 allows addition of SIDs 
and Stars in route plans, and these are 
then depicted on the en route charts.

Navtech iCharts 
Navtech offers an alternative for com-

mercial operators needing electronic chart 
and flight planning solutions, but its prod-
ucts haven’t been targeted at the business 
aviation market. In December, however, 
Airbus announced that it has agreed to 
purchase 100 percent of the shares of 
the Navtech group, and perhaps this will 
stimulate a move into business aviation to 
compete with Boeing-owned Jeppesen.

Seattle Avionics 
FlyQ EFB 
(  $119/year)

FlyQ EFB by Seattle Avion-
ics is a comprehensive EFB app with 
customizable split-screen views and 3-D 
synthetic vision with a highway-in-the-
sky path display. For flight planning, FlyQ 
includes a handy preflight checklist that 
ensures all needed information is down-
loaded for the planned trip. 

FlyQ provides seamless sectional 
charts, geo-referenced maps and 
approach charts, compatibility with 
most ADS-B receivers, display of 

approach charts on maps and more 
than 700 geo-referenced Seattle Avi-
onics airport diagrams. Recent devel-
opments include a substantial speed 
up of the 2-D mapping engine, a 
new user interface that maximizes 
screen space, a new GPS/weather and 
ADS-B connection status indicator 
and addition of a procedure button 
to airport searches for quick access  
to approaches.  o

EFB APPS Continued from page 21 u 



Jetpack is real, and it flies
by Matt Thurber

What pilot, as a kid, didn’t thrill to the notion of strapping on a jetpack, shedding gravity’s shackles and see-
ing the world from up there in the sky? In recognition of both that faded ambition and the slack time pilots 
sometimes have to kill in an FBO lounge or a hotel room, here’s something a little off AIN’s beaten path.

In an industrial building nes-
tled among countless small busi-
nesses in the warm San Fernando 
Valley not far from Van Nuys 
Airport in southern California, 
a talented mechanical engineer 
and his long-time pilot friend 
have quietly spent the past 10 
years perfecting a real jetpack–
a strap-on frame fitted with two 
tiny turbine engines, a fuel tank 
and fly-by-wire engine controls. 

The duo–Nelson Tyler and 
David Mayman–stunned the 
world when they posted a video 
on the Internet of  Mayman’s 
public flight on November 3 
last year around the Statue of 
Liberty above New York Har-
bor. The flight was obviously 
that of  a new kind of  jetpack 
that is reliable and easy to con-
trol, but what caught viewers’ 
attention was the moment when 
the camera focused on May-
man’s wrist-worn digital clock; 
he had been flying for a stun-
ning four-and-a-half  minutes, 

well over four minutes longer 
than the longest flight of  the 
original rocket belt.

It turns out that Tyler built 
his own rocket belt, like the 
others powered by pressurized 
hydrogen peroxide that can fly 
for about 20 seconds; his rocket 
belt was flown for the opening 
ceremony of  the 1984 Olym-
pics. And inside the unobtru-
sive industrial space where 
Tyler concocts these devices–
Tyler Camera Systems, which 
makes helicopter and airplane 
camera mounting systems–the 
walls are covered with rocket 
belt memorabilia. 

Mayman, a fixed-wing and 
helicopter pilot, is a highly expe-
rienced rocket belt pilot with 77 
flights of  roughly 20 seconds 
each, and he has also test flown 
every iteration of  the current 
JB-9 JetPack (JB-1, -2, -3 and 
so on), parts of which still dec-
orate shelves and rooms inside 
the Tyler facility.

Tyler’s jetpack explorations 
began with available turbine 
engines, but the early ones were 
so small that many would be 
needed to loft a human along 
with all the apparatus. One of 
these early jetpacks used 12 
engines, six per side mounted in 
an unwieldy frame, and it sim-
ply didn’t work. “We couldn’t 
keep all [the engines] running at 
once,” Tyler explained. “It prob-
ably would have worked other-
wise. They are quite difficult 
because the smaller ones start 
on propane and then switch to 
fuel, and the propane would just 
float around and explode.” 

As small turbine engine tech-
nology improved, the number of 
engines on subsequent JetPacks 
diminished, to four on each side, 
then came a breakthrough with 
a tiny drone engine, a single-
stage turbojet with a centrifu-
gal compressor that puts out 
187 pounds of thrust, running 
at about 60,000 rpm. 

“I’ve been trying for the last 
30 years to make something 
that would work,” Tyler said. 
“Finally the engine technology 
got to the point where we could 
do it with two engines and still 
have enough thrust to fly.”

One stumbling block was 
that to make the JetPack more 
easily controllable, one of  the 
engines had to rotate in the 

opposite direction of 
the other, to coun-

teract instead of 
magnify torque 
effects. Mayman 

put up the money 
to pay for tooling 
to build another 
opposite-rotating 
engine, and from 
there the pro-
gram went fairly 

smoothly. 
Initial test flights were done 

while tethered to an inertia 
reel mounted on a frame in a 
courtyard between two Tyler 
buildings. Asked whether the 
neighbors noticed all the activ-
ity and noise, Tyler said that 
people stood on cars to watch 
the action. One of  the nearby 
companies was a motorcycle 
tuner, so noise probably wasn’t 
an issue. When that business 
closed and a marijuana dispen-
sary moved in, well, it’s possible 
that the customers never knew 
whether what they were watch-
ing was a hallucination or the 
first test flights of a revolution-
ary new device.

Development of  JB-9 took 
about two years, with Tyler 
crafting most of  the parts on 
his company’s CNC machine 
tools and designing the fly-by-
wire engine controls. Tyler has 
flown JB-9 on the tether, and 
Mayman was the first to fly 
it off  tether, over a lake near 
Sacramento, Calif., for safety 
considerations. 

The pilot controls the Jet-
Pack using a twist-type throttle 
on the right hand and cable-
operated yaw vanes on the left 
hand. The rear portion of  the 
frame, on which the engines 
are mounted, tilts for pitch 
and bank control. The longest 
flight Mayman has made so 
far is six minutes. “When they 
see this, they drool,” said Tyler, 
referring to rocket belt mavens. 
“We’re running for 20 to 30 sec-
onds before takeoff,” and this is 
more than the amount of time a 
rocket belt can even remain air-
borne. Another difference is that 
a rocket belt pilot has to jump to 
launch into the air, but the JB-9 
pilot simply throttles up and lifts 
off. Control is far more precise.

The plan is to offer a com-
mercial product eventually, 

according to Tyler. A JetPack 
flying for six minutes at 55 
knots (JB-9’s top speed) could 
move someone quickly three 
miles, say from a road to the site 
of  an aircraft accident that can’t 
be reached by vehicle. JB-9 has 
an empty weight of  90 pounds 
and currently flies with just five 
gallons of  fuel to stay within 
FAA Part 103 ultralight regu-
lations, although it could haul 
up to 10 gallons.

Tyler has been discussing 
with the FAA how to expand 
the flight envelope, especially 
as work on JB-10 has begun. 
JB-10 could achieve speeds of 
more than 100 knots, and it may 
feature a ballistic parachute sys-
tem, if  one can be designed that 
not only weighs 12 pounds or 
less but also looks good when 
incorporated into the JetPack. 
He is also considering adding 
an autopilot to the flight con-
trols, if  lightweight actuators 
are available.  o

David Mayman, CEO

of JetPack Aviation,

on flying the JetPack

How many times have you 
flown the rocket belt?

I’ve 77 flights on hydrogen 
peroxide rocket belts, which is 
20 seconds per shot so it doesn’t 
add up to much flight time. In 
the JetPack I’ve got many hours 
of testing time. [The various iter-
ations go from JB-1 through 
JB-9.] The issue is that there’s 
nobody that can really train you, 
so you have to strap it on and 
make your own mistakes and 
learn as you go.

Does flying the rocket belt 
help with flying the JetPack?

It does, learning to fly the 
rocket belt does help you fly 
the JetPack inasmuch as it’s a 
similar kind of  control, motions 
that you’re making, but the 
turbine engines have a much 
greater lag, like turbocharg-
ers in a car, when you ask it for 
power, it has to spool up. So you 
need to get used to waiting for 
it to spool up but also to spool 
down. And that takes quite a lot 
of  practice. Otherwise it’s a sim-
ilar control mechanism, but you 
have a heck of  a lot more time, 
so in terms of  taking off  in a 
rocket belt, there’s a fuel emer-
gency as soon as you lift off  the 
ground. You’re looking at where 
you’re going to land, whereas 
with the JetPack, we’re already 
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Nelson Tyler 
wears the JB-9.
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running on the ground just warming up 
for longer than a rocket belt can possi-
bly run for, and then we lift off  and have 
five, six, up to 12 minutes, depending on 
the pilot weight, to accomplish the mis-
sion and decide where you’re going to 
land. You can evaluate the situation and 
make that decision as you fly.

What was it like the first 
time you flew JB-9?

I’ve been flying JB-9 now for over a 
year, and on a tether, backwards and 
forward across a sort-of  120-foot-long 
tether, and just getting slowly better 
and more comfortable with it. The first 
time I flew off  the tether, it was incred-
ible. There’s nothing to describe it. I 
didn’t know what was going to happen 
on that first flight compared to being 
on the tether, whether I was going to 
be suddenly free of  the tether and then 
unstable because I didn’t have this bal-
ancing force, but it worked perfectly. It 
was stable, the thrust was good, and it 
did everything that it had been doing 
on the tether, but it was actually a lot 
easier because I wasn’t being pulled 
one way or the other by the tether line. 
And my heart was in my mouth–boom, 
boom, boom–I think it’s like anything 
else, you train long enough for some-
thing it becomes muscle memory and it 
just happens.

Would it be hard to train a non-flier?
Not really, I think there’s some bene-

fit in not being a pilot. I fly helicopters 
and fixed-wing [aircraft], and there’s cer-
tain things that you’re just used to doing 
that don’t apply to the JetPack. Certainly 
I could train a very experienced pilot 
but I don’t think there’s a huge benefit 
in already being a pilot. And we could 
train pretty much anybody to do this with 
enough time.

What are some of the 
performance numbers you’ve seen?

At the moment we’re flying under the 
ultralight category, so we’re limited in 
terms of  performance to 55 knots and 
five gallons of  fuel, which gives us the 
lower flight times, five or six minutes. 
But I’m able to take off  vertically, I’m 
able to accelerate extremely rapidly to 
55 knots, within seconds, but also stop 
abruptly, within several yards doing 
that kind of  speed. Hover without any 
issue. Pirouette turns. While flying for-
ward I can do pirouettes ascending and 
descending. There’s effectively nothing 
you can’t do. I can take off  from the 
ground and fly backwards like you can 
in a helicopter, flip around and then fly 
forward. You can do that in a pirouette 
motion, you can do it using yaw, you 
can do it using roll. It really is like hav-
ing a motorcycle or a bicycle in the air.

How much does it weigh?
Empty it weighs about 90 pounds, and 

then with fuel you go on up from there. 
It’s really light. I can wear this thing all 
day long when it’s empty. 

What happens if  one 
engine were to stop running?

If  one engine stops working you get 
an asymmetric situation, and that’s why 
we’re working on the parachute system. 
And that wouldn’t be a pilot-initiated 
thing. It would be a computer-initiated 
device that would look at the parameters 
of the flight, and as soon as it recognizes 
an out-of-spec maneuver–a banking or 
an acceleration moment–it would fire the 
parachute. We’re working on another ver-
sion, which is a four-engine version, and 
we believe that would give us redundancy.

How much engine thrust?
About 185 pounds of thrust a side. 

These are military engines?
Normally they’re applied to a military 

drone, for gunners to chase down a fast-
moving drone, just subsonic. Typically 
they operate in a horizontal flying posi-
tion rather than vertical, so we had to 
make a series of refinements and changes 
to enable cooling and bearing lubrication 
to work in a vertical installation.

Can you describe the flight controls?
I control thrust with the fly-by-wire 

throttle here [right grip handle], and then 
I control yaw in the left hand, which is 
a push-pull cable. It’s a very simple sys-
tem. We always go with simple if  we can. 
And that articulates the yaw vanes on the 
bottom of each of the engines. And they 
always work in the opposite sense. Obvi-
ously if  the left engine is going forward, 
the right engine is going back, and that 
enables you to pirouette or to spin on the 
spot. But the rest is actually vectoring the 
engines themselves. So we’re not vector-
ing just the thrust. The way we get the 

maneuverability is not just by directing 
thrust from side to side like in the old 
Williams and Bell Aerospace jetpack 
from the 1970s. The way they did it was 
to just articulate nozzles, which moves the 
thrust. What we’re doing is moving the 
whole center of thrust against the center 
of weight by moving the engines them-
selves, and that gives us extraordinary 
maneuverability and dynamic handling.

Why the flight around the Statue of 
Liberty to reveal it to the world?

We had a brainstorming session and 
thought if  we’re going to come out of the 
closet so to speak, where’s the greatest 
place to do it, the most iconic backdrop? 
I’ve always loved the statue, so as the test 
pilot, I put my hand up and said, “Hey, 
you know there’s water, so that gives us a 
degree of safety, and what a perfect back-
drop.” And we were just so lucky with the 
weather. It was warmish, and we had blue 
skies and everything was perfect.

How long a flight?
A five-minute flight. I was playing 

everything conservative. I wasn’t flying 
too fast. I wasn’t being too radical. If  you 
could see some of the videos of training 
on the tether before that, this machine is 
capable of so much that I didn’t do in New 
York. I didn’t want to embarrass myself  
or go into the Hudson River. It was cold! 

How did it feel to be where a lot  
people could see this? They must 
have been amazed.

They were! The Staten Island ferry was 
going past, and a huge cruise liner that 
was going past actually slowed down. It’s 
like this seven-story cruise liner. And as I 
was in the air, I didn’t pick up on any of 

this. I was too focused. But apparently 
it slowed down, and there were a whole 
bunch of  people taking photographs 
from the deck. People out at Liberty State 
Park were stopped in their tracks when 
they were jogging. You can hear the tur-
bine engines from a long way away. And 
we got a lot of great feedback. We got a 
lot of people saying, “Finally, something 
small that you can actually wear.” These 
handles fold up, you can put it in a suit-
case. Finally somebody’s created what we 
think of as a true jetpack.

Do you like flying the JetPack?
I love flying it. I’m the only test pilot, 

so I love my job. CEO and test pilot is not 
a bad combination for me at the moment. 

How many flights in JB-9?
It’s between two and three hundred. 

They would range from one-minute baby 
test flights up to probably eight or nine 
minutes on the tether because you’re 
using slightly less thrust.

What’s next for JetPack Aviation?
It is a tipping point in this industry. 

There are lots of  people working on dif-
ferent concepts, different form. We have 
the entertainment arm, as far as Holly-
wood. And we’d like to put a race series 
together with JetPacks, probably flying 
over water initially. And then we have the 
more serious, practical applications like 
search-and-rescue. Where we come into 
our own is form factor and speed. So if  
you want to put somebody from posi-
tion A where they can take this thing out 
of  the suitcase and move them 10 miles 
down the track at 150 miles an hour and 
position them there, you can do that. Yes, 
now it needs manual control and the per-
son would need to be a trained pilot to 
do that. But eventually with time and 
money, we could automate that. It’s not 
a difficult task to automate flight control. 

I bet you’re proud of 
what you’ve accomplished.

Yeah, it’s also humbling. We’re lucky 
in some respects. I guess you make your 
own luck after a lot of  hard work and 
money, but it’s hard to believe some-
times that we’ve achieved what we have, 
and the flight went so well, and we’re 
just so thankful.

Are you seeking investors?
We’d always talk to people. It’s true that 

it has to be the right type of money peo-
ple with the right motivations and the right 
interest. We’re not interested in being a 
public company, at this stage anyway. And 
we’re not interested in taking money from 
just anybody; it would have to be some-
body who has a real interest in this sort of 
thing. So far we’ve been completely self-
funded. To move at the pace that we’d like 
to move, it would make sense to bring in 
some external funding, but it would have 
to be the right flavor.  o
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David Mayman, left, helps Nelson Tyler put on the JetPack. Tyler has been working on the project for 30 years.
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Mitsubishi MRJ delayed another year
by Gregory Polek

Mitsubishi Aircraft and 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
have extended the development 
schedule of  the Mitsubishi 
Regional Jet (MRJ) by another 
year after recognizing “several 

issues” during the course of engi-
neering work with experts in the 
U.S., the companies announced 
on December 24. Consequently, 
expected first delivery to Japan’s 
All Nippon Airways has shifted 

to the second quarter of  2018, 
nearly five years later than the 
original target date set at pro-
gram launch in 2008.

The last program sched-
ule called for certification in the 

second quarter of next year, a 
date that remained unchanged 
following the last two delays to 
first flight. In April the compa-
nies announced a delay from the 
spring to “September or October” 
attributed to a need to review the 
structural strength of the ram air 
turbine and address software bugs. 

Then, in the last week of 
October a problem with the 
MRJ’s rudder pedal forced the 
manufacturer to reschedule first 
flight for the week of  Novem-
ber 9. The airplane took to the 
air on November 11. Since then 
the companies announced that it 
flew at least two more times, on 
November 19 and November 27.

Engineering Work Ahead
“The first flight and the sub-

sequent flight tests have con-
firmed the basic characteristics 
to be satisfactory,” said the com-
panies in a statement released 
in late December. “However, 
we also have recognized several 
issues as we attempt to accel-
erate our development. Spe-
cifically, in the progress of our 
engineering work together with 
experts in the United States, we 
have made additions to and revi-
sions of test items to complete a 
better integrated aircraft. These 
have been reflected in the new 
delivery schedule.” 

The need for some of those 
revisions became evident as early 
as last spring, when certain air-
frame components, including 
the wings, didn’t respond as 
expected to greater than nor-
mal loads, according to a state-
ment from Mitsubishi Aircraft. 
“As for the airframe, strength-
ening of the wing is among the 
details of  the changes we are 
making based on test feedback,” 
said Mitsubishi. “Also we are 
strengthening the fuselage after 
the test feedback. We have been 
reinforcing these components, 
as planned after the first flight. 
This kind of reinforcement work 
is something that happens in 
development work.”

Other improvements under 
way include “upgrades” to avi-
onics, the flight control system 
and the engine control unit. 
“We are scheduling about two 
months for this work,” the com-
pany said. o
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The Mitsubishi Regional Jet makes its second flight, on November 19. 
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Japan’s Mitsui acquires  
small stake in Quest
by Kerry Lynch

Japanese conglomerate Mit-
sui signed an agreement with 
Quest Aircraft parent company 
Setouchi Holdings to acquire an 
equity stake in the Sandpoint, 
Idaho-based manufacturer of 
the Kodiak turboprop single. 
Under the agreement, which was 
finalized January 13, Mitsui is 
receiving a 12.5-percent holding 
in Quest for a $10 million invest-
ment, according to Mitsui. The 
investment comes nearly a year 
after Setouchi Holdings bought 
Quest Aircraft, furthering a rela-
tionship that began when Setou-
chi became a Quest dealer.

As with Setouchi, Quest 
hopes to draw on Mitsui’s indus-
try relationships to extend its 
reach. “The agreement between 
Setouchi Holdings and Mit-
sui will help us further expand 
Quest’s market for the Kodiak,” 
said Quest Aircraft CEO Sam 

Hill. “They, like Setouchi, are 
a well respected company with 
worldwide business interests in 
a variety of market segments.” 

Mitsui is involved in manufac-
turing, infrastructure, services, 
financing and/or marketing of 
a number of industries, includ-
ing iron/steel, chemicals, min-
erals infrastructure projects, 
transportation systems, energy, 
food resources/products and IT, 
among others.

“With its capital participa-
tion in Quest, Mitsui will use its 
global networks to support the 
expansion of sales channels for 
the Kodiak 100 in previously 
uncultivated markets with the 
potential for demand growth and 
work to further enhance Quest’s 
corporate value,” Mitsui said in 
a statement.

“The Kodiak is well suited to 
a wide variety of missions and we 

want to build on our global mar-
ket penetration,” Hill said. Quest 
recently added a dealer in Chile 
and is working on a number of 
new international certifications for 
the aircraft in addition to the 21 
approvals it has already obtained.

The company also has been 
expanding its facilities. In the fall 
it began construction of a 75,000-
sq-ft expansion of its Sandpoint 
facilities that will effectively 
double production space. The 
expansion will help Quest raise 
production of  the Kodiak as 
demand for the aircraft contin-
ues to climb, Hill said.  o
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JET AVIATION TO LAND AT VAN NUYS

Jet Aviation will expand its 
U.S. FBO network to the West 
Coast, having been awarded a 
30-year lease to establish a new 
location at Van Nuys Airport. As 
of the middle of last month, final 
approval of the lease was antici-
pated within the next month from 
the city of Los Angeles.

The vote from the airport’s 
board of commissioners signals 
the return of FBO operations to 
the location on the north side of 
the airfield, which has been vacant 
since the departure of Pentastar 
Aviation early in 2013 and the 
bankruptcy of Basenet in 2014. 
“Today’s action by the Board of 

Airport Commissioners reaffirms 
our commitment to develop VNY 
in a way that provides assured eco-
nomic benefits for the airport, Van 
Nuys and the San Fernando Val-
ley,” said commission president 
Sean Burton. “Jet Aviation’s part-
nership with Gulfstream Aerospace 
will create more than 200 new jobs 
and will have an estimated $89 
million economic impact on the 
local economy over the term of 
the lease.” 

The Los Angeles-area airport 
is currently home to three ser-
vice providers:  Castle & Cooke 
Aviation, Clay Lacy Aviation and 
Signature Flight Support.  –C.E.

TPG Growth to acquire 
charter firm TMC Jets
by Chad Trautvetter

San Francisco-based cap-
ital equity firm TPG Growth 
confirmed on January 7 that it 
signed a definitive agreement on 
December 30 to acquire Travel 
Management Co. (TMC Jets), an 
on-demand aircraft charter firm 
in Elkhart, Ind. TPG Growth, 
which also owns a stake in private 
jet membership firm XOJet, is 
acquiring TMC Jets for an undis-
closed amount from Pete Liegl, 
who founded the company in 
2006. The transaction is expected 
to close in the first quarter.

In February 2013, XOJet 
and TMC Jets announced a 

commercial partnership, though 
they have remained–and under 
the new ownership structure 
will continue to remain–sepa-
rate entities, according to TMC 
president Scott Wise. In fact, he 
stressed TMC will continue to 
be “neutral” and work with bro-
ker distribution partners such as 
Apollo Jets, Sentient Jet, EJM/
NetJets and XOJet.

TPG Growth sees the invest-
ment in TMC Jets as “an oppor-
tunity to further broaden its 
presence in private aviation, an 
industry that has seen multiple 
years of growth and improving 

sector dynamics.” TPG indi-
cated that it plans to provide 
more capital for further invest-
ment in TMC, which could fur-
ther expand its aircraft fleet.

TMC operates 68 wholly 
owned aircraft: 36 Hawker 
400XPs, 29 Hawker 800XPs, two 
Challenger 604s and a King Air 
200. It also has an outstanding 

order with Nextant Aerospace 
to convert its Hawker 400XPs 
to 400XTis. These conversions 
are currently on hold, Wise told 
AIN, but could move forward “at 
a later date.” He said there is a 
solid business case to add more 
Challenger 604s to the fleet. 

“TPG is thrilled to partner 
with Scott Wise, Scott Henely 

and the entire TMC Jet team,” 
commented TPG Growth man-
aging partner Bill McGlashan. 
“TMC Jets has established its 
reputation and industry-leading 
position as the light and midsize 
jet operator of choice to its bro-
kering partners. We are excited 
to support and enable TMC’s 
growth and development.”  o

Capital equity firm TPG Growth is acquiring Travel Management Co., an Elkhart, Ind.-based on-
demand charter firm that has 65 wholly owned Hawker 400XPs and 800XPs. Its fleet also includes 
two Challenger 604s and a King Air 200. The transaction is expected to close in the first quarter.

FAA PROPOSES STAGE 5 NOISE STANDARDS FOR NEW AIRCRAFT

The FAA is paving the way for new Stage 5 noise 
requirements that would align U.S. and international 
standards. It released a notice of proposed rulemaking 
(NPRM) last month that would require companies sub-
mitting an application  after Dec. 31, 2017, for new 
aircraft with an mtow of at least 121,254 pounds to 
meet Stage 5 requirements. Applicants for new air-
craft with an mtow of less than 121,254 pounds must 
meet the Stage 5 standard after Dec. 31, 2020.

The NPRM would harmonize U.S. requirements 
with the Stage 5 noise standard that the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) published in 
March 2014. But the FAA emphasizes that the NPRM 
is intended only for new aircraft and “should not be 
interpreted as signaling the start of an action aimed at 
phasing out the existing noise standards that apply to 
the production or operation of current models. There 
are no operational restrictions or production cut-offs 
on the use of Stage 3 or Stage 4 airplanes in the U.S.” 

Following in step with ICAO, the FAA provided an 
extended timeline for smaller aircraft at the requests 
of manufacturers, which said they needed more time 
to develop the technology required to meet Stage 5. 

“Recently, there have been technological advances in 
the lower weight classes such as the geared turbo-
fan engine and the development of quieter control 
surfaces,” the FAA said. “Given these recent techno-
logical advances in lighter airplanes, the FAA expects 
all manufacturers to be able to meet the new stan-
dards by the Dec. 31, 2020 date.” 

However, the FAA is soliciting comments on 
whether the time frame would be sufficient since “this 
expectation is crucial” to the agency’s estimates of 
what compliance will cost. With advances in technolo-
gies, the agency determined that the proposal would 
have “minimal, if any, cost.” 

The FAA noted that several large aircraft cur-
rently in production already meet Stage 5 noise limits, 
including the Airbus A380 and Boeing 787. “For many 
of the new airplane programs announced before 
2013, analysis shows that such airplanes will be able 
to meet the proposed Stage 5 standard without any 
additional cost,” the agency said.

The FAA is accepting comments on the proposal 
through April 13 at www.regulations.gov (Docket 
Number FAA-2015-3782).  –K.L.

Quest holds 21 international 
approvals for the Kodiak and is 
pursuing more this year.
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THE PILOT-FOR-PEANUTS SHORTAGE
I enjoyed reading John Goglia’s article 

on the “pilot shortage” (January, page 17). 
The “shortage” refers to the paucity of qual-
ified people who are willing to work for 
peanuts. The average property tax bill in 
my town is $16,000 per year. With home-
owners insurance and utilities, it’s probably 
close to $25,000 per year before any mort-
gage payments (and you won’t get a home 
here for less than $500,000). I am one of 
those pilots who is “qualified” but unwill-
ing to work for nothing (ATP/CFII ME, 

CE500, 4,500+ hours, flying since 1982). 
I’d be willing to fly for a living, but the 
wages are so out of line with the respon-
sibilities, why bother? My friends in the 
local Police department make more than 
$130,000 per year as a patrolman. With 
overtime and the $105-per-hour “details” 
on road construction, many get $200,000+ 
and sleep at home every night. Sergeants 
make more than $150,000, captains over 
$175,000. (I have done the law enforce-
ment job years ago. It’s not a big deal.) 

If you go to the Cape Air website, you 

will see that their captains get $16.17 per 
hour (up from $15 last year). They fly single-
pilot in some lousy weather. (Interestingly, 
the airline is owned by a Democratic state 
senator, whose Democratic counterparts in 
New York City legislated $15 per hour for 
fast-food workers.) 

I have been selling airplanes for 33 years, 
and there are plenty of us qualified pilots 
who refuse to live in poverty for the chance 
at one of the few big-dollar airline jobs. 
Imagine, putting in years at a commuter 
to get hired by Eastern or Pan Am, making 
captain and $150,000 per year...then get-
ting tossed into the street, having to start 
over sitting sideways as a second officer for 
$18,000 per year.

So please tell the politicians and industry 
leaders the truth. There is a shortage of qual-
ified pilots who are willing to work for noth-
ing. If the wages paid matched what teachers 
($100,000+ in my town, three months off, 
platinum healthcare, early pension), cops 
and state workers get, you would have a 
pilot surplus.

Robert Grinch
Grinch Aviation
Ridgewood, NJ 

I’ve been an A&P Technician and IA 
for 43 years, and while wages have got-
ten better, automotive mechanics over-
all make more than aircraft maintenance 
technicians. Sure, it takes less to train an 
A&P than a pilot, but it takes more to train  
an A&P than it does to train an automo-
tive mechanic. 

So where is the attraction for some-
one to get into the aircraft maintenance 
business when he or she gets paid less but 
has all the responsibility? And just for you 
pilots out there, aircraft maintenance tech-
nicians are responsible for you, the air-
planes and your passengers. We want to 
make sure that each flight is safe and that 
you, our customer, don’t have a bad expe-
rience because of something we did. This 
is not a complaint, but please do keep 
it in mind. I’ve had a good 43 years in  
this business.

“Philconn1”
Comment posted @ainonline.com

In 1990, aspiring airline pilots would get 
their college degrees and flight training, then fly 
for cheap or free to accumulate the thousands 
of hours required to even apply at an airline. 
There were many pilots with all these qualifica-
tions, as there were openings for pilots at all the 
airlines in the U.S. A great number of qualified 
pilots never did get into the airlines and went on 
to pursue corporate flying or other careers. The 
situation had been that way for many decades 
and continued until around 2000.

During the recession, pay and conditions 
at the airlines dropped dramatically. Young 
people read about it online when looking into 
airline careers, and they stopped entering air-
line professions. They aren’t smarter than pre-
vious generations, but they are much better 
informed and much more adept at rooting 
out the real story.

Mechanics aren’t as difficult to train or 
cross-train to work on aircraft, but pilots 
require many years of specific and expensive 
training to produce. They are going to become 
the limiting factor in airline industry strength.

Goglia says the attraction, glamour, excite-
ment, salaries and conditions in the air-
line industry have declined relative to other 
industries, and that we need to accept that. I’m 
afraid young people aren’t accepting that, and 
they are choosing other careers. Goglia makes 
some suggestions for reducing the educational 
burden on prospective pilots. In other words: 
make it cheaper to attract more students. It 
appears Goglia wants to accept keeping the 
career undesirable and lower the barriers of 
entry to compensate. This can only result in 
less talented and less driven workers filling our 
cockpits. Automation can keep us safe when 
nothing goes wrong but when it does, we need 
unusually talented workers in the cockpit, ded-
icated to their craft and confident in their skills.

We’ve seen a number of major airline 
accidents recently that basic pilot skills 
should have prevented. We are headed in 
a bad direction, and changing that direction 
will require making the airline pilot career 
desirable to highly talented young people. 
Making it easier to become an airline pilot 
will not help, but it will keep profits high and 
ticket prices low if that is the goal.

“Inspector”
Comment posted @ainonline.com

Letters and Opinions 

 
FAA REMINDS PILOTS ABOUT DANGERS OF FUEL SYSTEM ICING

The FAA recently issued a reminder for pilots to recognize conditions that might result 
in engine and fuel system icing, and for turbine aircraft operators to familiarize themselves 
with the proper use of fuel anti-icing inhibitors, citing the fatal crash of a Pilatus PC-12/45 
in Butte, Mont., as an example of the dangers of icing. 

In its probable cause report on the March 22, 2009 accident, which claimed the lives 
of the pilot and 13 passengers, the NTSB determined that fuel system icing impeded the 
transfer of fuel between the turboprop single’s wing tanks, resulting in a left-wing-heavy 
fuel imbalance.

“Had the pilot added a fuel system icing inhibitor to the fuel for the flights on the day 
of the accident, as required, the ice accumulation in the fuel system would have been 
avoided,” the Board added.

“Investigators determined the aircraft experienced fuel system icing when the oper-
ator did not use the proper anti-ice fuel additive for the operating conditions that were 
expected,” the FAA noted in its Dec. 31, 2015 “FAAst Blast” email newsletter. “With win-
ter in full swing, the FAA would like to stress the importance of recognizing indicators of 
the potential for fuel icing and understanding your aircraft’s limitations and procedures for 
coping with this condition, including the use of fuel anti-icing inhibitors.”

The FAA encouraged turbine operators to review SAIB CE-13-29 (Aircraft Fuel Systems-
Fuel System Ice Inhibitors), and pilots of piston-engine aircraft to review AC 20-113, which 
addresses identification and responses to engine induction and fuel system icing.  –R.F.
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T he original plan was for me to fly 
all the way to the Phenom 300’s 
final destination, EAS’s headquar-
ters in Kansas City, Mo., but I left 

the group in Fort Lauderdale because of 
some scheduling challenges, stemming in 
part from a delay caused by a faulty com-
ponent. This also illustrated the extraor-
dinary efforts that Embraer’s customer 
support organization put forth to get us 
back in the air as quickly as possible.

The trip from São José dos Campos 
to Kansas City took two days and about 
12.5 flight hours, or 9.5 hours from Bra-
zil to Fort Lauderdale. This included an 
unscheduled overnight in Belem, Bra-
zil, instead of  the planned overnight in 
St. Maarten. 

Because this was the final delivery 
trip for an EAS-purchased airplane from 

Brazil, Embraer held a ceremony on 
December 17 to celebrate the two com-
panies’ long collaboration. This Phenom 
300 is EAS’s ninth, and the company also 
operates 14 Phenom 100s, four CJ2+s, 
four King Air 350s and two 90s and two 
Learjet 45XRs. 

The remainder of  EAS’s Phenom 
orders will be assembled and delivered at 
Embraer’s factory in Melbourne, Fla. Dur-
ing the delivery ceremony, Embraer pres-
ident and CEO Marco Túlio Pellegrini 
praised EAS for its confidence in select-
ing the Phenom 100 and 300 for the com-
pany’s fractional-share and charter fleet. 
“We will always be behind you. Anytime, 
any moment you can call me,” he said. “We 
are always available. Don’t hesitate a sec-
ond if you need anything, it doesn’t mat-
ter if  it’s an airplane, support, technical, 

anything, we are here to assist you.”
We were all set for an early start the 

next morning; EAS’s newest Phenom 300–
N368AS, featuring Brazilian flag colors 
and U.S. and Brazilian flags on the tail–
was sitting outside the Embraer delivery 
hangar, which was full of sparkling new 
E-Jet airliners and a Legacy 500 await-
ing delivery. With six occupants and fuel 
tanks nearly full with 5,245 pounds of jet-
A, the Phenom 300 weighed about 18,300 
pounds, near the optional design weight 
increase maximum takeoff weight (mtow) 
of 18,387 pounds. Franz flew left seat; the 
Phenom 300 is a single-pilot jet certified 
under Part 23, and although he flew most 
of the trip, I took off  and flew during the 
climb after the stop in Belem and then 
flew the descent and approach and then 
landed in Fort Lauderdale. I was able to 

get a feel for the Phenom 300’s handling 
and also plenty of time to observe its per-
formance capabilities.

In the light jet arena, the $8.995 mil-
lion Phenom 300 is the fastest of the new-
build jets available, just slightly outpacing 
its main competitor, the Williams FJ44-
4A-powered Citation CJ4. At mid-cruise 
weight, the Phenom 300 is capable of 453 
ktas; it is powered by the 3,360-pound-
thrust Pratt & Whitney Canada PW535E. 

The Phenom 300 is equipped with 
a Garmin G1000-based Prodigy flight 
deck, currently still available in two ver-
sions, the original system with an alpha-
numeric keyboard for data entry and the 
newer Prodigy Touch G2000-type sys-
tem with two touchscreen GTC 570 con-
trollers mounted on the forward center 
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The light jet showed its 
capabilities during a delivery 
flight from Brazil to Florida.
by Matt Thurber

There is no better way to assess the performance of a business jet than flying it on 
a long trip, in this case a delivery flight from Embraer’s manufacturing plant in São 
José dos Campos, Brazil, to the U.S. AIN senior editor Matt Thurber joined Exec-
utive AirShare (EAS) chief pilot Alex Franz during the delivery of the company’s 
last Phenom 300 from Brazil in mid-December. This was also EAS’s 30th Phenom; 
the remaining Phenoms that EAS has ordered will be assembled at Embraer’s plant 
in Melbourne, Fla. Also on the trip were EAS chairman emeritus and founder Bob 
Taylor and his wife, Kathie; Keith Plumb, president and CEO; and director of mar-
keting and corporate communications Jill Plumb. 

Embraer Executive Jets president and CEO Marco 
Túlio Pellegrini (center right) and company 
employees celebrated delivery of the 30th 
Phenom with Executive AirShare’s leadership 
team. This Phenom 300 is painted in colors from 
the Brazilian flag and features an American and 
Brazilian flag painted on the vertical stabilizer. 
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console. This EAS Phenom 300 has the 
basic Prodigy setup, and it isn’t equipped 
with the optional synthetic vision. 

We took off  at 8:53 a.m. in light wind 
and relatively clear skies. Takeoff speeds 
were 111 knots for rotation and V1, with 
V2 at 120 knots, and the Phenom’s Fadec-
operated PW535s gave us a firm push as 
Franz advanced the power. 

The tower controller cleared us to 
fly a downwind leg after takeoff  and  
to fly back over the runway to pay trib-
ute to our Embraer friends, a bittersweet 
moment for the EAS folks in the cabin as 
it will probably be their last trip to São 
Paolo for a while. 

Climbing at 250 kias, we were cleared 
to FL400. At FL240 and Mach 0.548, rate 
of climb was 1,750 fpm and fuel burn 930 
pounds per side. As we passed through 
FL340 some 29 minutes after takeoff, 
the speed increased to Mach 0.622. We 
arrived at FL400 thirty six minutes after 
takeoff, and at ISA conditions and with 
power set to the normally used max cruise 
setting, speed settled at Mach 0.751 with 
fuel flow of 518 pph per side and a cabin 
altitude of 5,700 feet. At the maximum 
altitude of FL450, cabin altitude would 
be 6,600 feet, thanks to the 9.4-psi pres-
surization differential. About an hour 
later, speed climbed to Mach 0.764 (437 
ktas) at ISA -1 degree C with the same 
fuel-flow numbers.

The 1,328-nm leg to Belem took 3:18 
(including the departure pass over the 
runway), and the Phenom 300 burned 
about 3,700 pounds of fuel. We needed 
to clear customs in Belem, so after land-
ing we were directed to an older termi-
nal building now used for international 
GA traffic. We brought all of our luggage 
inside and were cleared through quickly 
while the Phenom was being fueled 
and provisioned, then we reloaded and 
reboarded for the next leg to St. Maarten.

Shooting Some Trouble
After starting the engines, a CAS mes-

sage popped up on the center display, 
indicating a No. 1 bleed-air system fail-
ure. Franz went through the few steps in 
the quick-reference handbook, but noth-
ing, including shutdowns and restarts, 
would fix the problem. We could see on 
the synoptics diagram that the left-side 
pressure shut-off  valve wouldn’t remain 
open. After consulting with EAS main-
tenance and Embraer, we taxied to the 

other side of  the airport to the Signa-
ture Flight Support/Lider Aviação FBO. 
While not a typical sumptuous U.S.-
style FBO, the Lider facility features a 
comfortable lounge, and the people who 
ran the facility–especially manager Elias 
Junior–were most hospitable and did 
everything they could to help us. 

Calls to Embraer’s customer support 
team ensued, and the first order of busi-
ness became downloading data from the 
Phenom’s central maintenance computer 
(CMC). This was a good lesson in mod-
ern aircraft maintenance; instead of try-
ing to troubleshoot the problem from the 
sparse available data from the CAS mes-
sage, it is essential to find out the root 
cause before opening panels and digging 
into the airplane’s guts. All newer aircraft 
capture fault data, and on the Phenom 
300 it was just a matter of formatting an 
SD memory card using Franz’s PC lap-
top, downloading the CMC data, then 
emailing it to Embraer. 

The problem turned out to be a failed 
fan-air valve on the left engine. This valve 
modulates the flow of cooling bypass air 
from the fan section of  the engine and 
helps cool bleed air by removing heat 
from the pre-cooler. In any case, this was 
an excellent demonstration of the CMC’s 
ability to drill down to the root cause 
of a problem without having to rely on 

someone’s tribal knowledge or by shot-
gun replacing parts in an expensive trou-
bleshooting effort. 

Obviously, there was no replacement 
fan-air valve locally, so Embraer quickly 
put together a flight crew and a mechanic, 
pulled a new fan-air valve off the Phenom 
production line and launched them to 
Belem in another Phenom 300. They 
arrived that evening and Juan, the tire-
less and talented mechanic, stayed up 
late replacing and testing the new fan-air 
valve, finishing at about 11 p.m. Being a 
careful and forward-thinking mechanic, 
Juan also brought a spare bleed-air valve 
and some other parts, just in case. The 
speed with which Embraer responded to 
the problem was impressive.

We spent the night in downtown 
Belem, a lively city with a fascinating 
history as the capital of  Pará state and 
a key player in the Amazon region’s rub-
ber-making history. The weather was 

typically hot and humid near the Equa-
tor, and gigantic afternoon thunder-
storms reminded us why we had planned 
our trip to pass through in the morning.

Leg Two: St. Maarten
The second day would be longer, 

because of  the previous day’s delay, so 
we left the hotel early for the airport. We 
had to taxi the Phenom back across the 
airport to the old terminal to clear cus-
toms again, but this was a quick formal-
ity. We topped off  the tanks as we had 
burned some fuel during the restarts when 
we were trying to reboot the failed valve. 

The leg from Belem to St. Maarten is 
1,451 nm, and we lined up on Belem’s 
Runway 06 in ISA +12 degree C condi-
tions. This was my takeoff, and Franz 
explained that the Phenom 300 requires a 
strong pull at rotation, past the 10 degrees 
shown by the flight director cue right up 
	 Continues on page 38  u 

During a fuel stop in Belem, Brazil, the Phenom 
300’s fan-air valve (below) needed replacement, 
and Embraer’s customer support orgranization 
pulled out all the stops to get the jet back in the 
air as quickly as possible.

uContinued from page 34
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Embraer Phenom 300 
Specifications and Performance

Price (typically completed and equipped) $8.995 million

Engines (2) Pratt & Whitney Canada PW535E, 
3,360 lbs each

Passengers (typical) 1 crew + 7 pax

Range (w/NBAA reserves, 100-nm alternate) 1,971 nm at 385 ktas

High-speed cruise 453 ktas

Long-range cruise speed 385 ktas

Fuel capacity 5,353 lbs

Max payload w/full fuel 1,561 lbs

Ceiling (certified) 45,000 ft

Cabin altitude at ceiling 6,600 ft

Max takeoff weight 18,387 lbs

Balanced field length at mtow (sea level, standard) 3,254 ft

Landing distance 2,621 ft

Length 51.3 ft

Wingspan 52.2 ft

Height 16.75 ft

Cabin

Volume: 324 cu ft

Width: 5.2 ft

Height: 4.9 ft

Length (seating area): 17.2 ft

Baggage capacity
(aft compartment)

66 cu ft

FAA certification (basis, date) FAR Part 23, commuter category 
(12/09)

Number built 320 (through Dec. 31, 2015)

“Lindo pôr do sol” (a beautiful sunset) during the 
overnight stop in Belem. Ready for takeoff from 
Runway 10 at St. Maarten (right), after a stop for 
refueling at the Signature Flight Support FBO.
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to 15 degrees nose up, then holding that 
until the gear and flaps are stowed to keep 
the speed from building too quickly, then 
lowering the nose back to meet the flight 
director. Franz said that new Phenom 300 
pilots often hesitate to pull the nose up 
to the 15-degree point, and he was right. 
The jet accelerated quickly even at the 
high temperature, and at rotation speed 
I gave the Phenom’s ram’s horn yoke a 
hefty pull, but even then I found that 
more pull was needed to muscle the nose 
past the 10-degree mark. 

During the climb, temperatures 
remained elevated through the high thir-
ties, at ISA +13, and this slowed our climb 
for a bit, to about 500 fpm. As we sped up 
through FL400, the temperature dropped 
to near ISA, and the climb rate bounced 
back; we were still making 1,000 fpm at 
FL400 on our way up to FL430, where we 
leveled off about 33 minutes after takeoff. 
At the higher altitude, compared to the pre-
vious day’s flight, the Phenom 300 settled 
down at Mach 0.729 and 413 ktas, while 
the engines each burned about 460 pph. 
The cabin was pressurized to 6,300 feet.

As we flew off  the coast of Brazil and 
eventually worked our way north along 
the southern Caribbean islands, the out-
side temperature dropped a few degrees 
and we picked up some speed, topping 
out at Mach 0.750 and 425 ktas before 
beginning our descent to St. Maarten. 
This leg took about the same time as the 
first flight, 3:17, and even with headwinds 
of more than 40 knots for much of the 
flight, we made better time. ATC was 
helpful and from fairly far out cleared us 
direct to Antigua.

Descending into the airspace near St. 
Maarten, we were treated to the delightful 
island cadence of the extremely busy lone 
controller handling approach, tower and 
ground frequencies all at the same time. 
The approach over famous Maho Beach, 
where tourists crowd near the edge of the 
fence on the end of Runway 10, looks 
intimidating, but there is no need to fly any-
thing other than a normal 3-deg glideslope 
down to the 7,500-foot runway, and Franz 
landed smoothly with minimum fuss. 

We didn’t have much time to hang 
out in St. Maarten, but the friendly 
folks at the Signature Flight Support 
FBO assured us that we could clear cus-
toms and take a taxi to the Sunset Bar & 
Grill at Maho Beach for a quick snack 
and make it back in plenty of  time while 
the Phenom was being fueled. Despite 
a strike by the customs officers’ union, 
we made it through the paperwork 
with little fuss and were soon quaffing 
cold drinks and watching the show as 

airplanes of  various sizes negotiated the 
final approach to Runway 10. Pilots fly-
ing larger airplanes seemed to delight in 
passing as close to the fence line as pos-
sible, to the delight of  the beachgoers 
lined up with their selfie sticks poised 
to capture the moment.

Taxiing out to line up with a few 
other airplanes waiting to take off, it 
was amazing to hear the controller issu-
ing instructions interspersed with lengthy 
clearances, and also hard to believe that 
one person could handle the challenge of 
managing such a large chunk of airspace 
and local operations with such aplomb. 
From the sound of other pilots struggling 
with reading back their clearances, it was 
obvious that even highly experienced pro-
fessional pilots occasionally needed this 
controller to slow down a bit.

Leg Three: Fort Lauderdale
It was another 1,062 nm to Fort Lau-

derdale International, where we would 
again have to clear customs and also where 
I would leave the group. After a delay at 
15,000 feet, we climbed to FL400 where 
speed settled on Mach 0.747 and 430 ktas 
and fuel burn of 518 pph per engine. 

I hand-flew the descent and ILS 
approach to get more used to the feel of 
the Phenom before the landing at Fort 

Lauderdale. The wind was blowing across 
Runway 10R and gusting past 20 knots. 
By this time I was more familiar with the 
feel of the Phenom 300’s yoke, which at 
first doesn’t seem to offer a comfortable 
place to rest an elbow while gripping one 
yoke of the ram’s horn. It became nat-
ural just to hold the yoke without any 
support, although I could understand 
Franz’s desire that Embraer add some 
kind of cockpit sidewall armrest. 

Closer to the ground, the bumps grew 
stronger, but the Phenom plowed through 
the lumpy air without any trouble. I let the 
speed drop a little too much as the wind 
gusted around on short final and added a 
fistful of power just as Franz warned me 
about the diminishing airspeed. The wind 
kept up its antics right down to the run-
way, and my touchdown, aided by Franz’s 
sure hand, wasn’t too smooth, with a 
last-minute gust pushing the left wing up 
slightly, but the Phenom’s trailing-beam 
landing gear helped smooth out my inex-
perience with this particular airplane. 

The Phenom 300 flies much like a larger 
jet, with zero flare during the landing; it 
must be flown onto the runway in what 
appears to be a flat attitude, then once the 
main gear touches, smoothly allowing the 
nose to drop and stepping on the brake-
by-wire anti-skid carbon brakes.

Phenom Particulars 
Overall I found the Phenom 300’s 

handling fairly stiff, much more like 
that of  a heavier Citation, for example, 
but this isn’t a small jet, even though it 
is considered to be in the light jet cat-
egory. Pilots who are used to flying 
smaller and more nimble jets will find in 
the Phenom 300 an excellent introduc-
tion to heavier and more capable jets, 
as well as far better performance and 

a BMW DesignworksUSA-designed 
cabin that is perfectly sized for half  a 
dozen passengers.

The EAS Phenom 300 has the stan-
dard interior configuration, with 
four-passenger club seating and two  
forward-facing seats aft, then the enclosed 
lavatory area with a belted seat for a total 
of eight occupants. Optional configura-
tions include seating for 11 people with a 
two-place divan opposite the cabin door, 
or 10 people with a single seat instead of 
the divan. Large windows bring in a lot 
of light. Behind the cockpit is plenty of 
space for a coffee maker, ice drawer and 
various other cabinets and even a closet.

The cockpit is comfortable and well 
laid out for one pilot and single-pilot 
operation. All switches and controls are 
in front of the pilot seats, with no over-
head panel cluttering the cockpit. While 
the Prodigy flight deck is capable and 
familiar to anyone who flies Garmin’s 
G1000 avionics, I prefer the touchscreen 
controllers, and I won’t be surprised if  
Embraer makes Prodigy Touch stan-
dard at some point, along with synthetic 
vision. This shouldn’t add much to the 
price tag, and these features are becoming 
normal in most new jets anyway.

The trip from Brazil to Florida high-
lighted the Phenom 300’s real-world 
performance. With a max-cruise range 
of 1,896 nm or 1,971 nm at long-range 
cruise (six occupants, NBAA IFR, 100-
nm alternate), this light jet has a long 
reach while carrying a fuel-fuel pay-
load of 1,142 pounds (or 1,561 pounds 
with the optional design weight increase, 
which boosts mtow to 18,387 pounds). 

On an ISA day at the design weight 
increase mtow, takeoff  field length is 
3,254 feet. Even at the higher tempera-
ture that we encountered in Belem, field 
length climbs just about 225 feet. On a 
warm ISA +15 degree C day at 5,000 feet, 
takeoff field length is 4,874 feet. Time to 
climb to the maximum altitude FL450 is 
27 minutes, but the more efficient alti-
tudes below FL400 can be reached in 13 
(FL350) to 16 minutes (FL390). Unfac-
tored landing distance at the landing 
weights on our trip, about 14,000 pounds, 
is 2,309 feet at sea level. 

The mission profile published by 
Embraer pretty well matched the real-world 
experience. For example, for the 1,328-nm 
first leg of the trip, we burned 3,700 pounds 
of fuel and flew at FL400 for a total time of 
3:18, but that included a few extra minutes 
and pounds of fuel for the trip around the 
pattern to fly back over the runway before 
departing São José dos Campos. A 1,400-
nm flight at max cruise at FL410 in the mis-
sion profile should take 3:22 and burn 3,653 
pounds of fuel, according to Embraer’s 
flight-planning guide.

The Phenom 300 has been a best-
seller for Embraer, with 320 delivered 
through the end of  last year since pro-
duction began in 2009. The delivery rate 
has climbed almost every year since then, 
topping out at 73 in 2014; delivery of 
70 in 2015 represented the first year it 
has dropped, but that is still a signifi-
cant number.  o
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uContinued from page 36

The Garmin G1000-based Prodigy Flight deck showing the arrival path into St. Maarten after flying 1,451 
nm from Belem, Brazil. The arrival, approach, landing, and ground operations were all handled by the 
same extremely busy super-talented air traffic controller, a unique characteristic of the chunk of airspace 
surrounding St. Maarten.

The last fuel stop at Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood 
International Airport on the way to Kansas City.
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Industry group focuses on 
champions of vertical flight
by Matt Thurber

For the first time, the Helicopter Asso-
ciation International’s Heli-Expo will be 
held in Louisville, Ky., a new city for the 
world’s largest rotorcraft show. The main 
exhibition days for this year’s Heli-Expo 
are March 1-3, but the show begins with 
HAI Professional Education Courses at 
the Kentucky International Convention 
Center on February 26. Arrivals of heli-
copters for the exhibits begin on Febru-
ary 27 and will wrap the following day. 

“We are ahead quite a bit on hotel 
room reservations from last year,” said 
HAI president and CEO Matt Zuccaro, 
although the challenges facing the oil and 
gas industry have caused some slowing 
of helicopter activity, including cutbacks 
in orders of new rotorcraft. More than a 
month before the opening of Heli-Expo, 
he added, “We’re pretty much matched 
with previous shows in terms of key indi-
cators: pre-registrations and course regis-
trations and exhibitor square feet. We’re 
hoping to keep up the trend for the last 
four or five years, where each show was 
better than the previous one.”

Zuccaro is well used to questions 
about why HAI selected Louisville for 
this year’s show, and he is enthusiastic 
about the choice. “When you look at cities 
like we do, we look at what environment it 
has, what kind of activities does the host 
city provide and how much of a partner 
it is. Louisville has been phenomenal in 

hospitality with us and our members; it 
rolled out the red carpet. [The venue is] an 
excellent convention center, with every-
thing we need in terms of physical struc-
ture, the show floor plan and protocols 
and the meeting space.

“Louisville is full of  exciting venues 
and restaurants,” Zuccaro said, and as it 
is the host for the annual Kentucky Derby 
at the Churchill Downs racetrack, “I 
think we can take comfort that they can 
handle Heli-Expo. [Many members] say 
their main motivator is going places they 
haven’t been before. There’s quite a buzz, 
and people are excited. You’re going to 
love it. We got to love it these last couple 
of years. The city grows on you, and peo-
ple are unbelievably hospitable.”

The theme of this year’s Heli-Expo is 
celebrating the champions of vertical avi-
ation, and attendees are invited to do so 
at the annual Salute to Excellence Awards 
Dinner on March 2 at 7 p.m. at the Lou-
isville Marriott Downtown. AIN’s own 
R. Randall Padfield (who retired at the 
end of 2014) will be there to accept the 
Lightspeed Aviation Excellence in Com-
munications award.

As always, Heli-Expo is all about edu-
cation, and there is no shortage this year 
of courses, including manufacturer tech-
nical briefings and the free Rotor Safety 
Challenge. This year there are 63 chal-
lenge education events, most just an hour 

long, but also some in-depth sessions that 
are longer. Those who attend at least six 
challenge events will receive a certificate 
of recognition. Most of the sessions take 
place March 1 and 2, but two events on 
February 29 are included: the HAI Safety 
Symposium–Usable Solutions for Your 
Safety Problems; and the Safety Direc-
tors Forum with senior NTSB and FAA 
managers–The Impact of  Recent Acci-
dents on the Helicopter Industry.

UAS Integration in Focus
While Zuccaro expects some interest-

ing announcements from helicopter man-
ufacturers, new technology is a key focus 
for this year’s Heli-Expo, especially the 
burgeoning unmanned aerial systems 
(UAS) industry. There is a general session 
on UAS, to be held March 2 at 8:30 a.m., 
and plenty of UAS-related exhibitors. 

“We support the technology,” Zuc-
caro said, “and we believe that helicop-
ter operators are going to be one of  the 
largest UAS operators. The logic to that 
is that UAS vertical-lift-mode vehicles 
are in fact going to interface with, com-
plement and replace helicopters. Who 
better to understand vertical reference 
than helicopter operators? A lot of  our 
members are developing UAS capabili-
ties, and they are actively out there sell-
ing these services.”

A key issue for HAI is that recreational 
users of these devices are flying them in 
airspace that is typically where rotorcraft 
work. “We’re the ones at 500 feet and 
below doing all these missions,” he 
explained. “We’re trying to promote edu-
cational programs for recreational users 
so they understand they are an aircraft 
operator and entering into an airspace 
environment and that they are aware of 
the rules and safety considerations.”

Zuccaro added, “This is a water-
shed moment for the helicopter indus-
try. Not only UAS but there are already 
tests under way with production helicop-
ters without a pilot, flying cargo, exter-
nal loads and firefighting. The concept 
of drones is definitely part of our future. 
We’re looking to embrace it but also con-
sider the safety implications.”

Also on the safety front, Zuccaro 
expects the Heli-Expo show to stimu-
late discussion of  HAI’s new accredita-
tion program, the Accredited Program 
of  Safety (APS). This is a voluntary 
service for HAI members. HAI worked 

with the International Business Aviation 
Council to build an overlay suited to the 
helicopter industry on top of  the Inter-
national Standard for Business Aviation 
Operations (IS-BAO).

“In the helicopter industry we have 
almost 55 missions that we do,” he said, 
“and each standard has to be defined 
for each mission. It’s not one standard; 
they’re all unique.” HAI helped develop 
these standards, and APS participants 
receive accreditation for the missions 
they fly. Accreditation will involve pre- 
qualification of the operator and going 
over the audit protocol via the Internet 
and on the telephone, followed by an audit 
in the field. “We’re hoping it contributes 
to enhanced safety and a reduction in 
accidents,” he said. 

The APS program has generated keen 
interest, according to Zuccaro. “The 
operator has the flexibility to choose 
which mission it wants to be assessed in. 
Our responsibility is to come up with an 
auditor appropriate to the missions. We 
are mentors to our members, and we 
are going to work with them and assist 
them to achieve these standards.” Audi-
tors will have to be IS-BAO recognized, 
and HAI is setting up an auditor-train-
ing program. “It’s a member service,” he 
explained. “We’ve established fixed pricing 
for audits. We are sensitive, and we know 
what it takes to turn rotors. We want to 
minimize the economic impact on oper-
ators to do this. It’s not a program devel-
oped as a revenue initiative for HAI. We’re 
just trying to cover costs.”

The APS program fits with another 
recent initiative, Land and Live, which 
has seen growing success in encouraging 
helicopter pilots to land safely away from 
airports and heliports when conditions war-
rant. “People have told us they did that, and 
everything worked out fine,” Zuccaro said. 
“We noticed an increase in pilots doing 
safety landings for weather.” In one case a 
Black Hawk crew landed on a farm because 
of weather and ended up invited for din-
ner and to stay overnight until the weather 
cleared. “That’s what it’s all about,” he said. 
“This is good stuff, and we’re getting strong 
support from the industry.”  o

Last year’s event attracted more than 17,000 visitors and organizers expect similar numbers this year.
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P iston Singles
Enstrom TH180

Enstrom’s TH180 piston- 
powered two-seater made its first 
flight in February last year. The 
new helicopter, powered by a 
210-hp Lycoming HIO-390, is a 
scaled-down version of the 280FX 
three-seater and uses its type cer-
tificate and rotor system, com-
monality that should simplify 
certification. Compared with the 
280FX, the TH180 has tougher 
landing gear and weighs 500 
pounds less, with an mtow of about 
2,250 pounds. The TH180 features 
a GS Engineering engine gover-

nor and an electric clutch switch, 
and the governor can be activated 
or overridden at the pilot’s discre-
tion. Fuel capacity will be 40 gal-
lons, and the helicopter’s useful 
load should be around 700 pounds. 
Company officials said the TH180 
should post direct operating costs 
of $175 per hour and an hourly 
fuel burn of less than 12 gph. 
Enstrom’s expanded and remod-
eled production plant in Menom-
inee, Mich., has the capacity to 
build 10 TH180s per year.

Robinson Cadet 
Robinson Helicopter has devel-

oped a version of the piston- 
powered R44 configured specifically 
for the training market. The R44 
Cadet will be available in this year’s 
first quarter and will carry a price tag 
lower than that for an R44 Raven I. 
The Cadet retains the same basic air-
frame, rotor system and Lycoming 

O-540-F1B5 as the R44 Raven I; 
however, the rear seats are gone 
and the aft compartment has been 
reconfigured for cargo. Maximum 
takeoff weight is 2,200 pounds, 200 
pounds short of the Raven I’s. The 
engine is de-rated to produce 210 
hp for takeoff and 185 hp continu-
ous (down from 225/205 hp in the 
Raven I). The lower weight and de-
rated power provide greater perfor-
mance margins at high altitudes. 
A newly designed muffler low-
ers the Cadet’s flyover noise by  
three decibels.

The Cadet will be available with 
optional air conditioning, autopi-
lot and avionics packages tailored 
to IFR or VFR training.

T urbine Singles
Avicopter AC311A

China’s Avicopter is preparing 
for the AC311A light single to enter 
service this year. Powered by a Tur-
bomeca Arriel 2B1A, the two-ton-
class (4,400 pound) helicopter first 
flew in August 2014. The Arriel 
2B1A replaces the AC311’s Honey-
well LTS101-700D-2. 

Bell 505
Bell Helicopter aims to have the 

505 Jet Ranger X “short light sin-
gle” certified in the first half  of 
this year and plans to ramp up 
production to possibly as many as 
200 helicopters per year by 2018, 
according to program manager 
David Smith. Late last year Bell 
held letters of intent for 354 cop-
ies of the 505. The machine will be 
manufactured at Bell’s new plant 

in Lafayette, La. Performance 
goals include a speed of 125 knots, 
a range of 360 to 420 nm, a useful 
load of 1,500 pounds and a ceil-
ing of 1,100 feet. Power will come 
from a Fadec Turbomeca Arrius 
2R (rated at 450 to 550 shp) and 
Garmin will provide the G1000H 
glass panel avionics. The 505 also 
features a fully flat-floor cabin and 
rear clamshell doors for cargo or 
medevac. Bell is adapting proven 
drivetrain elements from the 
206L-4 LongRanger to contain 
costs. The 505 will be certified first 
by Transport Canada. Bell has yet 
to announce a price for the 505 but 
it is expected to be near $1 million. 

Marenco Swisshelicopter  
SKYe SH09

In the fourth quarter of  last 
year Marenco Swisshelicopter 
was testing a redesigned main 
rotor head for the SKYe SH09 
single. The certification sched-
ule has slipped to the right sev-
eral times, and the company now 
hopes to achieve EASA certifica-
tion late this year. The would-be 
helicopter manufacturer has been 
testing modified blades simulta-
neously on its whirl tower at Mol-
lis Airport, Switzerland, with a 
view to reducing vibration and 
complexity in the rotor head, 
while enhancing integration of 
future upgrades.

First to receive the new rotor 
head and accompanying blades 
will be the second prototype (P2), 
which will become the main test 
vehicle. P2 is slated to fly in this 
year’s first quarter. It will carry 
production-standard avionics and 
dual hydraulic systems.

A third prototype, P3, which 
will be closer still to the produc-
tion standard, is expected to fly 
this year as well. P1, which has yet 
to exceed 50 knots, will get the new 
rotor head.

With a 5,842-pound mtow, 
the Honeywell-powered SH09 is 
designed to carry one pilot and 
seven passengers, which posi-
tions it at the higher end of  the 
turbine-single segment. Notable 
are the composite-material air-
frame and Honeywell HTS900 
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L
ong-range optimism tempered with short-term 
realism. That best sums up the depressed–this 
year again–civil helicopter market. The tum-
bling price of oil–barely over $30 a barrel in 

mid January–is the main culprit, but there are other 
market forces at work: in the U.S. it’s consolidation 
heading toward an inevitable duopoly in the helicop-
ter EMS game and a parapublic market still leery of 
committing to capital expenditures. Elsewhere on the 
globe it’s just good old-fashioned economic contrac-
tion, with the pain felt more acutely in petro-states 
such as Russia, Brazil, Venezuela and Nigeria.   

So in the same breath that one helicopter OEM 
executive is talking about boosting production to 
record levels by 2018 he’s also acknowledging the need 
to defer delivery positions for customers in selectively 
disadvantaged markets. Jonathan Baliff, CEO of heli-
copter OGP provider Bristow Group, doesn’t see any 
semblance of recovery in the offshore oil patch com-
ing until the end of next year. Other prognosticators 
are talking 2020. While unhealthy for the OGP game 
overall, this does create niche opportunities as end 
users downshift into smaller and less costly equipment. 

Larry Roberts, vice president of sales and market-
ing for the super-medium Bell 525, sees a silver lining 
in the downturn. “When we did our market analy-
sis for the 525 back in 2010, our goal was to create 
a helicopter that we could place in that sweet spot 
between the mediums and the heavies. The 525 allows 
our customers to do everything they can do with a 
medium or a competitor’s super-medium and quite 
a bit, about 60 percent, of what they are doing with 
the heavies. It gives them a good slot position to take 
care of both the lighter and the heavier ends of the 
work. They recognize that when you have heavies fly-
ing out beyond 200 miles, most of the time they have 
only six to eight passengers on board. Because of the 
525’s fuel capacity and flight economics, we are able 
to carry six to eight people out 250 nautical miles, 
depending on the cargo load. So we think we will be 
competitive with what the heavies, mediums or super-
mediums can do, and that is attractive.” 

Likewise, Airbus has seen market interest pick up 
for its super-medium H175, currently being delivered 
to customers. 

But aside from a few bright spots such as elevated 
localized demand for super-mediums to replace heav-
ies, look for end-users to cut capital expenditures rad-
ically until the oil markets stabilize. Trouble in the oil 
patch spells trouble in rotor city.  –M.H.

Industry feels the effects of 
slowing oil and gas sector

New Rotorcraft 2016
special report by Thierry Dubois and Mark Huber

Enstrom TH180
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turboshaft. Preliminary data 
indicate a cruise speed of  up 
to 140 knots, 430 nm of  range 
and five hours of  endurance.

T wins

Airbus Helicopters H135
The H135 light twin is to 

receive further improvements. 
The in-house designed Helionix 
suite will reduce pilot workload. 
It will mirror–same interface, 
displays and so on–that of the 
H145. The new four-axis auto-
pilot will help EMS pilots con-
centrate on their environment, 
thanks to a “hover hold” func-
tion. Another feature is flight 
envelope protection that keeps 
aircraft and engine speed  
within limits.

An electronics bay has been 
moved, opening a few cubic feet 
in the aft cabin. Certification is 
planned for late this year.

Airbus Helicopters H160
Last year Airbus Helicop-

ters unveiled the H160 medium 
twin (until then codenamed 
X4), a cleansheet design in the 
12,000- to 13,000 pound-mtow 
category–typically 12 seats–
to compete with the Finmec-
canica AW139. It will succeed 
the AS365 Dauphin/EC155 
series. The H160’s first proto-
type first flew on June 13 and 
Airbus plans to begin taking 
orders this year.

The H160 features Blue Edge 
main rotor blades for quieter 
operation, a canted Fenestron 
tail rotor for more payload and 
the Helionix avionics suite that 
can be found on other Air-
bus models. Other innovations 
include a full composite airframe, 
a biplane stabilizer–for improved 
main rotor efficiency–and electri-
cally actuated landing gear.

For an offshore oil-and-gas 
mission, the H160 will offer 
Class 1 takeoff performance 
for 12 passengers and a 120-nm 
radius of action.

Airbus Helicopters H225
Airbus Helicopters has 

delayed by about six months 
the planned entry into service 
of the upgraded H225, formerly 
known as the EC225e. Deliveries 
are expected to begin this year, 
following certification. Details 
are scarce for the “extended 
performance” that the air-
craft will offer the offshore oil-
and-gas market. More powerful 

Turbomeca Makila 2Bs (with a 
new combustor and high-pres-
sure turbine blade design), fed 
by larger external fuel tanks (124 
gallons each), will extend range. 
A new cabin layout is intended 
to improve comfort and comply 
with the UK CAA’s CAP1145 
safety requirements.

Airbus Helicopters X6
The X6, intended to replace 

the H225, is still in a concep-
tual stage with a customer 
advisory team involved. The 
X6 will enter service in the 
next decade with 19 seats and 
fly-by-wire controls. The first 
artist rendering was unveiled 
at the Paris Air Show in June  
last year.

Avicopter AC322
Last year China-based Avi-

copter unveiled the first AC322, 
previously known as the 
AC3X2. The company provided 
basic performance details for the 
three-ton-class (6,600 pound) 
single, which is targeting the 
EMS market. Maximum speed 
is said to be 145 knots, range 380 
nm, endurance 4.2 hours and 
ceiling 16,400 feet.

Avicopter AC352
Also last year, Avicopter 

unveiled the first prototype of 
the AC352 medium twin, the 
Chinese version of the Airbus 
Helicopters H175. The company 
announced that oil-and-gas 
operator Citic Offshore Helicop-
ter is the launch customer. A pair 
of 1,800-shp Turbomeca/Avic 
Engine Ardiden 3C/WZ16s will 
power the AC352, in lieu of the 

H175’s Pratt & Whitney Canada 
turboshafts. A modified H175 is 
reportedly being used in France 
as a testbed for the Ardiden 3C. 
The AC352’s test schedule has 
not been made public.

Developed under an Airbus- 
Avic 50-50 joint program, the 
AC352 is equipped with the 
same Helionix avionics suite 
and four-axis autopilot as its 
European counterpart. The two 
airframers have shared the pro-
gram but the certification effort, 
customer support networks and 
marketing areas are distinct.

Bell 525
Flight-testing of the super-

medium 525 Relentless is “ahead 
of plan,” according to Larry 
Thimmesch, vice president of the 
program. A second 525 flight-
test vehicle (FTV2) joined the 
effort late last year and the pro-
gram remains on track for cer-
tification next year, Thimmesch 
said, with five test aircraft even-
tually participating in the process. 
At the end of last year Bell held 
letters of intent for 75 copies of 
the 525, the majority destined for 

Avicopter A352

Bell 525

Airbus Helicopters X6

Airbus Helicopters H160
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the offshore energy services (OGP) indus-
try. Bell has yet to announce a price for the 
aircraft. Construction of the first customer 
production aircraft began in November. 
Thimmesch sees customer aircraft coming 
on line at the rate of one a month. “We’re 
getting into the production phase, working 
with early customers to spec their aircraft 
and get those aircraft configured and into 
the production flow,” he said.

The 525 has an mtow of 19,300 pounds 
and a 7,400-pound useful load, with an 
expected range of 500 nm (six passen-
gers, two crew), a cruise speed of at least 
155 knots and a ceiling of 20,000 feet. Bell 
plans to offer OGP, SAR, law enforcement, 
medevac and executive variants. The 525 is 
powered by a pair of 1,800-shp GE CT7-
2F1s driving an all-composite five-blade 
main rotor and a four-blade tail rotor. The 
aircraft will incorporate triple-redundant 
fly-by-wire flight controls with a BAE flight 
computer that incorporates lessons learned 
on the Bell/Boeing V-22 and AW609 (for-
merly Bell/Agusta 609) tiltrotors.

The 525 will feature the Garmin 
G5000H touchscreen-controlled glass 
panel integrated avionics suite with four 
main displays and Telligence voice com-
mand, two key components of Bell’s new 
ARC (awareness, reactive and control) 
Horizon cockpit. The ergonomic cock-
pit features pilot seats that J-track, push-
ing back and swiveling outward, for ease 
of egress. Right-hand, fly-by-wire side-
sticks replace the conventional cyclics. 
The 525’s tailboom has been designed to 
provide less resistance and more lift for a 
higher hover out of ground effect altitude 
than conventional designs. Bell claims the 
boom’s aerodynamic shape will allow 88 
more horsepower to be directed to the 
main rotors, compared with conventional 
designs, by directing downwash to pro-
vide counter-torque force. The five-blade 
main rotor is a commercial first for Bell, 
but its design is conventional.

Entry to the 525’s 4.5-foot-tall cabin 
is through a pair of hinged doors located 
between the cockpit and the first row of 
four seating areas or through a pair of 
large aft sliding doors. The cabin offers 
four-abreast seating for 16 passengers or 
20 five-abreast.

Finmeccanica Helicopters (formerly 
AgustaWestland) AW169

The helicopter manufacturer for-
merly (until last month) known as 
AgustaWestland announced the 4.5-ton-
class AW169 medium twin in 2010 and 
received EASA approval last year. FAA 
approval is pending. Designed for sin-
gle-pilot IFR operations, the eight- to 
10-passenger helicopter first flew in May 

2012. Finmeccanica holds orders for 
more than 100 copies of the $10- to $12 
million AW169 and anticipates a mar-
ket for 1,000 over the next 20 years. The 
helicopter will be produced at the com-
pany’s main plant in Vergiate and at Fin-
meccanica Helicopters Philadelphia, 
with major components manufactured 
at the company’s facility in Yeovil, UK. 
Approximately 30 percent of all orders to 
date are from North and South America. 

The AW169 is intended to compete 
with the S-76D and uses a variant of the 
same Pratt & Whitney Canada Fadec 

controlled PW210-series engines (1,000 
shp each) that power the Sikorsky. The 
AW169 features a Rockwell Collins 
large three-screen glass-panel avion-
ics suite that includes dual FMS; a 222-
cu-ft flat-floor cabin; a 45-cu-ft baggage 
hold; and what its makers say is a low 
noise signature. Finmeccanica touts the 
helicopter’s high/hot performance. The 
cabin is large enough to accommodate 
transverse-loaded stretchers. The OEM 
plans to offer military, search-and-rescue, 
EMS, offshore and corporate variants.

Finmeccanica Helicopters Trekker  
The Trekker is basically an AW109S 

GrandNew on skid landing gear. Elim-
inating the retractable wheeled gear 

improves useful load and range, and the 
Italian airframer expects this to be an 
attractive option for EMS customers. The 
Trekker features the Garmin G1000H 
glass cockpit and is powered by a pair 
of 815-shp Fadec Pratt & Whitney Can-
ada PW207Cs that deliver a maximum 
cruise speed of 154 knots. The G1000H 
features two 10.4-inch display units, syn-
thetic vision and Htaws. With an mtow of 
7,000 pounds, the Trekker will have up to 
four hours 20 minutes of endurance, or 
445 nm range, with the OEM’s modular 
five-cell fuel system.

Russian Helicopters Ansat
The first delivery of a civil Ansat was 

scheduled to take place last year but Russian 
Helicopters did not answer AIN’s requests 
for an update. The 7,900-lb-mtow Ansat is 
powered by two Pratt & Whitney Canada 
PW207Ks and can carry eight passengers 
at 119 knots. Russian Helicopters received 
orders from Tulpar Helicopters and Vector 
Aviation for a combined five Ansats.

Late last year, Russian Helicopters 
received the type certification of the Ansat’s 
VIP version and air conditioning system. In 
the five-seat layout, the cabin can accom-
modate a mini-bar, a wardrobe and a full-
fledged baggage section. Comfort features 
include vibration-reducing armrests and an 
optional active noise reduction kit. Work is 

currently ongoing to increase the range by 
adding a 440-pound fuel tank. 

Russian Helicopters Ka-62
The certification schedule has moved 

many times over the years and the sta-
tus of the program, which has not yet 
logged its first flight, is uncertain. In 2014 
Russian Helicopters said it was reassess-
ing four programs, this 14,300-pound 
medium twin among them.

Russian Helicopters Ka-226T
The first delivery of a Ka-226T was 

expected to take place last year. Certified 
in March (after a delay of at least four 
years), the 7,900-pound Ka-226T is a sig-
nificantly modified Ka-226 powered by 
two Fadec-controlled Turbomeca Arrius 
2G1s. The design marks the first time such 
engines have been used on a coaxial-rotor 
helicopter. Thanks to the new engines, the 
helicopter is 20 percent more powerful 
and is certified under transport Category 
A, which means an engine failure does not 
call for an emergency landing.

The Ka-226T also has a new VR-226N 
main gearbox and new avionics. The EMS 
variant has space for one patient and two 
medical staff. Stretchers are said to be 
easily loaded through a large aft opening. 
The Ka-226T has a maximum speed of 
119 knots and a range of 270 nm.

The coaxial-rotor design is said to give the 
rotorcraft greater maneuverability, while the 
absence of a tail rotor means not only that 
it can land in small spaces but also that all 
engine power is directed to the main rotors.

Russian Helicopters Mi-26T2
Preparatory work is under way at Ros-

tvertol (a Russian Helicopters subsid-
iary) for production of the Mi-26T2, 
AIN understands. The upgraded ver-
sion is equipped with a new Breo-26 avi-
onics suite and glass cockpit with five 
multifunction LCD displays, new digi-
tal autopilot and NavStar/Glonass-sup-
ported navigation system. Onboard video 
displays provide for visual monitoring of 
the cargo on the external sling. Only two 
or three crewmembers are required on the 
T2: the Mi-26T requires five. The helicop-
ter is equipped with air conditioning and 
heating systems.

The Mi-26T, based on the military 
Mi-26, can carry 44,000 pounds as an 
internal or external load.

Russian Helicopters Mi-38
Russian Helicopters in December 

received the AP-29 type certification of the 
Mi-38 heavy twin. Klimov TV7-117V tur-
boshaft engines–2,800 shp each at takeoff–
power the 34,400-pound rotorcraft, which 
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has a passenger capacity of 30. The IBKO-
38 avionics suite features LCD screens.

Certification testing involved two pro-
totypes (number three and four). “The 
fourth prototype closely approximates the 
future serially produced versions Mi-38,” 
Russian Helicopters said. Kazan Heli-
copters has started assembling the first 
production Mi-38 and launch on the Rus-
sian market is scheduled for this year. The 
Mi-38 was initially meant to be a substitute 
for the Mi-8/17 but is now being marketed 
as the product one step up the ladder.

Russian Helicopters Mi-171A2
Russian Helicopters started flight-

testing a second prototype of the Mi-
171A2 medium twin in November at 
the Mil Moscow Helicopter Plant, more 
than a year after the first prototype flew. 
The A2 is the latest development of the 
Mi-8/Mi-17 series. Improvements can be 
found in the main rotor system, where 
upgrades to the swashplate and bushing 
have reduced weight and boosted thrust 
by 1,500 pounds. Mtow for a Category 
A takeoff is up by 2,200 pounds. The 
Safir auxiliary power unit enables engine 

starting at 20,000 feet. Additional auto-
mation reduces the crew requirement to 
two from three. The A2 is powered by 
two VK2500PS-03 turboshafts, each pro-
viding 2,400 shp for takeoff.

Sikorsky S-97
The S-97 Raider semi-compound heli-

copter logged its first flight in May. A 
follow-on to the X2 demonstrator, the 
S-97 combines two rigid coaxial, contra-
rotating rotors and a pusher propeller 
to achieve speeds unattainable by a con-
ventional rotorcraft. Sikorsky is looking 
mainly at military applications but civil 
use is in the cards.

In a commercial role, applications could 
include executive transport, offshore oil 
support, search-and-rescue and medevac. 
Sikorsky touts the speed of the S-97 Raider 
(up to 240 knots) and its relatively quiet 
operation (the pusher propeller can be shut 
off during hover). The program is funded 
entirely by Sikorsky and its 53 industry 
partners. The rotorcraft is powered by a 
single Fadec-controlled GE YT706-GE-
700R turboshaft producing between 2,500 
and 3,000 shp.

T iltrotors
Finmeccanica Helicopters AW609

The fatal crash of the second prototype 
on October 30 last year has cast a shadow 
over the program. Although Finmecca-
nica insists it is moving forward with the 
project, previously announced plans to 
have the world’s first commercial tiltrotor 
certified by next year now seem optimistic. 
The aircraft will be certified initially by the 
FAA under Parts 23, 25, 29 and a new cat-
egory called powered lift.

Two more prototypes are scheduled 
to join the test fleet, although neither has 
flown yet. AgustaWestland completed 
autorotation testing of the AW609 in 2014. 

Finmeccanica Helicopters is currently 
promoting four civilian interior configura-
tions for the aircraft: a standard two-pilot, 
nine-passenger layout; a four-passenger 
personal cabin; a six/seven-passenger execu-
tive cabin; and a two-litter medevac interior. 

A wider and flush-opening cabin door 
with a retractable hoist is being designed 
for a search-and-rescue variant (with a 
hoist, basket, litter and four single seats) 

and a patrol/surveillance variant. Sources 
close to the program indicate pricing will 
be less than $30 million in current dollars.

Announced aircraft performance in-
cludes a maximum forward speed of 275 
knots, a ceiling of 25,000 feet, a hover out of 
ground effect of 5,000 feet, hover in ground 
effect of 10,000 feet and a useful load of 
2,500 pounds. Short-takeoff capability will 
be added to the certification basis to allow 
the helicopter’s maximum takeoff weight 
to climb to 18,000 pounds from 16,800 
pounds. The extra weight could be used to 
boost fuel capacity and range, now estimat-
ed at 700 nm, to 1,100 nm. The AW609 will 
be assembled in Europe and the U.S. More 
than 100 employees are working on the pro-
gram at the company’s Philadelphia facility. 

Finmeccanica Helicopters CTR
The company is developing a larger 

commercial tiltrotor expected to seat 25 
to 50 passengers. It is partially funded by 
the European Union’s Clean Sky 2 envi-
ronmental initiative and Finmeccanica is 
recruiting risk-sharing partners. If the pro-
gram proceeds, the machine could fly in 
2020 and enter production in 2025.  o

Russian Helicopters Mi-171A2

Sikorsky S-97

Finmeccanica Helicopters AW609
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European helo operators 
concerned about drones
by Thierry Dubois

Helicopter operators continue 
to voice concern about sharing air-
space with remotely piloted aircraft 
systems (aka RPAS/UAS/drones), 
highlighting the danger of  a mid-
air and stressing the need for bet-
ter regulation of  and more research 
into RPAS operations.

Drones present a particular danger 
to helicopters because they occupy the 
same lower airspace, Thomas Rüder, 
an expert with the European Cockpit 
Association (ECA), said at the EASA’s 
rotorcraft symposium in December. 
Annually in Germany, manned air-
craft make an estimated one million 
flights below 500 feet. 

Spotting drones in time is hard for 
helicopter operators: the ECA asserts 

that a small drone, visible only at 65 
feet out, is just 0.3 seconds away from 
a helicopter flying at 130 knots.

Just as the drone is difficult for 
the helicopter crew to see, modern 
helicopters–with their low noise 
signatures–can be hard for the 
drone operator to hear, possibly 
preventing the operator from per-
ceiving the manned aircraft until it 
is too late for collision avoidance, 
Rüder noted. In terms of  kinetic 
energy, a microdrone weighing 170 
g (less than half  a pound) can col-
lide with a helicopter with more 
than 585 J, for a punch harder than 
that of  a 9mm bullet.

Drones already affect opera-
tions, Rüder said, citing conflicts 

that have forced firefighters to 
ground aircraft. In the Nether-
lands, RPAS flights in the vicinity 
of  the airport delayed the takeoff 
clearance of  an EMS helicopter by 
three minutes, according to a study 
by Dutch aerospace research cen-
ter NLR.

The ECA is calling for research 
on collision avoidance systems. 
Geo-fencing, static and dynamic, 
might be a solution, Rüder sug-
gested. As for regulation, he 
believes “the responsibility to see 
and avoid manned aircraft must be 
placed solely on the RPAS pilot.”

The NLR made a number of 
recommendations, among them 
instilling in RPAS operators a cul-
ture of  airmanship and safety and 
organizing meetings for each side 
to educate the other about its oper-
ations. Incident reporting should 
be improved and the consequences 
of  an RPAS strike–such as a bat-
tery fire–must be studied, the NLR 
said.  o
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z USHST Sponsoring Safety Forum
The United States Helicopter Safety Team will 

host a symposium at next month’s Heli-Expo in 
Louisville, Ky. Speakers include Dennis Pierce, 
founder of Colorado Heli-Ops; Paul Spring, president 
of Phoenix Heli-Flight in Fort McMurray, Alberta; 
and Jim Viola, manager of the FAA’s general aviation 
and commercial division. The symposium will also 
include a panel discussion on safety initiatives and 
the latest U.S. safety and accident data.  

z NHV Opens Aberdeen Base
NHV inaugurated a new operations base in 

Aberdeen, UK, in December. Acting on its plan 
“to become a sizeable, alternative player” in the 
North Sea offshore market, the Ostend, Belgium-
headquartered company has secured its first 
contract with Chevron. Last month it started 
operating two Airbus Helicopters H175s. 

z Airbus: Asia-Pac Market Dwindles
Helicopter sales in the southeast Asia-Pacific 

region are flagging, according to Airbus Helicopters. 
The airframer saw the civil and parapublic market 
shrink last year, and it does not foresee a recovery 
this year. The first order from the region this year 
came from the Philippines, as PhilJets Group placed 
an order in January for one H130.

z Ornge Testing NVGs  
Ontario’s provincial air ambulance service 

has begun training pilots and testing night-vision 
goggles on Finmeccanica AW139s from its base 
at Sudbury. Adopting NVGs was one of the 
recommendations made to Ornge after the fatal 
crash of one of its Sikorsky S-76s in 2013 in what 
was described as a “black hole illusion” accident 
in Moosonee that killed all four crewmembers. 
Canada’s Transportation Safety Board has yet to 
issue its final report on that accident, but a separate 
report by Transport Canada was highly critical 
of Ornge for not providing pilots who operate in 
sparsely populated areas at night with a means of 
continually maintaining visual reference with the 
ground during the entire flight. 

z USCG Arriel Engines Log 1M Miles 
Late last year engine maker Turbomeca marked 

one million hours flown by its Arriel 2C2-CG engines 
in U.S. Coast Guard Airbus MH-65 Dolphins. As part 
of the Deepwater program, the service re-engined 
its entire fleet of MH-65 Dolphins with 225 Arriel 
2C2-CGs between 2004 and 2007. 

z EASA Clarifies Certification Rules
The EASA is drafting a certification memorandum 

on fuel tank safety to instruct airframe designers in 
how to take into account threats from surrounding 
structures. Current fuel-tank testing is concerned 
primarily with minimizing fuel leaks and potential 
ignition sources, so the proposed “drop test” is 
critical. The memo presents three options–testing, 
analysis and design change–and outlines the pros and 
cons of each. A certification memo is one of the less 
well known arrows in the EASA’s quiver for clarifying 
certification rules. “It is for information purposes 
only; it does not contain requirements, but is rather 
complementary and provides guidance,” rotorcraft 
structure specialist Emily Lewis explained. A public 
consultation phase is part of the process. –T.D., M.H.

NEWS UPDATE

VTOL aircraft specialist 
Morgan files bankruptcy
by Mark Huber

A decade after its founding, ver-
tical takeoff  and landing aircraft 
developer Morgan has filed for bank-
ruptcy. Morgan Aircraft initially 
planned to build a VTOL business 
aircraft that incorporated four ducted 
fans into the inboard sections of the 
wings of a twin-pusher turboprop 
and then went on to form alliances 
with other companies to build drones.

Company founder Brian Mor-
gan announced plans in 2011 to 
invest up to $105 million in Sheboy-
gan County, Wis. and create 340 new 
jobs there, part of an agreement to 
obtain a $686,000 Wisconsin Eco-
nomic Development Corporation 
government loan. At one point the 
company said it planned to create as 
many as 2,000 new jobs. Sheboygan 
County spent more than $190,000 
on airport improvements in anticipa-
tion of Morgan’s expansion there. In 

the end, Morgan’s only assets were 
its patents, which will now be sold to 
satisfy the company’s various private 
and public debts. 

In 2011 Morgan said it had raised 
$8 million, had “quietly made prog-
ress toward completing its technical 
validation process and significant 
engineering advances in both the 
airframe and powertrain configu-
rations” and was “pursuing selling 
technology licenses to defense indus-
try players for defense and govern-
ment agency applications.” In early 

2012 Morgan announced that it 
had signed a “strategic cooperation 
agreement” with UK-based Mine-
seeker Operations to jointly develop 
an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to 
meet its needs “but with none of the 
tilting parts that have plagued other 
such programs in the past.” 

A full-scale prototype of the Mor-
gan EM-J aircraft never flew. The 
design relied on a dual propulsion 
system. In vertical mode the ducted 
fans, which Morgan called the rotor-
in-wing system, sustained hover and 
assisted with forward propulsion only 
until the aircraft was supported by 
its wings. Then the thrustezr pusher 
propellers were to take over. Mor-
gan claimed this design would pro-
duce “much faster speeds and much 
[greater range] than any of the VTOL 
technology currently being devel-
oped” and was the only design “capa-
ble of taking off or landing in either 
a helicopter mode or a fixed-wing 
mode and is capable of gliding in a 
complete power-loss condition.” 

However, like all other pro-
posed aircraft designs, the Morgan 
dropped like a stone in the absence 
of funding.  o

 Australian Operator Shares Dual Experience with Helicopters, Drones

Australian operator Heliwest, which has operated drones since 
March 2014, is one of the few helicopter operators in the world to 
have drones in its fleet. RPAS chief controller Tim Hand (also a he-
licopter pilot) spoke with AIN about the company’s experience with 
the unmanned aircraft.

First, he said, remotely piloted aircraft have proved useful in di-
saster response. In such instances, he said, moving around medical 
personnel, supplies and so on is the priority for helicopters; “RPAS 
can be in place quickly and give you near instantaneous answers for 
damage assessment,” he explained. After Cyclone Pam hit Vanuatu 
in April last year, the team used a single RPAS to survey 50 separate 
sites totaling 2,540 acres across nine remote islands over 12 days.

Drones also play a significant role in firefighting efforts, he said. 
When manned aircraft are grounded by darkness, drones can still 
be used to monitor hot spots. They will thus give the pilots an ini-
tial burst of intelligence for planning operations the next day. The 
same pilot might fly a helicopter and a drone.

Heliwest has mostly used the Lockheed Martin Indago quad-rotor 
(such as the one operated in Vanuatu). The machine weighs five pounds 
(the ground equipment weighs another 25 pounds or so) and its endur-
ance is 40 to 45 minutes. It tolerates weather well, withstanding wind 
gusts of up to 45 knots, Hand said. The payload can be changed in sec-
onds. However, sensor technology is five to eight years behind that of 
helicopters because of the need to miniaturize, Hand said.  –T.D.

Morgan EJ-M design



Finmeccanica mulls 
longer MGB run-dry 
by Thierry Dubois

Finmeccanica Helicopters 
(formerly AgustaWestland) is 
studying ways to enhance main 
gearbox performance in the 
event of loss of lubrication. At 
the EASA rotorcraft symposium 
in December, Marco Tamborini, 
one of the company’s experts in 
transmission system design and 
development, provided details 
about how Finmeccanica aims to 
realize its goal of achieving the 
longest durability after loss of oil.

Unless the possibility of 
such a failure is deemed to be 
extremely remote, EASA rules 
call for continued safe operation 
for at least 30 minutes. Finmec-
canica has demonstrated to the 
Italian airworthiness authority a 
“60-plus minute ‘run dry’ capa-
bility” for the AW139’s improved 
main  gearbox, the company 
announced in November.

Oil-loss Mitigation
The company has adopted 

five ways to prevent oil loss or 
mitigate its effects: minimiz-
ing the probability of  such an 
event in the first place, mini-
mizing power losses, maximizing 
heat shedding, raising temper-
ature tolerance and managing 
residual oil.

First, to minimize the prob-
ability of  a major oil loss, the 
company has replaced exter-
nal pipes with integrated oil 
passages, a process that makes 
casting more complex. Dual 
pumps working in parallel pro-
vide redundancy. For pressur-
ized items with fittings, fail-safe 
design is ensured in the event the 
gearbox loses a fastener.

In the event oil does escape, 
design engineers want to mini-
mize power loss, and to this end 
they are using fewer reduction 
stages. They also prefer roller 
bearings over ball bearings, and 
they have adopted fine-pitch 
gears to reduce sliding velocity.

They have also used ceramic 
rolling elements to further 
minimize power loss. Surface 
finishing of  gear teeth and 
integral bearing raceways has 
been improved by fine grind-
ing or super-finishing, Tam-
borini explained. The AW189, 
which demonstrated 50-min-
ute run-dry capability and was 
certified in 2014, introduced 
important advances in gearbox 
design, according to Tamborini, 
and some of  them have been  
applied to the improved AW139.

The company has improved 
heat shedding through better 
ventilation in the transmission 

bay. Some 10 percent of the heat 
is normally rejected by convec-
tive exchange, Tamborini said.

Maintaining clearances 
throughout the highest expected 
temperatures is another design 
measure to extend endurance 
after loss of  oil. For instance, 
loss of  clearance on gear teeth 
and bearings is likely to gener-
ate unsustainable contact forces. 

Adopting special materials for 
bearings and gears enables them 
to withstand operating tem-
peratures up to 350 degrees C 
“without dramatically losing 
their hardness.” 

As a result of these changes, 
the gearbox has maintained a 
steady thermal balance during 
run-dry conditions for more 
than 50 minutes (AW189) or 60 

minutes (AW139) in certifica-
tion testing. Finmeccanica has 
not released an entry-into-ser-
vice schedule for the upgraded 
AW139.

The next step might be to 
install “ultra hybrid” bearings 
that combine ceramic rolling 
elements with a low-friction 
coating on the raceways, Tam-
borini suggested.  o
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New LightSquared plan 
raises industry concerns
by Matt Thurber

After exiting from bankruptcy as 
New LightSquared, the Reston, Va. 
satcom company is facing new oppo-
sition from an aviation coalition. The 
group is skeptical of a LightSquared 
plan that promises to protect GPS 
receivers from interference from its 
use of frequencies in the L-band spec-
trum. The coalition–Aviation Spec-
trum Resources (ASRI)–includes 
Airlines for America, Bristow, the 
Cargo Airline Association, FedEx, 

HAI, IATA, NATA, Rockwell Col-
lins IMS and UPS. 

ASRI sent a letter to the FCC 
expressing concern that “…Light-
Squared’s proposed plan is insuffi-
cient in its scope of devices, attempts 
to redefine existing internationally 
recognized standards using its own 
metrics and asks the [FCC] to open 
‘Pandora’s Box’ by attempting to 
define harmful interference using 
LightSquared’s self-serving criteria.” 

The coalition points out that 
LightSquared’s plan adds new tests 
outside of applicable RTCA mini-
mum operational performance stan-
dards, which should be the guiding 
criteria. ASRI also notes that Light-
Squared selected only two certi-
fied aviation receivers for testing, 
the Garmin GTN 625 and Avi-
dyne IFD440, both of which “are 
not even being implemented by the 
world’s two largest aircraft manufac-
turers.” The coalition is asking the 
FCC to support a DOT Test Plan, 
which takes into account suggestions 
from GPS industry stakeholders. 

Lawsuit Settled
Meanwhile, Garmin and New 

LightSquared settled a lawsuit that 
LightSquared had filed against 
Garmin, Deere, Trimble and others 
on Nov. 1, 2013. “Under the agree-
ment, New LightSquared agreed to 
reduce out-of-band emissions and 
power levels from currently autho-
rized levels and to file a request at 
the FCC forgoing terrestrial use on 
parts of  the spectrum. Subject to 
these network commitments, Gar-
min agreed not to object to the 
new company’s terrestrial deploy-
ment plans in the spectrum located 
between 1627-1680 MHz,” accord-
ing to New LightSquared.

“We are pleased a settlement has 
been reached with LightSquared. As 
part of the settlement, LightSquared 
has agreed to reduce out-of-band 
emissions and power levels in the 
spectrum band closest to the GPS 
signal,” Garmin said in a statement. 
“LightSquared will also file a request 
with the FCC to forgo terrestrial use 
of portions of the spectrum. Based 
on these changes to the deployment 
plans, Garmin believes that the inter-
ests of those using GPS are protected 
and does not anticipate any perfor-
mance degradation for those using 
GPS-based technologies.”

Under the agreement, Garmin 
is receiving a confidential finan-
cial settlement.  o
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Avionics

z  Associated STCs CPDLC for BBJ
The FAA issued an STC to Associated Air 

Center for installation of a controller-pilot 
datalink (CPDLC) system in a Boeing BBJ, 
as part of a Future Air Navigation System 
(Fans) upgrade. The upgrade includes a new 
FMS, Acars, cockpit voice recorder, VHF com 
antenna, GPS antenna and Inmarsat satcom 
antenna, as well as upgrades to the BBJ’s 
existing satcom. The work was completed at 
Associated Air Center’s Dallas repair station.

z  EASA STC Features Dac Converter
Dac International’s GDC62 analog-digital 

(A-D) converter is part of a new EASA STC that 
TAG Aviation Geneva developed for Falcon 
900/900EX upgrades to Tcas II Change 7.1. The 
GDC62 converts analog inputs from older radio 
altimeters to Arinc 429 format required for Tcas II 
digital processors, according to Dac International. 
“The GDC62 eliminates the need to replace 
analog radio altimeters when digital-only Tcas 
receivers are installed,” said the company.

z  FSI Adds Gulfstream e-Course
FlightSafety International has added G650 

CPDLC to its series of eLearning courses and 
the CPDLC iFlightDeck subscription-based 
application. The three-hour eLearning CPDLC 
scenario-based course familiarizes pilots 
with CPDLC/ADS-C in normal and abnormal 
operations. It runs through a flight-planning 
phase, as well as flights over the Atlantic and 
Pacific Oceans. The G650 CPDLC app presents 
a series of CPDLC and ADS-C tasks via an 
interactive representation of the G650 cockpit. 
The virtual FMS allows pilots to engage in 
CPDLC and ADS-C operations as they would in 
the actual aircraft, according to FlightSafety. 

z  StandardAero STCs  
Collins Tcas 7.1 for Falcon 50EX
Working in conjunction with Rockwell Collins, 

StandardAero’s Springfield, Ill., MRO completed 
its first Rockwell Collins TTR-4100 Tcas 7.1 STC 
for the Falcon 50EX. A new processor replaces 
the aircraft’s existing TTR-920 processor and 
incorporates new 7.1 logic required to meet 
Eurocontrol’s Dec. 1, 2015 mandate. In addition to 
meeting the required mandates, the new 7.1 logic 
enhances crew awareness of traffic and allows 
either aircraft to issue resolution advisory reversals 
in the event an approaching aircraft does not 
follow ATC or Tcas instructions to avoid a conflict.

z  CMD Adds Models to ADS-B STC 
CMD Flight Solutions’ FAA Part 23 AML 

STC for its ADS-B out solution now covers the 
Cessna CJs; Dornier Do-228; Beechcraft King 
Airs and Premier I/IA; M7 Swearingen Merlin; 
Piaggio Avanti; and Pilatus PC-12. With these 
added models, the approval covers nearly 170 
Part 23 aircraft types equipped with Rockwell 
Collins TDR-94/94D transponders, paired with 
the Universal UNS-1W FMS or Collins GPS-
4000S systems. The company’s DO-260B-
compliant solution can support the replacement 
and certification of existing transponders by 
incorporating Collins TDR-94/94Ds, paving the 
way for operators of these aircraft to meet the 
FAA’s Jan. 1, 2020 deadline for ADS-B out. 

NE W S UPDATE

LightSquared Headlines 2011-2013

LightSquared started to make headlines in 2011 by proposing a satellite Internet service 
that the aviation industry feared would interfere with the weak signals on which GPS relies. 
“New LightSquared” is back in the news now, and from the perspective of its opponents in 
aviation it might as well have renamed itself New Lucifer.

A search for LightSquared at www.ainonline.com brought up the 66 articles AIN 
published on the controversy between Feb. 17, 2011, and Sept. 2, 2013. This selection of 
the headlines (and the dates we published them) effectively sums up why the story stayed 
on AIN’s radar as long as it did:

Garmin: LightSquared could seriously affect GPS Feb. 17, 2011

Satellite Internet plan could threaten GPS  Feb. 28, 2011

Besides GPS, LightSquared can interfere with satcom May 2, 2011

OMB attempts to alter DOD’s LightSquared briefing May 31, 2011

LightSquared controversy catches Congress’s attention June 7, 2011

LightSquared vacates frequency nearest to GPS June 21, 2011

GPS interference would cost U.S. $96 billion June 26, 2011

LightSquared launches D.C. PR assault  July 19, 2011

Leaked FAA report slams LightSquared  Aug 16, 2011

Lower-powered LightSquared signals skew test results Sept. 20, 2011

FAA gives LightSquared more testing time Sept. 30, 2011

LightSquared: GPS community has no legal gripe Dec. 22, 2011

LightSquared gets another reprieve, while Icahn circles Jan. 31, 2012

FCC pulls plug on LightSquared Feb. 16, 2012

LightSquared seeks bankruptcy protection, plans next move June 3, 2012

Bankrupt LightSquared gets reprieve through Sept 2013 July 3, 2012

LightSquared on life support, but not dead yet Sept. 27, 2012

LightSquared backers sue GPS industry Aug. 13, 2013

Potential investors circle as LightSquared emerges from bankruptcy Sept. 2, 2013 

SANDEL SIGNS STEVENS AVIATION FOR AVILON

Sandel has selected Stevens Aviation as an exclusive deal-
ership in the central and eastern U.S. for its Avilon integrated 
flight deck upgrade for King Airs. Sandel unveiled the Avilon 
system at last November’s NBAA convention. 

Equipped with full NextGen-compliant avionics, Avilon 
can be installed in as few as five days. The suite comes as a 
fully assembled integrated system with a fly-away price of 
$175,000 installed. The first Avilon installations will be avail-
able for 200-series King Airs in June, and Sandel plans to offer 
the upgrade for all King Airs and the Beech 1900.

What makes Avilon different, besides its low price and 
simple installation, is the pilot interface, which provides clearly 
depicted path-based guidance in both the vertical and lateral 
axes. Avilon combines touchscreens with a minimal number of 
knobs and switches. Visual displays clearly depict the state of 
the airplane on “tiles” that add up to a richly informative “main 
primary” display in front of each pilot. Each main primary is 
split into four of these tiles, like mini-displays adding up to a 
larger 12-inch display. At the top center of the panel sits the 

Path Guidance panel, consisting of two high-resolution mini-
displays each about the size of a smartphone, one for lateral 
path and one for vertical path information.

Avilon comes with a high-performance flight director/auto-
pilot and flight management computer. Among the NextGen 
features are performance-based navigation capability as accu-
rate as RNP 0.3 and ADS-B-compliant transponder.

For the King Air, Avilon comes as a single preassembled 
unit that plugs into the airplane’s existing electrical connec-
tors. The King Air’s existing crew-alerting system panel stays 
in place. Everything else is replaced, including all radios and 
autopilot components except servos. The existing radar 
and radar altimeter are retained. Weight savings should be 
between 100 and 150 pounds. 

“This changes everything as it gives the customer a fully 
replaceable, high-performance avionics system that meets all 
2020 NextGen regulations, installs in as little as five days and 
all for a price many more can afford,” said Stevens Aviation 
sales manager Phil Stearns.  –M.T.
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 by Gregory Polek

Single-aisle airliners occupy perhaps 
the most dynamic and active segment in 
all of commercial aviation, with no fewer 
than five new competitors vying for the 
attention of  the world’s fleet planners. 
While the Boeing 737 Max and Airbus 
A320neo have taken the majority of new 
orders, upstarts in the form of the Bom-
bardier CSeries, Comac C919 and Irkut 
MC-21 have crowded the field and, in 
the estimate of  the newcomers’ manu-
facturers, threaten to upset an unhealthy 
duopoly in the mainline airline business. 
Meanwhile, new aircraft such as the 
Mitsubishi MRJ and the next generation 
of  E-Jets called the E2s stand to rede-
fine the limits of regional jet operations, 
where a relative newcomer in the form 
of the Sukhoi Superjet now 
commands a limited pres-
ence and the Comac ARJ21 
enters service with its first 
 Chinese operator.  

The first of the new narrowbody mod-
els poised to enter the market–the Pratt 
& Whitney PW1100G-powered Airbus 
A320neo–gained its joint FAA-EASA 
certification on November 24, after the 
company had to redistribute certifica-
tion work among its flight-test aircraft 
to recoup time lost on the first aircraft, 
grounded by a defect in one of the geared 
turbofan engines in April and again in 
late September by a separate problem the 
company described as “minor.” 

Development schedules call for the 
Pratt geared-turbofan-powered ver-
sion of  the family’s stretch variant, 
the A321neo, to gain certification 
late this year and the smallest model, 
the A319neo, before the middle of 
next year. In January last year Airbus 
launched a long-range version of  the 
A321neo designed to carry 206 pas-

sengers 4,000 nm. Expected to win 
certification in 2019, the so-

called A321neo 97t now 

ranks as the longest-range single-aisle 
airliner on the market, capable of  fly-
ing transatlantic routes and potentially 
opening long-haul markets inaccessible 
by any other single-aisle airplane in pro-
duction or in development. 

Teething Pains for GTFs
The original three-month “pause” 

in testing of  the initial two A320neos, 
both GTF-powered, followed discov-
ery of  a manufacturing defect in a 
10-inch-diameter retaining ring in the 
powerplant’s combustor section. Both 

aircraft had returned to 
testing by late July.

A third machine–equipped with alterna-
tive CFM International Leap-1A  engines–
continued flying after pausing briefly over 
the summer for engine-upgrade installa-
tion, onboard equipment enhancement 
and maintenance. Airbus’s flight-test re-
visions meant that airplane had to un-
dertake additional work previously ear-
marked for the GTF-powered A320neos 
and unrelated to engine systems.

On September 30 Airbus confirmed 
it had to ground the first Pratt-powered 
example yet again, after finding a “minor 
problem” in one of its engines following 
hot-weather trials in the United Arab Emir-
ates. The company insisted that the incident 
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Trio of new narrowbody rivals  
chase leaders Airbus and Boeing

Airbus A320neo Series 
Engines: Pratt & Whitney PW1100G or CFM Leap-1A

Wingspan: A319neo/A320neo/
A321neo

117 ft, 5 in

Length: A319neo 111 ft

A320neo 123 ft, 3 in

A321neo 146 ft 

Height: A319neo/A320neo/
A321neo 

38 ft, 7 in

Maximum Takeoff Weights and Range Limits:

Mtow (lbs) Range (nm) Typical two-class seating

A319neo 166,400 3,750 140

A320neo 174,200 3,500 165

A321neo 213,800* 4,000* 206
*Specifications for A321LR version

w

Bombardier CSeries 

Engines: Pratt & Whitney PW1500G

Wingspan: CS100/CS300 115 ft, 1 in

Length: CS100 114 ft, 9 in

CS300 127 ft

Height: CS100/CS300 37 ft, 8 in

Maximum Takeoff Weights and Range Limits:     

Mtow (lbs) Range (nm) Typical two-class seating

CS100 134,000 3,100 108

CS300 149,000 3,300 130

Airbus A320neo

Bombardier CSeries CS100

Air Transport
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would not affect plans to deliver the first 
airplane by the end of the year. However, 
a change in launch customer resulted when 
Qatar Airways balked at a temporary oper-
ating restriction involving the GTF, leading 
to Lufthansa’s agreement to take the first 
airplane. Finally, on December 30, Airbus 
delayed delivery of the first A320neo by 
“a few weeks” to help Pratt & Whitney to 
address documentation items.

Airbus continues flight trials of  the 
CFM-powered version of the A320neo, 
scheduled for certification by the middle 
of  the year. The Leap-1A gained joint 
FAA/EASA certification on November 
20, making CFM the only company to 
gain dual original certification from both 
agencies. Typically, a lead agency issues 
type certification and the second agency 
validates it. Calling the Leap develop-
ment and certification effort the most 
extensive in its history, CFM tested 34 
of the engines, logging more than 6,500 
hours and 13,450 cycles.

Max Power
As the sole engine available for the 737 

Max 7, Max 8, Max 9 and Max 200, the 
Leap-1B naturally has outsold the 1A, not-
withstanding the fact that the Neo, with 
firm orders for more than 4,400 copies, 
holds a considerable sales edge over the 
Max. Launched roughly a year-and-a-half  
later than the Neo, however, the Max has 
sold at an undeniably impressive rate itself. 

On schedule for certification and deliv-
ery to launch customer Southwest Air-
lines in the third quarter of next year, the 
Max had gathered firm orders for 2,995 
copies by the time the company rolled 
the first example out of its paint hangar 
on December 8. Although Airbus held 
some 60 percent of the total volume of 
orders for new narrowbodies by the end 
of last year, 737 Max general manager 
Keith Leverkuhn insisted Boeing would 
soon reach parity. 

“Don’t forget that the Airbus A320neo 
launched 18 months ahead of the Max,” 
he told reporters gathered on the floor 
of the company’s Renton, Wash. assem-
bly building the day before the airplane’s 
rollout. “They gained orders early. But 
we’re comfortable with the way the mar-
ket is settling… It’s about fifty-fifty.”

Boeing held the decidedly low-key roll-
out ceremony less than three months after 
starting final assembly of the first Max 8 
on schedule. In early June it announced 
that it had started to assemble the wings 
for the first airplane, marking the official 
start of production of the company’s lat-
est series of narrowbodies. 

Boeing places particular emphasis on the 
airplane’s newly designed winglets, which 
the company estimates will deliver fuel effi-
ciency up to 1.8 percent better than current 
“in-line” winglet designs can muster.

Boeing will build the first 737 Max 
jets exclusively on a new production line 
in the Renton factory. The new line will 
allow the team to isolate assembly of the 
first 737 Max from the rest of production 
to help it learn and perfect the new con-
struction process while the Renton fac-
tory continues to turn out 42 airplanes 
each month. The company has set an 

efficiency improvement target for the 
Max 8 of 14 percent over the 737-800NG. 

Boeing expects still more seat-
mile-cost savings from the Max 200, 
a  subvariant of  the Max 8 designed to 
hold as many as 200 passengers, com-
pared with 189 in the baseline version. 
Launched in September 2014 with a firm 
order from Ryanair for 100 of  the air-
planes in a 197-seat configuration, the 
Max 200 incorporates a mid-exit door 
to meet emergency egress requirements. 
Boeing expects to gain certification 
for the new design in 2019, following 
approval of  the Max 9 in 2018. 

Neo, Max Dominate  
Order Activity

In terms of firm orders, Airbus and 
Boeing by far dominate a field of com-
petitors that includes the Bombardier 
CSeries, the Comac C919 and the Irkut 
MC-21. While the Chinese C919 and 
Russia’s MC-21–officially scheduled 
to gain their respective certifications in 
2018–enjoy somewhat captive markets in 
their home countries, the CSeries must 
compete against the Boeing and Airbus 
models globally. In Russia, the fall in the 
ruble has led the government to encour-
age closer ties between its manufacturers 
and airlines. In China the state-controlled 
airlines often face pressure to buy Chi-
nese, and domestically made airplanes 
weighing less than 25 tons enjoy import 
tax exemptions, factors that have kept the 
long-delayed ARJ21 regional jet viable in 
its home country. 

Bombardier could rightly counter that 
in the capacity category the CSeries CS300 
occupies, its product has actually outsold 
the 737 Max 7 and A319neo, neither of 
which have attracted much attention or 
market success. Still, questions about the 
overall size of the market persist; as of the 
end of last year the company still hadn’t 
collected the orders for 300 CSeries air-
planes management had targeted for the 
period leading to service entry. 

Although the CSeries gained Transport 
Canada certification on December 18, Bom-
bardier has given itself a substantial buffer 
to ensure the CS100 enters service on time 
by the second quarter. Speaking with AIN 
the day of the certification announcement, 
CSeries program head Rob Dewar explained 
that Bombardier decided to finish operations 
evaluation by certification authorities before 
formally training the pilots rather than 

performing those tasks in parallel as it did 
during previous campaigns. That approach 
has become more typical across the indus-
try, said Dewar, as a concession to the high 
level of software integration and automa-
tion inherent in modern designs. 

“The general sentiment is that everyone 
wants us to get it right up front,” said Bom-
bardier Commercial Airplanes president 
Fred Cromer during an interview with AIN 
earlier last year. “We are now proving that 
to be the case, considering what we’re now 
seeing with the impressive performance; 
we’re building that market confidence.”

Of course, Bombardier hadn’t always 
gotten things right during the course of 
the CSeries program, which suffered no 
fewer than four separate delays attributed 
to problems ranging from software glitches 
to an uncontained failure of one of the 
Pratt & Whitney PW1500G turbofans 
during ground runs on the first flight-test 
vehicle. Originally scheduled for certifica-
tion at the end of 2013, the program finally 
gained its approval two years late and bil-
lions of dollars over budget. 

Quebec Comes to CSeries Rescue
Bombardier continues talks with 

Canadian federal government officials 
about a further $1 billion investment fol-
lowing a $1 billion injection from the 
province of  Quebec in October. The 
investment by the Quebec government 
came three weeks after Bombardier and 
Airbus, reacting to reports that Bombar-
dier had offered a majority stake in the 
CSeries to the European airframer, each 
confirmed that they had explored “cer-
tain business opportunities” together and 
that talks had ended.

The rescue bid belied Bombardier’s past 

efforts to dismiss suggestions that it didn’t 
control sufficient resources to overcome 
sluggish sales of the airplane and the cer-
tification delay. Before the Quebec invest-
ment, cost overages and a paucity of order 
deposits prompted Bombardier to raise 
$3 billion in debt and equity last year and 
announce plans to sell part of its train busi-
ness to boost the balance sheet.

Bombardier reports that the airplane 
meets or exceeds all technical specifications. 
In fact, last year Bombardier announced 
an increase in the CSeries’ maximum range, 
to 3,300 nm from 2,950 nm.

“Entry into service is crucial. We need 
to be flawless,” Cromer said during an 
Investors Day the company held in New 
York in November. “We have robust plans 
in place to ensure our best sales people 
will be the operators of this airplane.”

Function and reliability proving runs 
lent more credence to those plans, as the 
CSeries logged virtually a 100-percent 
dispatch reliability and completion rate 
during the 270 hours of testing on a pro-
duction configuration aircraft by the time 
of Canadian certification, reported Dewar. 
The company’s production plans call for 
between 250 and 300 deliveries over the 
next five years. This year it plans to deliver 
between 15 and 20, then nearly double that 
rate to between 30 and 35 next year and 
eventually reach 90 to 120 by 2020.

In China and Russia, any plans for 
production rates would seem more 
hypothetical given the earlier stage of 
development those countries’ respective 
narrowbodies have reached. Still, Chi-
na’s Comac managed to roll out the first 
C919 on November 2, seven years after 
program launch. The C919 program 

Boeing 737 Max  

Engine: CFM Leap-1B 

Wingspan: Max 7/8/200/9 117 ft, 10 in 

Length: Max 7 110 ft, 5 in 

Max 8/200 129 ft, 8 in

Max 9 138 ft, 4 in

Height: Max 7/8/200/9 40 ft, 4 in

Maximum Takeoff Weights and Range Limits:

Mtow (lbs) Range (nm) Typical two-class seating

737 Max 7 159,500 3,350 126

737 Max 8 181,200 3,515 162

737 Max 9 194,700 3,280 178

Note: range of 737 Max 200 in one-class seating with 200 passengers is 2,700 nm.

Boeing 737 Max 8

	 Continues on next page u 
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has faced a series of  setbacks, 
including technology and 
supplier problems, that have 
delayed first flight by some two 
years. Now engaged in ground 
testing of  avionics, flight con-
trols and hydraulic systems, 
Comac expects to fly the air-
plane some time this year.  

However, questions remain 
as to whether the Chinese group 
can get the C919 into production 
soon enough to meet demand 
from airlines outside its domes-
tic market. Foreign program 
partners have told AIN that they 
cannot comment on the shifting 
timeline for the program, while 
Comac officials, speaking on 
condition of anonymity, said the 
first airplane needs significantly 
more work and ground testing 
before authorities clear it to fly. 

Comac said in May 2014 that 
deliveries would begin in 2018 but 
it has since declined to provide 
an update. However, the same 
Comac officials said that deliv-
ery in 2020 looked more realistic.

Meanwhile, the timeline for 
Russia’s Irkut MC-21 also appears 
less than completely firm, given 
Irkut parent United Aircraft’s 
failure to roll out an assembled 

aircraft by the end of last year 
as planned. In January, the first 
MC-21 composite wing panel was 
delivered to Irkut’s factory by its 
supplier Aerocomposite.

Last August Irkut reported 
it had mated two fuselage sec-
tions of the first MC-21 proto-
type, and re-affirmed 2018 as 
the target for type certification. 
In early December the gover-
nor of  Russia’s Irkutsk region 
inspected the Irkutsk aviation 
plant (IAZ), where executives 
showed him a “complete fuse-
lage with all sections having been 
joined.” A statement from Irkut 
further indicated expected ship-
ment of “composite wing con-
soles shortly,” in time for the first 
prototype to fly in this year’s sec-
ond quarter. 

United Aircraft invited sev-
eral Western suppliers to partic-
ipate in the MC-21 during the 
design’s development from 2010 
to 2014, but the recent chill in 
relations with the West forced 
them out. Last year the airframer 
ran tenders among local suppli-
ers to find substitutes for earlier 
selected Western components, 
and some local makers report 
that Irkut has installed their 
products on the first prototype. 

Nevertheless, Pratt & Whit-
ney PW1400G geared turbo-
fans will power the MC-21 on 
its first flight. Irkut placed an 
order for 100 of the engines, and 
Pratt & Whitney reported it had 
started shipments. An alterna-
tive powerplant–in the form of 
the domestically designed PD14 
turbofan–completed testing in 
a thermal barometric chamber 
that emulated atmospheric con-
ditions for flight at altitudes of 
up to 37,000 feet. The success-
ful completion of that testing, 
announced on December 9, paves 
the way for flight-tests with the 
engine mounted on an Ilyushin 
Il-76 in place of one of its origi-
nal D30KP turbofans. o

Latest crop of RJs  
on the way this year

While the crowded field of 
mainline narrowbodies has drawn 
interest from airlines around the 
world for its promises of dou-
ble-digit fuel-burn improvements, 
manufacturers of new regional 
jets haven’t stood still either, using 
some of the same technology 
advances employed by their big-
ger counterparts to achieve equally 
impressive cost advantages over 
current technology. The 92-seat 
Mitsubishi MRJ90, for example, 
flew for the first time last Novem-
ber under the power of a pair of 
Pratt & Whitney turbofans whose 
geared architecture closely resem-
bles that of the powerplants in the 
A320neo, Bombardier CSeries and 
Irkut MC-21. 

Like the CSeries, however, 
the Japanese regional jet has 
suffered through its share of 
travails, most notably involving 
a failure to follow FAA proce-
dures introduced in 2009 for val-
idating regulatory compliance of 
production processes. The result-
ing delay, along with several oth-
ers involving design changes 
and systems glitches, forced 
Mitsubishi to move its first flight 
target no fewer than four times 
before the MRJ finally took to 
the air on November 11.

The following month, after 
flying three test missions from 
Nagoya, Japan, Mitsubishi 
announced another one-year 
delay to certification following 
its recognition of “several issues” 
during the course of engineer-
ing work with experts in the U.S. 
Consequently, expected first deliv-
ery to Japan’s All Nippon Air-
ways has shifted to the second 
quarter of 2018, nearly five years 
later than the original target date 
set at program launch in 2008.

“Specifically, in the progress 
of our engineering work together 
with experts in the United States, 
we have made additions to and 
revisions of  test items to com-
plete a better-integrated aircraft,” 
said Mitsubishi in a statement. 
“These have been reflected in the 
new delivery schedule. In addi-
tion, we have undertaken an 
overall review with our partners, 
and reflected this in our develop-
ment schedule.” 

The company added it would 
carry out the planned flight-test 
campaign in North America “as 
soon as feasible.” It last said it 
would start certification flight-
testing in the U.S. during this 
year’s second quarter.

Mitsubishi decided to con-
duct much of the MRJ’s flight-
testing at Grant County Airport 
in Moses Lake, Wash., in the 
U.S., to take advantage of  its 
long runways and lack of  reg-
ular scheduled airline service. 
Other testing sites in the U.S. 
include Gunnison-Crested Butte 
Regional Airport in Colorado, 
where it plans to conduct high-
altitude takeoff  and landing 
tests. Meanwhile, it has chosen 
Roswell International Air Cen-
ter in New Mexico for special 
runway tests and McKinley Cli-
matic Laboratory in Florida for 
extreme-environment testing.

Plans call for the first flying 
prototype to perform envelope 
expansion and systems tests; the 
second to carry out performance 
and function tests; the third to 
evaluate detailed flight character-
istics and avionics tests; the fourth 
to perform interior, community 
noise and icing tests; and the fifth 
to assess autopilot function.

Apart from U.S. regional air-
lines SkyWest and Trans States, 
U.S. startup carrier Eastern Air-
ways, Myanmar’s Air Manda-
lay, Japan’s All Nippon Airways 
and Japan Airlines account for 
the rest of  Mitsubishi’s MRJ 
firm order total of  223 wair-
planes. Launch customer ANA, 
which holds a firm order for 15 
and options on another 10, now 
expects to launch service with 
single-class, 88-seat MRJ90s in 
mid-2018. The airline plans to 
use the MRJs to replace at least 
some of the Bombardier Q400s 
and Boeing 737-500s now flown 
by subsidiary ANA Wings.

E2 To Fly This Year
In terms of order activity, the 

MRJ’s most formidable competi-
tion comes in the form of the re-
engined Embraer E-Jets known 
as the E2s. The Brazilian com-
pany finished assembling the 
first of the three-member series 
of  jets, the Pratt & Whitney 
PW1900G-powered E190-E2, at 
the end of last year and expects 
to fly the 106-seater by the sec-
ond half  of  this year, possibly 
as early as July. Now operat-
ing its iron bird in São Jose 
dos Campos, Brazil, Embraer 
plans to use four flight-test air-
planes in the program, three of 
which it expects to fly this year 
and the fourth–equipped with 
a full interior–early next year. 
Embraer plans to deliver the first 

Comac C919

Engines: CFM Leap-1C

Wingspan: 117 ft, 5 in

Length: 127 ft, 7 in

Height: 39 ft, 2 in

Maximum Takeoff Weights and Range Limits:

Mtow (lbs) Range (nm) Typical two-class seating

170,400 3,000 156

Comac C919

Irkut MC-21

Engines: Pratt & Whitney PW1400G or Aviadvigatel PD14

Wingspan: MC-21-200/MC-21-300 118 ft

Length: MC-21-200 121 ft

MC-21-300 139 ft

Height: MC-21-200/MC-21-300 38 ft

Maximum Takeoff Weights and Range Limits:

Mtow (lbs) Range (nm) Typical two-class seating

MC-21-200 159,590 3,238 135

MC-21-300 174,713 3,184 163

uContinued from preceding page

Irkut MC-21
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E190-E2 in the first half  of 2018. 
It has scheduled the E195-E2 to 
enter service a year later and the 
E175-E2 in 2020.

During a briefing at last 
November’s Dubai Airshow, 
Embraer Commercial Airplanes 
CEO Paulo Cesar de Souza e 
Silva said that Embraer plans 
a two-year transition between 
production of the E1s and E2s, 
building E1s until at least 2020. 
Production rates will climb 
slightly over the next two years, 
he added, and the company 
plans to maintain rates through 
the production transition.  

Although Embraer promotes 
the principle of cockpit and systems 
architecture commonality between 
the current E-Jets and the E2s for 
an easy transition from an opera-
tional standpoint, the fairly exten-
sive design changes will deprive the 
company of production common-
ality. Embraer has had to install 
all-new rigs and faces a challeng-
ing three- to four-year period dur-
ing which production of the current 
E-Jet and E2 variants will overlap.

While the E190-E2 serves as 
the baseline model and retains 
the E190’s current seating capac-
ity, the second model scheduled 
for EIS–the E195-E2 in 2019–
will carry three more rows of 
four-abreast passenger seats than 
the current E195 holds, giving it 
a maximum high-density capac-
ity of  144 passengers. Finally, 
the smallest of  the three mod-
els, the E175-E2, will enter ser-
vice in 2020 and carry one more 
row of seats, raising its capacity 
to between 80 and 90 passengers. 

ARJ21 To Enter Service  
This Month

Residing in roughly the same 
capacity category the E175-E2 
occupies, the first Comac ARJ21 
entered trial operations with Chi-
na’s Chengdu Airlines last Novem-
ber and finally stands ready to 
enter revenue service this month, 
some nine years behind schedule 
and more than a year after gaining 
Chinese type certification. 

Comac describes the ARJ21 
as “a new turbofan-powered 
regional jet with exclusive intel-
lectual property rights owned by 
China.” It designed the baseline 
version to carry 90 passengers in 
standard configuration and 78 
passengers in mixed-class, five-
seat-abreast configuration. Pow-
ered by a pair of General Electric 
CF34-10 turbofans, it cruises at 
Mach 0.78 and at a maximum 
altitude of 39,000 feet. At a max-
imum takeoff  weight of 40,500 
kg (89,286 pounds), the standard 
version can fly 1,200 nm.

Although Comac claims to 
have collected orders for 278 air-
planes, virtually all have come 

from domestic airlines, whose 
fleet decisions all depend on Chi-
nese government approval. 

Superjet Slowly Gaining 
Traction in West

Another regional jet heav-
ily influenced by government 
involvement, the Sukhoi Superjet 
100, has flown in revenue ser-
vice for almost five years. Pow-
ered by a pair of Powerjet SaM 
146 turbofans built by a part-
nership between Russia’s Sat-
urn and Snecma of France, the 
100-seat regional jet has suffered 
from relative lack of  Western 
demand and Sukhoi Civil Air-
craft’s slow progress toward pro-
ducing enough airplanes to meet 
even the modest requirements of 
the Russian and CIS markets. 

Nevertheless, the airplane 
recently attracted a firm order 
from its second Western cus-
tomer, raising spirits at Suk-
hoi Civil Aircraft (SCAC) 
and its Western sales and sup-
port arm, Venice, Italy-based 
Superjet International (SJI). 
As the second major Superjet 
contract with a Western cus-
tomer and the first in Europe 
outside the CIS, the lease deal 
for 15 airplanes involving Irish 
regional airlines CityJet repre-
sents a major accomplishment 
for both companies.

Until the CityJet deal, Mex-
ico’s Interjet was the Superjet’s 
only Western operator, and its 
fleet includes 16 of  the 30 air-
planes for which it has placed 
firm orders. All told, only 60 of 
the more than 100 SSJ100s pro-
duced since SCAC delivered the 
first production airplane in April 
2011 have entered service. 

Speaking with AIN at Novem-
ber’s Dubai Airshow, SCAC 
senior vice president Evgeny 
Andrachnikov noted that the 
Russian government has man-
dated that his company and SJI 
sell at least 30 airplanes per year. 

Despite the existence of some 
40 white tails, SCAC plans to pro-
duce 25 Superjets this year and 
34 next year. A recent commit-
ment by Russian leasing company 
GTLK to place 32 of the idle jets 
will significantly close the white-
tail gap, noted Andrachnikov.

In October, United Aircraft’s 
executive board approved the 
renewed business plan for the 
Superjet, calling for sales of 595 
SSJ100s through 2031 rather 
than the earlier goal of  800. 
Of the 595 airplanes, the Basic 
model (SSJ100-95B) would 
account for 82, the Long Range 
model (SSJ100-95LR) 331 and 
an enlarged-seating-capacity ver-
sion (for 110-125 passengers) 
140. Business jets would account 
for the remaining 42.  o

Embraer E190-E2

Comac ARJ21

Mitsubishi MRJ90

 Sukhoi SSJ100



BUSINESS & PERSONAL JETS

Aerion – AS2 
(11/15 p. 28)

Supersonic three-engine business jet; Mach 1.6 max speed; 
5,300 nm max range. 9/22/14 alliance with Airbus aims for 
service entry 2Q/22.

Beechcraft – 400XPR
(3/14 p. 12)

Hawker 400A/400XP re-engined with Williams FJ44-4A-32, 
choice of Garmin G5000 or Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21  
avionics and new winglets. First delivery pending.

Bombardier – Challenger 650
(11/15 p. 22)

Improved version of Challenger 600 series, powered by 
9,220-pound-thrust GE CF34-3B MTO, 4,000-nm range and 
Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion flight deck. EIS late 2015.

Bombardier – Global 7000
(11/15 p. 21)

7,300-nm range, 59.6-ft-long cabin, GE Passport engines, 
Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion-based Global Vision avionics. 
EIS est. 2H/2018. 

Bombardier – Global 8000
(11/15 p. 21)

7,900-nm range, 50.6-ft-long cabin, GE Passport engines, 
Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion-based Global Vision avionics. 
Certification est. unspecified.

Cirrus – Vision SF50
(11/15 p. 28)

All-composite, $1.96 million single-engine jet powered by  
Williams FJ33-4  turbofan. Cirrus Perspective (Garmin)  
avionics. First flight 7/3/08. First flight of conforming SF50 
3/25/14. Cert. and delivery est. 1H 2016.

Dassault – Falcon 5X
(11/15 p. 24)

Twin-engine fly-by-wire large-cabin jet, powered by Snecma 
Silvercrest engines, Honeywell EASy flight deck. Rolled out 
6/2/15. First flight and cert. delayed by engine program delays.

Dassault – Falcon 8X
(11/15 p. 21)

Trijet, derivative of 7X with longer fuselage and 6,450-nm 
range. First flight 2/6/15, cert. mid-2016.

Diamond – D-Jet
(4/13 p. 50)

Five-seat, all-composite single-engine jet; first flight 4/18/06; 
powered by 1,900-pound-thrust Williams FJ33. Program on 
hold for lack of funding.

Flaris – LAR 01 
(11/15 p. 28)

Composite single-engine jet, five seats, Williams International 
FJ33-5A. $1.5 million, 1,700 nm range. Taxi tests begun 02/15. 
FAA/EASA cert. est. 2016.

Gulfstream – G500
(12/15 p. 3)

Pratt & Whitney Canada PW800 engines, Honeywell-based, 
touchscreen-control Symmetry flight deck, sidestick fly-by-wire, 
5,000 nm at long-range cruise (Mach 0.85). Fuselage sized be-
tween G550 and G650. First flight 5/18/15, service entry 2018.

Gulfstream – G600
(4/15 p. 50)

Same technology and engines (but higher thrust) as G500, 6,200 
nm range at Mach 0.85. First flight 2017, service entry 2019.

Honda – HondaJet 
(1/16 p. 1)

Twin GE Honda HF120 engines mounted in overwing configura-
tion, composite fuselage, metal wings. Conforming prototype 
first flight 12/20/10. FAA provisional cert. 03/27/15. Full FAA 
type certification awarded on Dec. 9, 2015.

HyperMach Aerospace – 
SonicStar (11/15 p. 28)

Mach 3.6, powered by SonicBlue electric-turbine hybrid en-
gines. First flight est. 2024/2025. Unmanned half-scale-model 
testing est. 2018.

Pilatus – PC-24
(12/15 p. 6)

All-metal jet powered by a pair of Williams FJ44-4As and de-
signed for short and unimproved runways. Features Honeywell 
Primus Apex avionics. Rollout 8/1/14. First flight 5/11/15. EASA 
and FAA cert. est. 2017.

Piper– M600
(05/15 p. 00)

Clean-sheet single-engine turboprop, 600-shp P&WC PT6-42A, 
260-kt max cruise, 1,300-nm range, Garmin G3000 avionics. 
Certification late Q2, early Q3/16.

Spike Aerospace – S-512
(11/15 p.28)

Twin-engine, 12- to 18-passenger, 4,000+-nm range, Mach 1.6 
supersonic business jet. Service entry five to seven years from 
program launch, current est. 2020.

SyberJet – SJ30i
(11/15 p. 26)

Production to resume in late 2016 with new SyberVision 
cockpit, based on Honeywell Epic 2.0 avionics suite.

Textron Aviation –
Beechcraft 400XPR
(3/14 p. 12)

Hawker 400A/400XP re-engined with Williams FJ44-4A-32, 
choice of Garmin G5000 or Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21 avion-
ics and new winglets. First delivery 2016.

Textron Aviation – Citation 
Hemisphere
(12/15 p. 4)

4,500-nm jet with 102-inch-wide cabin, still in product defini-
tion phase. First flight 2019.

Textron Aviation – Citation 
Longitude
(11/15 p. 24)

Longer than the Latitude, Honeywell HTF7000 engines, range 
3,400 nm, Garmin G5000 avionics. First flight est. mid-2016, 
EIS 2H/17.

Numbers in parentheses in left column indicate issue and page of previous reference in AIN.

There has never been a 
shortage of innovators in 
aviation, champing at the 
bit to come up with new 
aircraft. The urge to fly 
higher, faster and farther 
lives on. Here are some 
of the new designs in 
development–from those 
still on computer screens 
to those deep into their 
flight-test programs.

by Matt Thurber
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Epic Aircraft 
E1000

The first prototype Epic 
E1000–FT1–made its first flight 
on December 19 at Oregon’s Bend 
Municipal Airport. The 20-minute 
maiden flight was flown by chief 
pilot David Robinson. FT1 is the 
first of two test articles that will be 
flown for the E1000 FAA certifica-
tion program, which is expected to 
be completed this year. FT1 flight-
testing will prove general handling 
qualities, operational performance, 
systems operations in normal 
mode, failure scenarios, extreme 
conditions and flight-into-known-
icing, according to Epic. FT2 is 
under construction and “will fo-
cus on assessing interior and cabin 
functionality, including fuel, hy-
draulic, avionics, navigational and 
environmental systems.”

The E1000 is based on the de-
sign of the Epic LT composite sin-
gle, 48 of which were built before 
Epic shut down the kit program to 
focus on the E1000. Before flying, 
FT1 was used for ground vibration 
testing. Other tests that have been 
completed include static strength 
testing of the ailerons, flaps and 
horizontal stabilizer, drop testing 
of the trailing-link landing gear, 
seat dynamic testing and prelimi-
nary strength testing of the fuse-
lage. During the latter test, the fu-
selage easily “surpassed the FAA’s 
18-psi requirement,” according to 
Epic. “That is nearly three times 
the pressure for normal operations 
and equivalent to 20,000 psi of 
pressure on the door.”

The $2.95 million, all-compos-
ite E1000 is powered by a 1,200-
shp (flat-rated) Pratt & Whitney 
Canada PT6A-67A. Performance 
specifications include top speed 
of more than 325 ktas, economy 
range of 1,650 nm, climb rate 
greater than 4,000 fpm, maximum 
altitude of 34,000 feet and full- 
fuel (288 gallons) payload of 1,120 
pounds. There are six seats: two 
in the cockpit and a club-seating 
area in the cabin. Time to climb 
to FL340 is 15 minutes. 

The flight deck is equipped 
with a three-display Garmin 
G1000 suite, with an IntelliFlight 
2100 autopilot, synthetic vision, 
Taws and ADS-B out. Also in-
cluded is Garmin’s GTS 825 
Traffic Avoidance System and 
a Mid-Continent Instruments 
MD302 standby attitude module. 
Radar, Iridium satcom and radar 
altimeter are optional. 

Epic Aircraft is already work-
ing with the FAA on its produc-
tion certificate and expects to 
achieve that late this year, shortly 
after certification. After ramping 
up production, Epic expects to 
build 50 E1000s annually.

Cirrus Aircraft 
Vision SF50

With certification of the Vi-
sion SF50 all-composite, single-
engine jet expected by mid-year, 
Cirrus Aircraft is checking off 

the final items needed to bring 
the new jet to market. Last year, 
Cirrus finished FAR Subpart 
B flight-testing, during which 
company designated engineer-
ing representatives confirmed 
that the SF50 “meets airwor-
thiness standards in a variety 
of categories including perfor-
mance, flight characteristics, 
weight and center of gravity, 
trim, stalls, stability, takeoff, 
climb and landing profiles,” ac-
cording to Cirrus. “The comple-
tion and sign-off from the FAA 
means that we have sufficiently 
proved our design maturity in 
flight–one of the most impor-
tant–and can move on to finish a 
handful of remaining test points 
in Subparts C-G.”

The Subpart B testing includ-
ed more than 650 test points of 
the 1,700 required for the SF50. 
By the end of last year, Cirrus 
had completed more than 1,500 
of those. Some of the tests includ-
ed flights at the highest airport 
in the U.S., 9,927-foot Leadville-
Lake County Airport in Colo-
rado, to test the pressurization 
system during high-altitude take-
offs and landings. Equipment 
temperature surveys were done 
in Brownsville, Texas, at condi-
tions higher than 80 degrees F. 
Remaining testing includes func-
tion and reliability testing, which 
evaluates normal operation of all 
systems and equipment.  o

 BUSINESS & UTILITY TURBOPROPS

Diamond – DA50-JP7
(3/15 p. 10)

Two versions: Tundra for unpaved runways, takeoff 
distance 650 feet; and training/private owner model, 
high-speed cruise 230 knots. Seven seats. Powered by 
465-shp Motor Sich AI450S. First flight 1/19/15. Cert. 
est. second half 2016.

Epic Aircraft – E1000 
(10/15 p. 38)

Single-engine all-composite turboprop, based on  
Epic LT kit airplane. P&WC PT6A-67A engine, Garmin 
G1000 avionics, $2.95 million. Cert. est. 2016.

Evektor – EV-55
(10/15 p. 37)

Nine- to 14-passenger twin  turboprop. CMC 
SmartDeck avionics. First flight 6/24/11. Program has 
received new Malaysian funding. Cert. est. 2017. 

Mahindra – Airvan 10 
(10/15 p. 38)

10-seat single-engine turboprop, powered by RR250. 
First flight 5/1/12. Cert. late 2015, first in Australia,  
followed by FAA.

Mahindra – Airvan 18
(10/15 p. 37)

Resurrection of the Australian twin-turboprop Nomad 
program. Entry into service pending.

Mallard Aircraft – Turbine Mallard
(10/15 p. 37)

Twin-turboprop amphibian, conventional all-metal 
construction, Rockwell Collins avionics,  
P&WC PT6 engines. 

Nextant– G90XT
(10/15 p. 36)

Remanufactured King Air C90A with new 750-shp GE 
H75 engines. Garmin G1000 flight deck with single-
lever power controls, and remanufactured airframe. 
First flight 1/13/15. Certification 2015.

One Aviation– Kestrel K350
(5/15 p. 1)

Six- to eight-seat composite single, powered by Honey-
well TPE331-14GR. Garmin G3000 avionics. Earliest 
delivery est. 2016. Program led by Alan Klapmeier.

Privateer Industries – Privateer
(10/15 p. 38)

Single-engine composite  amphibian with dual spon-
sons, GE M601 pusher powerplant. Prototype on hold 
due to production difficulties.

Textron Aviation – Single-engine 
turboprop
(10/15 p. 37)

Powered by new GE turboprop, range more than 
1,500 nm, max cruise speed 280 ktas +. First "article" 
to be built in 2016.
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business aviation services com-
pany TAG Aviation Holding. 
Among TAG’s many activities, 
which include aircraft charter 
and management, it operates the 
London-area Farnborough Air-
port. These businesses are unaf-
fected by the ending of TAG’s role 
as a Bombardier distributor. 

“TAG Aeronautics has done 
an unbelievable job,” TAG Group 
CEO Mansour Ojjeh told AIN. 
“I don’t think there has been a 
contract as one representative 
for 40 years for any kind of air-
plane. What has happened with 
this relationship is unique in the 
annals of this industry.”

Vertical Integration
For its part, Bombardier Busi-

ness Aircraft has assumed all 
sales activities previously held 
by TAG Aeronautics, as part of 
a move that included increasing 
its number of direct-to-market 
sales channels and terminat-
ing third-party sales-representa-
tive and distribution agreements. 
Both parties say the termination 
of the agreement with TAG Aero-
nautics was amicable.

In announcing the change, 
Bombardier revealed that it is 
also restructuring customer com-
mercial agreements. As a result, 
Bombardier will record pre-tax 
special charges of $278 million in 
the fourth quarter of 2015, with 
$145 million of that being non-
cash. Approximately $50 million 
of the $133 million cash charges 
was disbursed in the fourth quar-
ter, with the balance to be paid 
this year. Bombardier Busi-
ness Aircraft’s restructuring of 
“certain customer commercial 
agreements” resulted in the can-
cellation of firm orders for 24 air-
craft worth $1.75 billion at 2015 
list prices and options on 30. The 
company expects to re-sell these 
positions at improved margins.

TAG’s relationship with Bom-
bardier began when Mansour 
Ojjeh and his brother Aziz learned 
about the Challenger 600 in 1976. 
Aziz had learned to fly in 1975, 
starting in a Piper Cub and quickly 
progressing, earning his type rating 
in the family’s first business jet, a 
Falcon 20, in 1977. Aziz first spot-
ted the Challenger 600 in a Can-
adair advertisement in The New 
York Times, but he also worked 
closely with Roger McMullin, who 
ran Aviation Methods and man-
aged the Falcon 20. 

McMullin was friends with 
famed Cessna Citation salesman 
Jim Taylor, who moved to Can-
adair, then owned by the Cana-
dian government, to develop the 
Bill Lear-designed LearStar 600. 
This would be Canadair’s first 
business jet program. “Roger 
also mentioned [the 600] to my 
brother,” Mansour recalled. In 
fact, Taylor and Canadair hired 
Aviation Methods to consult on 
the program, and as McMullin 
recalled, “I said to Aziz I’ve been 
going to Montreal and there’s 
some interesting stuff, let’s take 
the Falcon 20 and go look.” 
They were given a tour of  the 
Canadair factory and shown a 
wooden mockup of what would 
later become the Challenger. 

“Aziz saw what it was going 
to do and thought it might be 
an option for us,” said Mansour. 
“We were convinced there could 
be nothing like it.” And this led 
to the 21-jet order that launched 

the Challenger series, eventually 
turning into orders for 66 Chal-
lengers of various types, thanks 
in part to TAG Aeronautics tak-
ing over a canceled order for 33 
jets from Federal Express.

As it turned out, the Challenger 
600 fell short of promised perfor-
mance, a problem for the Middle 
East market, but the Ojjeh broth-
ers stuck with the company as it 
transitioned to ownership by the 
Beaudoin family and as better-
performing GE CF34-powered 
Challenger models were devel-
oped. Early sales by TAG Aero-
nautics numbered in the dozens, 
but in 1996 the Challenger 604 and 
its 4,077-nm range jump-started 
sales activity and the relationship 
between TAG Aeronautics and 
what had become Bombardier 
Aerospace deepened. By 1997 
TAG Aeronautics had ordered 
more than 70 Bombardier jets.

Product Development
TAG Aeronautics did more 

than sell airplanes in the Middle 
East and North Africa; it had a 
significant influence on some key 
Bombardier products. “Did we 
have a positive impact?” Man-
sour asked. “Absolutely. We’re 
the one who launched the Global 
Express” with an early commit-
ment to purchase. 

The first CEO and president 
of TAG Aeronautics was Benoit 
Kerub, who had been head of mar-
keting for Canadair. According 
to Eric Kerub, Benoit’s son and 

president of TAG Aeronautics 
through the end of the contract 
with Bombardier and a 20-year 
employee, “The Global Express 
was the key. It was launched in 
1993, and that was really the air-
craft that was going to win every-
body’s heart in the Middle East.” 
Bombardier leadership at the time 
was hoping for 50 orders to launch 
the program and ended up with 
30, 16 of which were from TAG 
Aeronautics. “Without our orders 
there was no launch,” Kerub said. 
“In the meantime, the company 
sold a lot of Challenger 604s to 
future Global Express buyers who 
needed an interim airplane with 
reasonable range to fly from the 
Middle East to London.”

Before joining TAG Aero-
nautics, Eric Kerub worked for 
Bombardier in the Challenger 
program office, specifically deal-
ing with auxiliary fuel tank manu-
facturer Pats. Canadair designers 
had earlier come up with the idea 
for a stretched model called the 
Challenger 610, and Kerub spent 
some time developing that pro-
gram and marketing the airplane. 
That 610 model was shelved even-
tually, but once the Challenger 
was stretched to make the Cana-
dair Regional Jet (CRJ), the idea 
was revived. “We said this was a 
Global cabin without the range,” 
he recalled, but adding Pats tanks 
unlocked additional range. This 
became the Challenger SE and 
later the Challenger 850. 

Mansour was also instrumental 
in the CRJ/850 program. “We paid 
for the STC to put the fuel tank in 
the back [of the fuselage],” he said. 
“We wanted that before we got the 
Global Express. The 850 is a prod-
uct of the pure way of marketing 
things.” The result was a jet with a 
wide and large cabin that could fly 
for 12 hours. “Plus, the cabin was 
really quiet,” he added.

“It was great bang for the 
buck,” said Kerub. “It had three 
cabins, and we sold a few.”

Over the nearly 40-year rela-
tionship, Mansour said, “We had 

a positive impact, because of our 
connections; we know the people, 
how to deal with them. The Mid-
dle East is always going to be an 
important market. Everything 
has its ups and downs, but it’s a 
strong market, an important mar-
ket for sure.”

Mansour said the end of 
the Bombardier agreement is 
“in a sense bittersweet. You do 
get somehow attached. It is an 
umbilical tie to something you 
put your attention to.” While the 
TAG Aeronautics chapter is clos-
ing, he added, “There are other 
challenges. We are in different 
segments of the business. In any 
relationship, it’s time to move on 
because there are different chal-
lenges, different people, a differ-
ent generation. Also the industry 
has changed, and it is obvious 
that all manufacturers want a ver-
tically integrated system. I can’t 
blame them, especially Bombar-
dier with the troubles it’s having.

“There’s no acrimony at all 
between us. Zero,” he said. “I have 
lots of respect for the Beaudoin 
family [Pierre is executive chair-
man of the board of directors 
and Laurent chairman emeritus], 
and I think [Bombardier presi-
dent and CEO] Alain Bellemare 
is a great guy; he’s the right guy 
to sort out the problems. When 
the Global 7000 comes out, it’s 
going to be a great airplane…It 
was a great relationship.”

Kerub agrees that the Global 
7000 is key to Bombardier’s future. 
“This makes the whole world come 
together. It’s a game-changer, 
almost as much as the original 
Global was. I think the future is 
bright for Bombardier. They have 
the right ingredients, and the cur-
rent administration is not wast-
ing time. They’re making the right 
decisions. They have a clear vision, 
and that’s the key.”

“I think Bombardier is happy 
and TAG is happy,” said McMul-
lin. “They were able to reach a 
mutually satisfactory deal. I give 
credit to Alain Bellemare.”  o

End of an era
uContinued from page 1

Rosenberg said. “At this time 
we’re not looking at doing a fully 
new composite airplane. But still 
we need that composites capabil-
ity because we use it for a lot of 
structures in our aircraft.”

Textron Aviation inherited 
two Cincinnati Viper compos-
ite fiber placement systems that 
are still used for composite test-
ing and experimental work, the 
company said. The testing and 
composites development are 
being considered throughout the 

Beechcraft and Cessna product 
lines, along with Textron Air-
land’s light attack and ISR air-
craft, the Scorpion. 

Other changes under way 
include the consolidation of 
fabrication work throughout 
Textron Aviation at its Wichita 
Pawnee facility, which was a for-
mer Cessna Aircraft site. Fabrica-
tion work currently conducted in 
Plant I will shift to Pawnee over 
the next year.

Along with the work, fabrica-
tion workers will shift to Pawnee 
as well, Rosenberg confirmed. 
As fabrication shifts from Plant 
I, the facility will be used for 

further experimental/engineer-
ing work. “As we’re continuing 
to expand our engineering capa-
bilities, we have facilities require-
ments,” Rosenberg said, noting 
that Plant I and a nearby facility 
can handle overflow work.

Also, taking a page out of tra-
ditional Cessna practices, Tex-
tron Aviation is transforming a 
production warehouse and train-
ing/IT center at the East Campus 
into an aftermarket product dis-
tribution center.

The company is developing the 
warehouses to move “what was 
essentially an outsourced func-
tion in Dallas and insource it at the 

East Campus,” Rosenberg said. 
While the Longitude is being 

set up at the East Campus, no 
decisions have been made about 
future programs, such as the 
Hemisphere or the single-engine 
turboprop that Textron Aviation 
is beginning to outline. 

Rosenberg believes the com-
pany can absorb the additional 
work without new facilities. “A 
lot of times you can increase your 
capacity by running additional 
shifts,” he said. “We have the 
capacity necessary to meet mar-
ket demand as it exists today and 
can also grow as market condi-
tions warrant.”

While the locations of 
future products remain under 
evaluation, Textron Aviation 
has decided to keep its exist-
ing product lines intact. “Every 
single product is being built 
at the exact…location today 
where it was before the inte-
gration took place. And that’s 
true for both Cessna and 
Beechcraft,” he said.

He concluded, “We’re con-
tinuing to invest in our current 
facilities and trying to maximize 
utilization of that so all of our 
dollars are going into the engi-
neering of new products. We’re 
continuing to focus on that.”  o

Longitude
uContinued from page 1

Left to right: Mansour Ojjeh with an unidentified Dassault executive, his father Akram 
Ojjeh (founder of TAG Group) and former TAG Aeronautics CEO and president Benoit Kerub.
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CEO SENTENCED FOR SELLING 
UNAPPROVED AIRCRAFT PARTS

Jeffrey Krantz, CEO and owner 
of Harry Krantz LLC of New York, 
N.Y., was sentenced by the U.S. 
District Court in Hartford, Conn., to 
three years of probation, a $100,000 
fine and ordered not to be directly 
or indirectly involved in the buying 
or selling of electronic parts for two 
years as a result of his role in the sale 
of unapproved aircraft parts. In late 
July he pleaded guilty to wire fraud 
for supplying customers with falsely 
re-marked microprocessor chips. 
Krantz was also required to surrender 
control over Krantz llc and all 
beneficial and/or financial interest.

In 2005, Krantz entered into a 
business relationship with Jeffrey 
Warga, the president and owner of 
Rhode Island-based Bay Components, 
to sell military-grade microprocessor 
chips to Bay Components, which would 
in turn sell them to a Connecticut 
company. Krantz knew that the 
Connecticut company wanted new and 
original chips. 

Between 2005 and 2008, Krantz 
supplied more than 1,000 chips to 
Bay Components, which in turn sold 
them to the Connecticut company. 
The court found that Krantz knew 
that the chips originated from a parts 
supplier in China and that there was 
a high probability that the chips 
were falsely re-marked and not the 
original manufacturer’s.

STANDARDAERO LAUNCHES  
PT6A FASTLANE ENGINE PROGRAM 

StandardAero has launched a 
customized accelerated response 
program to support PT6A operators 
with hot section inspections, repairs 
and on-site field services. 

The PT6A Fastlane program 
offers on-wing inspections by a 
certified StandardAero field service 
representative, service center support 
and OEM-approved repairs. In most 
cases, StandardAero can complete 
on-wing inspections and repairs within 
three days if booked 30 days  
in advance.

Primary engine models for the 
Fastlane program are the PT6A-
41/42/60A/114A/135A. Dozens of other 
PT6A models may also apply. With 
the 30-day advance provision for 
scheduling the services, StandardAero 
will guarantee one-day turnaround 
time for inspection and two days for 
engine workscope repairs.  

StandardAero is a Pratt & Whitney 
Canada PT6A designated distributor 
and overhaul facility.

WEST STAR RENEWS STATUS AS 
HAWKER, CITATION SERVICE CENTER

West Star Aviation’s Grand 
Junction, Colo. facility has renewed 
its authorized Hawker and Citation 

service center agreement with 
Textron. “In an era of OEM service 
center agreement uncertainty, 
we are extremely proud that 
Textron Aviation has renewed our 
agreement,” said West Star CEO 
Robert Rasberry. “The Hawker and 
Citation MRO services segment has 
been a focus of West Star for years, 
and we continue to invest resources in 
its growth.” 

West Star GJT offers Hawker and 
Citation operators maintenance, 
avionics, component overhaul, paint 
and interior refurbishment, and is a 
Honeywell TFE731 and GTCP36-150 
line service center. 

West Star GJT is also approved by 
Textron Aviation to overhaul Hawker 
landing gear.

The MRO offers a component and 
accessory overhaul and repair shop, 
parts support and window repair 
services. In addition to its facilities 
in East Alton, Ill., Grand Junction, 
Colo., and Columbia, S.C., West Star 
Aviation has satellite operations at 
Aspen-Pitkin County (Colo.) Airport, 
Chicago Executive Airport and 
Denver Centennial Airport.

JET AVIATION BASEL TO SUPPORT 
PRO LINE 21 SYSTEM UPGRADES

Jet Aviation Basel recently 
installed Rockwell Collins Pro 
Line 21 avionics upgrades on a 
Falcon 2000 and Falcon 2000EX. 
The company has also developed 
a Pro Line 21 support kit to pare 
installation downtime to  
six weeks. 

The Pro Line 21 support kit is for 
modern instrument panels and cable 
looms that can be customized to the 
various aircraft types supported by 
Jet Aviation Basel’s in-house shops. 
These prefabricated kits are set up 
before the aircraft arrives. They also 
can be used to support outsourced 
installations worldwide.

AMAC BASEL ADDS THREE BBJs ON 
BASE MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

Amac Aerospace’s Basel facility 
has secured three BBJ maintenance 
contracts. A privately owned BBJ3 will 
arrive at Amac Aerospace Switzerland 
during the first quarter for a major 
C-check and a partial removal of 
the cabin interior. Another privately 
owned BBJ will undergo a heavy base 
maintenance check and removal of 
the interior. The scope of work on the 
N-registered aircraft covers a LAN 
modification, installation of a new 
router and various rectifications, 
improvements and refurbishments in 
the cabin. The BBJ was scheduled to 
enter the shop last month.

The MRO also signed a maintenance 
contract for a privately owned BBJ3 
from the Middle East. It will undergo a 
C-check in conjunction with upgrading 
the satcom system and installing a 
new cabin router to enhance the cabin 
connectivity and make the passengers 
more comfortable. An N-registered 
Gulfstream IV has been inducted for an 
annual inspection.

VECTOR AEROSPACE CERTIFIED  
FOR AIRBUS H130/EC130 MX

Vector Aerospace has added the 
Airbus Helicopters H130 (formerly 
EC130T2) and EC130B4 tail-rotor 
gearbox (TGB) to its rotorcraft repair 
and overhaul capabilities. Vector 
will offer this support for the H130/
EC130 from its facilities in Langley and 
Richmond, British Columbia, which 
already offer services for the H125/
AS350, AS355, H130/EC130, BO105, 
H135/EC135 and AS332. 

Vector’s service offerings for the 
H130/EC130 include D-level structural 
repairs, dynamic component repair 
and scheduled maintenance. Vector is 
also an authorized Turbomeca Arriel 2 
repair center, supporting operators in 
North America.

Vector Aerospace is in the process 
of completing a brand-new, 88,000-
sq-ft facility in Langley, which 
will incorporate new avionics and 
structures shops and 65,000 sq ft of 
hangar space. This facility, which will 
also feature expanded engineering and 
STC development capabilities as well 
as a modernized paint facility, will be 
formally opened during this year’s  
first half.

BAKER AVIATION ADDS  
AIRBORNE AOG SUPPORT

Baker Aviation added a Citation II 
that it will use exclusively for rapid-
response AOG support. The dedicated 
AOG Citation is managed by Baker’s 
charter/management business under 
its FAA Part 135, Argus Platinum 
certificate. The Citation will be used 
to deploy a mobile maintenance team 
for on-site repairs as well as parts 
procurement. 

Last year Baker Aviation was named 
first stocking distributor of FAA-
approved PMA parts from Omega 
Aircraft Articles. The Omega PMA 
parts available at Baker Aviation include 
popular wheels, brakes and engine 
components for King Airs, Beechjets, 
Citations and Learjets. All are traceable 
through the FAA database. Baker also 
recently added LED plug-and-play 
replacement lighting to its expanding 
capabilities by establishing a dealership 
with Aircraft Lighting International.

AIR CAPITAL INTERIORS  
EXPANDS CAPABILITIES

Air Capital Interiors has received 
FAA approval for more aircraft 
under its repair station certificate for 
maintenance, repair and refurbishment 
of interior panels, cabinets, seats, floor 
coverings and interior components. The 
company’s list now includes the Citation 
525, 560, 680 and 750; Falcon 50, 900 
and 2000; Hawker 750, 800, 900 and 
1000; and King Air 90, 200 and 300.

“The expansion of our repair 
station capabilities list will allow us 
to provide FAA-certified services 
to a much broader customer base,” 
said Terry Crumrine, the company’s 
director of operations.
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Vector Aerospace expanded its rotorcraft repair and 
overhaul capabilities with the addition of the Airbus 
Helicopters H130 and EC130B4 tail-rotor gearbox.

In addition to installing the Pro Line 21 in customer aircraft, Jet Aviation Basel has developed a prefab kit  
to reduce downtime. The kit can also be used by third-party installers.
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Located adjacent to Colonel 
James Jabara Airport in Wichita, 
Air Capital Interiors has performed 
interior repairs–ranging from simple 
component refinishing to complete 
interior refurbishment/replacement–on 
more than 40 different aircraft models.

SPIRIT AERONAUTICS TEAMS WITH 
MANION AVIATION 

Manion Aviation now represents 
Spirit Aeronautics for MRO service 
sales on business aircraft. Manion 
Aviation provides technical sales 
representation across North America, 
South America, Europe and Asia.

“Spirit Aeronautics is on the fast 
track, and we are excited to be a part of 
its growth plan,” said Manion Aviation 
founder and CEO Jeff Manion.

The Manion Aviation team consists 
of Jeff Manion, Marty Owens, Bill 
Johnson, Hal Stephens, Rick Scott 
and Jack Levandowski. Together 
they have more than 180 years of 
maintenance and modifications 
experience while working for 
American Airlines, Bombardier, 
Camp Systems, Cessna, Dassault 
Falcon, Duncan Aviation, Gulfstream 
and StandardAero.

CHINESE FIRM APPROVED AS  
BELL SERVICE FACILITY 

Bell Helicopter has named 
Chongqing General Aviation (CQGA), 
located in China’s Chongqing 
Province, its newest authorized 
customer service facility. CQGA 
has a 43,700-sq-ft Civil Aviation 
Administration of China (CAAC) Part 
145 certified maintenance facility and 
offers non-specialized maintenance for 
the Bell 407. CQGA is an established 
operator. It has two Bell 407GXs and 
recently received the first certified Bell 
412s to be operated in China and used 
for firefighting.

“Bringing on Chongqing General 
Aviation as an authorized [customer 
service facility] reinforces our 
commitment to enhancing the regional 
support customers need to continue 
their operations,” said Chris Jaran, Bell 
Helicopter’s vice president for China.

Established in April 2012 by the 
Chongqing General Aviation Group, 
CQGA offers aircraft maintenance, 
tourism, air ambulance, forestry support, 
aerial advertising, agriculture support, 

aerial photography, law enforcement 
support, firefighting and charters.

FAA APPROVES GAMA AVIATION LAS 
AS REPAIR STATION

Gama Aviation (Engineering) has 
received FAA approval for its repair 
station at McCarran International 
Airport, Las Vegas. The FAR Part 147 
certification covers work on airframes, 
engines, instruments and radio 
equipment. According to Dennis Richey, 
executive vice president of engineering, 
Gama Aviation has identified a strong 
business aviation market in the region 
centered on Las Vegas. Analysis of 
industry data reveals that Nevada, 
California, Arizona and Utah together 
have a fleet of 2,927 private jets, 
accounting for more than 12 percent of 
the total U.S. fleet. Of these aircraft, 335 
were delivered between 2010 and 2014.

JET AIRWERKS AWARDED  
CAAC REPAIR STATION CERTIFICATION

Arkansas City, Kan.-based 
Jet AirWerks has been awarded 
certification by the Civil Aviation 
Administration of China (CAAC) to 
provide repair and overhaul services 
for turbofan and airframe components. 
The company already holds similar 
certifications from the FAA and EASA. 
Jet AirWerks president and CEO Keith 
Humphrey told AIN the MRO will 
service both airliners and business jets 
in the region. The Kansas company 
principally provides inspection, repair 
and overhaul services for components 
manufactured for and/or removed from 
products manufactured by CFM and 
GE Aviation, including all variants of 
the CFM56 and all variants of the GE 
CF34, CF6 and GE90.

CONSTANT AVIATION AND LONE STAR 
AOG ANNOUNCE MERGER

Cleveland, Ohio-based Constant 
Aviation is merging with Lone Star 
AOG, the company announced late 
last year, and the combined companies 
will operate under the Constant 
Aviation name. 

“The AOG business at Constant 
Aviation has been growing 
consistently over the last year. Our 
2016 goal will continue to focus 
on providing our customers AOG 
support anytime, anywhere,” said 
Stephen Maiden, president and CEO 

of Constant Aviation. He added, 
“The merger between Constant and 
Lone Star AOG creates a nationwide 
AOG support system. Our technicians 
will now dispatch out of eight cities: 
Cleveland, Birmingham, Orlando, 
Las Vegas, San Francisco, Los 
Angeles, Dallas and Pittsburgh. We 
will continue to expand our AOG 
business, adding teams to cities where 
a need exists.” 

FL TECHNICS AND FUTURE METALS 
EXPAND PARTNERSHIP ACCORD

Lithuania-based MRO FL Technics 
has extended its cooperation with 
Future Metals, a distributor of raw 
aerospace materials. The agreement 
adds Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia and 
Mongolia to an existing agreement 
in which FL Technics offers Future 
Metals products in 12 countries. 
Products include aircraft metal 
components such as sheets, tubes, bars 
and safety wires.

“Metal products play a significant 
role in the daily operations of every 
maintenance or manufacturing facility; 
thus, the demand for quality materials 
is always high,” said Aldas Juronis, 
head of FL Technics components and 
materials sales. 

FL Technics is already an exclusive 
representative of the Florida-
based supplier in Russia, Belarus, 
Kazakhstan, Armenia, Turkmenistan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, 
Azerbaijan and Moldova, Ukraine 
and Georgia. Future Metals operates 
nine service centers in North America, 
Europe and Asia.

WEST STAR AVIATION  
OFFERING MOBILE SUPPORT

West Star Aviation is fielding a 
mobile response team (MRT) supported 
by a network of MRO facilities and 
support shops. The West Star Aviation 
MRT provides in-the-field-level repairs 
and modifications as well as temporary 
repairs necessary to ferry an aircraft 
to one of its closest MRO facilities. 
Locations that offer MRT service 
include East Alton and Chicago (PWK), 

Ill.; and Grand Junction and Centennial, 
Colo. A Chattanooga, Tenn. facility is in 
the works.

West Star also announced it 
has begun its first 8C inspection 
on a Global Express at the Grand 
Junction location. The MRO 
will also perform a landing gear 
(restoration) inspection, the 
1C/2C/4C inspection and other 
hourly inspections. Additionally, the 
aircraft will be the first Global to 
be painted in the new 141,000-sq-ft 
Grand Junction paint facility. 

RED AVIATION ADDS  
BR710A2-2 ENGINES TO INVENTORY

Red Aviation has a pair of Rolls-
Royce BR710A2-20s available for 
lease, exchange or sale. The engine 
powers the Global Express, Global 
XRS, Global 5000 and Global 
6000 and will be eligible for hourly 
maintenance program enrollment 
with no buy-in required. The 
overhaul/repair was accomplished by 
Rolls-Royce Canada, and the engines 
have been inspected and repaired to 
overhaul level of each module.  

“It is rare to find a pair of these 
engines overhauled, in pristine 
condition, and ready to install,” 
commented Royce Peterson, Global 
sales specialist for Red Aviation. “With 
less than 6,000 hours time since new, 
they come with FAA 8130-2/EASA 
Form One dual release certification and 
are fully dressed.” 

Red Aviation specializes in 
Globals, Challengers and Learjets 
and has an extensive inventory of 
structures, components and multiple 
spares packages from numerous 
aircraft acquisitions.

ASSET INSIGHT LAUNCHES TOOL  
TO TRACK MAINTENANCE COSTS 

Asset Insight has introduced the 
Asset Decision-making And Planning 
Tool (Adapt), intended to help operators 
to keep aircraft maintenance condition 
and related financial information 
current and accurate using real-time 
analytics. Adapt allows fleet owners, 
operators, aircraft management 
companies, banks, lessors, dealers and 
brokers to manage the financial aspects 
of aircraft maintenance for their entire 
fleet, a sub-set of their fleet, and by 
individual aircraft.

The planning tool allows users to 
obtain and store maintenance-related 
analytics for more than 100 airplane 
and helicopter makes/models. Available 
analytics include Asset Insight Index 
figures, comparable “for sale” fleet 
average comparisons, anticipated 
scheduled maintenance analytics, the 
value of any hourly maintenance cost 
program coverage, projected asset 
quality ratings, projected Asset Insight 
Index figures, and marketability 
potential based on maintenance 
condition and market values.  o

Chongqing General Aviation, which operates several Bell Helicopters in various missions, is now a Bell-
authorized customer service facility. The company will provide additional support to Bell operators in the 
Asia-Pacific region from its 43,700-sq-ft Chongqing Province facility.

FL Technics is a distributor of the Future Metals 
product line in Russia and the CIS.
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New aircraft towing tug 
ready for U.S. debut
by Curt Epstein

Starting this month, North 
American FBOs, airports and 
others with an interest in aircraft 
ground handling will have a new 
option when it comes to mov-
ing aircraft with the debut of the 
TugMaxxe line of remote-oper-
ated tug vehicles (ROTV). The 
system, developed in Germany 
by TNA Aviation Technolo-
gies, has been in use elsewhere 
for more than a decade, with 
approximately 3,000 devices in 
service in Europe, Asia, Aus-
tralia and the Middle East. The 
compact units are well suited to 
Europe’s crowded airports.

Operators were looking for 
something that can make better 
use of  hangar or apron space, 
according to company manag-
ing partner Michael Turwitt, 
who noted how much potential 
aircraft storage space has been 
rendered unusable by the limita-
tions of traditional tow-bar and 
tug systems. 

The TugMaxxe ROTV comes 
in three sizes: the SM3, with 
a towing capacity of  33,000 
pounds suitable for moving 
turboprops, smaller jets and 
medium, wheeled rotorcraft; the 
SM4, with a 55,000-pound limit 
for midsize jets and larger heli-
copters; and the SM5, rated at 
132,000 pounds for the largest 
purpose-built business jets. 

No Tow Bar Needed
Like other popular brands 

on the market, the remotely 
operated units differ from tra-
ditional tow tugs in that no tow 
bar is required. As the device 
is positioned near the aircraft 
nose gear, steered using a wire-
less controller that looks like one 
for a high-end radio-control car 
or UAV, one side of the square 
unit opens. Once the coupling 
is closed around the nosewheel, 
the tug elevates it four inches off  
the ground without the need for 

straps or winches. The attach-
ment process takes seconds, 
Turwitt told AIN. “The cradle is 
designed to automatically adjust 
to wheel size, whether it’s a sin-
gle wheel or a dual wheel.” 

Unlike other designs, the 
TugMaxxe features a turntable 
cradle on which the nosegear 
rests, allowing the aircraft to 
be moved without changing the 
direction of the nose gear itself. 
As the ROTV pivots 360 degrees 
around the nosegear, it allows 
the airplane to rotate within its 
own wingspan. “That is revolu-
tionary,” said Turwitt. There is 
no tow bar or tow tug involved, 
removing at least 15 to 20 feet 
of  machinery from in front of 
the aircraft, “and this means 
that you can now move the air-
craft into tight areas where you 
couldn’t get in with a normal 
tow tug. Up to 40 percent more 
hangar space utilization is defi-
nitely possible.”

The device also eliminates 
damage to the aircraft nosegear 
attributable to mistakes such 
as failure to detach the air-
craft steering mechanism or 
oversteering, the manufacturer 
notes. “There are many cases 
with Gulfstreams and Embraers 

where inexperienced opera-
tors oversteered during tow-
ing and the repair bill was up to 
$250,000,” noted Turwitt. 

The company will deliver 
the first tugs from its factory 
in Bremen, Germany, to North 
American launch customers 
this month. Prices range from 
around $15,000 for the SM3 to 
$50,000 for the largest model, 
and the company can make 400 
a year. A lead-gel zero-mainte-
nance battery drives the device, 
requiring charging every three 
days or so when used under nor-
mal conditions. A power gauge 
displays the unit’s current charge 
status, and it will also signal the 
operator when the battery level 
drops below 25 percent, allow-
ing ample time to complete the 
immediate aircraft movements 
and connect the unit’s integral 

battery charger to any standard 
outlet for recharging, which 
takes approximately three hours. 
Twenty-four-volt ground power 
capability is also standard with 
the ROTV.

Initial training on the unit is 
included in the delivery price, 
and TNA offers continuing 
training at additional cost either 
at its North American head-
quarters at Florida’s Northeast 
Florida Regional Airport in St. 
Augustine or at the custom-
er’s location. As the first units 
are delivered, Turwitt said the 
company is receiving numerous 
inquiries about the system. 

The manufacturer also 
makes larger, manned tugs 
known as the Flyer-Truck, 
which can move commercial 
aircraft such as the Boeing 737 
or Airbus A320 series.  o
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The TugMaxxe (SchleppMaxxe 
in German) remotely operated 
aircraft positioning tugs are 
about to make their entrance 
into the North American market.
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NEW FBO JOINS SEVEN OTHERS AT 
MEXICO’S TOLUCA AIRPORT 

Across, a new $17 million FBO, has 
opened at Mexico’s Licenciado Adolfo 
López Mateos International Airport in 
Toluca. One of eight service providers 
currently on the field, the facility offers 
a 14,400-sq-ft terminal with onsite 
customs and immigration service; three 
passenger lounges with Wi-Fi, Netflix 
and Sky; concierge; onsite car rental; 
an AV-equipped conference room; 
pilots’ lounge with showers and snooze 
room; a theater room with stadium 
seating; snack bar with complimentary 
refreshments; and a duty-free shop. The 
108,000-sq-ft hangar can accommodate 
the latest big business jets, while the 
location offers more than two acres 
of ramp space with passenger vehicle 
access. The Mexican government’s 
airports and auxiliary services unit 
provides the fuel. The company is 
currently negotiating to join Signature 
Flight Support’s network as a licensed 
location. The deal, when concluded, 
will mark the first Signature-branded 
location in Mexico.

DESERT JET JOINS THE FBO SET
California-based aircraft charter, 

management and maintenance provider 
Desert Jet will expand its operations at 
Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport 
(TRM) in the Palm Springs area, with 
the announcement that it is establishing 
its own FBO. Operations began last 
month from a temporary structure 
while the permanent $5 million FBO 
progresses toward completion by the end 
of April.  

“Desert Jet’s decision to invest in 
this aircraft hangar, terminal and 
office development project reflects our 
confidence in the role of the Jacqueline 
Cochran Regional Airport as the center 
of business aviation operations in our 
region,” said company president and 
CEO Denise Wilson, who believes the 
new facility will change the landscape at 
the Thermal airport, which has grown 
significantly over the past decade. 
Brad Elliott, who has stints at the 
former Showalter Flying Service and 
Banyan Air Service under his belt, was 
named general manager of the five-
acre Desert Jet Center. The new facility 

will include 10,000 sq ft of terminal, 
office and maintenance space, along 
with a 22,500-sq-ft hangar that will 
accommodate the latest big business 
jets with its 130-foot-wide, 28-foot-
tall doors. The company signed on as 
an Epic-branded dealer and is in the 
process of installing a tank farm that 
will hold 48,000 gallons of jet-A.

NATA PARTNERS  
ON INDUSTRY TRAINING…

Seattle-based FBO Partners signed 
an affiliation agreement to provide 
the National Air Transportation 
Association’s (NATA) FBO members 
with consulting services via NATA 
Aviation Solutions. The affiliation will 
also result in training courses created 
exclusively for NATA members.

With this agreement, “NATA is 
taking a leadership role in offering 
specialized business assistance services 
for its FBO members and expanding 
its FBO management development 
training,” said FBO Partners president 
Doug Wilson. NATA president and 
CEO Thomas Hendricks noted that 
the partnership will “offer continued 
support to our FBO members with 
these new initiatives.”

The first course offered by NATA 
and FBO Partners–“The Essentials 
of Hangar Subleasing: From Risk to 
Revenue”–is scheduled to be out in May. 
Targeted at FBO owners, managers and 
decision-makers, the one-and-a-half-
day course will cover “best practices, 
strategies and negotiation skills essential 
in hangar subleasing.”

…AND OFFERS NEW 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE SYSTEM

NATA has rolled out a new cloud-
based digital Emergency Response 
System (Digital ERS) under its Safety 
1st brand. Developed in partnership 
with A3P Technologies and Fireside 
Partners, the system will revolutionize 
the way aviation businesses prepare 
for and respond to emergencies, the 
association asserts. The subscription 
service moves emergency response 
manuals and contact lists online where 
they can be used through an automatic 
digital notification system and a 

cloud-based digital command center 
accessible from any smartphone, tablet 
or PC. 

“Our goal with the Safety 1st Digital 
ERS is to place critical information 
quickly at the tips of business leaders 
and managers at the moment they need 
it most, during an emergency response,” 
said Michael France, NATA’s managing 
director of safety and training.

EXECUJET SECURES FIRST 
GERMAN IS-BAH APPROVAL

ExecuJet’s Berlin facility became 
the first FBO in Germany to achieve 
certification under the International 
Standard for Business Aviation 
Handling (IS-BAH). A joint program 
between the International Business 
Aviation Council (IBAC) and 
the National Air Transportation 
Association (NATA), IS-BAH 
incorporates a safety management 
system in all aspects of FBO operations 
and is structured on the earlier 
International Standard for Business 
Aircraft Operations (IS-BAO).

“Receiving IS-BAH accreditation is 
a great achievement for our FBO and 
ground handling team,” said Sigrun 
Leidel, the FBO’s general manager. 
“It is becoming increasingly important 
for business aviation operators to seek 
verification of the level of proficiency 
of its business aircraft handling, and 
IS-BAH provides an excellent means  
of meeting safety management  
system requirements.”

AFTER MARKING 50 YEARS,  
EPPS EYES DIAMOND ANNIVERSARY

Epps Aviation, the largest FBO 
in the Atlanta area and a fixture at 

DeKalb-Peachtree Airport for more 
than half a century, will be there for 
its 75th anniversary as well, with the 
announcement that the full-service FBO 
has received a 25-year lease extension 
good through 2040. With the extension, 
the company, one of three service 
providers on the field, said it can now 
begin construction on a new avionics 
installation facility. “Not only do we 
have the support of the DeKalb County 
government, but more important we have 
the support of our customers and the 
community, said company founder and 
president Pat Epps. “Our reinvestment 
program for the service center will create 
a modern and unique work environment 
for our employees that effectively 
addresses the needs of our customers.”

GAMA AVIATION TO ACQUIRE  
JERSEY ISLE FBO

UK-based global aircraft charter, 
management and FBO services provider 
Gama Aviation has agreed to purchase 
Aviation Beauport, a privately owned 
FBO and aircraft charter/management 
company located on the channel island 
of Jersey. A British Crown dependency, 
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>  GrandView Aviation has added a second Phenom 300 to its fixed-wing fleet, which is operated by 
Executive Flight Solutions of Baltimore, Md. GrandView operates the only public-use heliport in 
Maryland–Pier 7 Heliport in Canton–and offers helicopter charters in its Bell 407 and 430 based there.

>  Jet Aviation Flight Services has placed into service the first ACJ318 available for charter in the 
U.S. The jet is equipped with a Honeywell cabin management system and seating for up to 18 
passengers and offers range of up to 4,200 nm. 

>  A G550 based at New York’s Elmira Corning Regional Airport has been added to the FirstFlight 
charter fleet. The airplane has a range of more than 6,700 nm, seats up to 16 passengers and offers 
Gogo Business Aviation broadband Internet connectivity and satcom.

>  Switzerland-based Nomad Aviation has added a Global 5000 to its management fleet. This jet 
isn’t available for charter; Nomad’s charter fleet includes another Global 5000 and an XRS and a 
Challenger 604, Legacy 600 and CJ1+.

>  Charter brokerage mobile app JetSmarter signed a five-year partnership with charter/
management firm Jet Linx. Under the partnership, JetSmarter has purchased more than 20,000 
flight hours over five years in Jet Linx’s 54-aircraft fleet, enabling JetSmarter members to fly for free 
on those aircraft. JetSmarter membership costs $3,000 for the initiation fee and $9,000 per year. 
Members have free access to one-way JetDeals and free seats on JetShuttle flights.

>  The Baltic Air Charter Association (BACA) has enhanced its guidance to members on how to 
improve security when working with charter clients. According to BACA, “Now that many parts 
of the world are being placed on the highest security alert, BACA believes it is more important 
than ever that flight security remains ever stringent and is maintained to its highest levels at all 
times.” This includes not only exercising “maximum vigilance when taking flight requests from a 
potential client, and even existing clients,” but also promptly contacting the relevant authorities 
and organizations in the event a flight request raises suspicions. The guidelines are available on the 
BACA website: www.baca.org.uk.   

CHARTER NEWS NOTES

Across, the latest FBO to open at 
Mexico's Toluca Airport, offers a 
14,400-sq-ft terminal.

DeKalb-Peachtree Airport will be home to Epps 
Aviation through 2040.
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Jersey is technically not part of the UK 
or the European Union, but it enjoys 
a special relationship with both. As a 
growing economic center, Jersey recently 
opened its own aircraft registry and 
Gama anticipates an influx of aircraft 
management and handling opportunities. 

The nearly $8 million transaction 
includes a modern FBO terminal, with 
12-seat A/V-equipped conference room, 
pilots’ lounge, passenger lounge, business 
center and complimentary Wi-Fi, as well 
as a hangar capable of sheltering aircraft 
up to a Falcon 2000. Beauport currently 
has a Citation Mustang, XLS, XLS+ 
and Falcon 2000 under management. 
The deal, pending approval by Jersey 
authorities, is expected to be completed 
by the end of this month.

NEW HANGAR AT NYC-AREA FBO
Air Bound Aviation, the lone FBO at 

New Jersey’s Essex County (Caldwell) 
Airport, will put the finishing touches 
on a new hangar this month. The 
$900,000 structure, when complete, will 
provide 10,000 sq ft of heated storage 
space with an 80-by-25-foot door, 
and can accommodate aircraft up to 
a Falcon 900. Located 22 miles west 
of midtown Manhattan, Air Bound 
intends to offer the hangar, which also 
has 1,500 sq ft of office space with a 
bathroom, to a private or corporate 
flight department. The addition will 
bring the FBO’s hangar space to 57,000 
sq ft at Caldwell.

PARAGON ADDS TO ROSTER
Paragon Aviation Group has 

welcomed two new members to its 
network of  independent service 
providers. Lux Air Jet Centers, the lone 
FBO at Phoenix Goodyear Airport 
in Arizona since 2007, broke ground 
over the summer on a new facility 
headed for completion this spring. The 
location will provide a 10,000-sq-ft 
terminal, 37,500 sq ft of  hangar space, 
18,000 sq ft of  office space and an 
onsite restaurant. 

Paragon recently welcomed the first 
Canadian service provider to its ranks. 
Flite Line Services, one of two FBOs 
at Region of Waterloo International 
Airport, has been in operation for two 
decades and offers onsite Canadian 
customs service and a 36,000-sq-ft 
hangar. In addition to the customary 
amenities, the location offers a billiard 
room, an A/V-equipped conference 
room, a trio of snooze rooms and a 
pilot shop. 

“We have great ambitions for the 
future and look forward to celebrating 
our successes with our newfound 
members of the Paragon Network,” 
said Derek Hammond, Flite Line’s 
general manager. 

Since its launch in 2011 with a 
handful of locations, the Paragon 
network has continued to add to its rolls 
and currently tallies 23 North American 
FBOs. The chain has developed a set of 
core minimum standards for its members 
and subjects prospective members to an 
audit before acceptance. 

COLORADO AIRPORT FINISHES 
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT

Just in time for the ski season, 
Colorado’s Telluride Regional 
Airport has completed a $7 million 
improvement project, which features 
a new aircraft run-up/de-icing pad. 
This project was required as a result 
of a 2009 realignment of the parallel 
taxiway, a project that eliminated the 
previous run-up area and put the new 
taxiway in line with the old de-ice pad. 
Before completion of this latest work, 
the airport had to close the taxiway 
every time de-icing was performed. 
A major part of the six-month-long 
project was devoted to construction of 
a large retaining wall sheathed in grass-
seeded baskets that will allow it to blend 
in with the surrounding environment.

AIR CULINAIRE EXPANDS
Air Culinaire Worldwide opened a 

5,000-sq-ft in-flight catering facility in 
San Francisco last month. It quadrupled 
the business aviation catering company’s 
capacity just ahead of Super Bowl 50. 
“Our new San Francisco culinary center 
represents Air Culinaire Worldwide’s 
next generation of chef-driven concierge 
service facilities,” said company senior 
vice president of operations Steven 
Roberts. The new facility includes 
an expanded hot food area, spacious 
refrigerated storage area and a sous-
vide system, a method of treating 
food by partial cooking followed 
by vacuum-sealing and chilling that 
boosts flavor and reduces presentation 
time for complex dishes, he said. Jean-
Louis Brocardi, who was previously 
the general manager of Air Culinaire 
Worldwide Paris, is heading the team at 
the San Francisco location. 

On the East Coast, the Universal 
Weather and Aviation subsidiary has 
acquired SkyTop Aircraft Catering 
at Westchester County Airport in 
White Plains, N.Y. The move brings 
the number of Air Culinaire kitchens 
to 21–all but four located in the U.S.–
and expands its capacity and coverage 
in the New York/New Jersey area. 
As part of the acquisition, Air 
Culinaire Worldwide has retained the 
current SkyTop team in White Plains. 
Employees of SkyTop will be training 
with Air Culinaire Worldwide senior 
kitchen employees. o
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SOCAL FBO ADDS FILM DIVISION

Sun Air Jets has grown from a small air-
craft management firm based at Camarillo 
Airport in Southern California to a large 
charter/management firm with its own 
maintenance facility and FBO as well as 
a base at nearby Van Nuys. Most recently, 
Sun Air opened its new film division, Film 
Sun Air, to make its facilities available for 
movies, commercials or video shoots.

Sun Air is now a Signature Select FBO, 
having previously been part of the Exxon 
Avitat then Air Elite networks. The Sun Air 
facilities in Camarillo consist of more than 
120,000 sq ft of hangar space, crew lounge 
with satellite TV, sleep rooms and show-
ers, concierge services, conference rooms 
and a spacious open two-story lobby. The 
flight kitchen is equipped with restaurant-
grade appliances, including coolers to 
maintain catered food at proper temper-
atures. The entire facility has 24/7 video 
security monitoring. 

For customer convenience, passengers 
can be driven on to the Sun Air ramp, or 
they can park their cars in garages built 
into the FBO hangar. This avoids pressure 
to allow car parking in hangars, which can 
add risks of hangar rash to customer aircraft. 
The garage is also equipped with a charg-
ing station for Tesla electric cars. Hertz pro-
vides rental cars as well as crew cars for 
transient pilots. 

Brian Counsil, Sun Air president and 
COO, started working for the company 
owner in January 2000, two years before 
the FBO was opened. The owner had been 
keeping a Hawker 700 at Van Nuys Airport 
and an Agusta helicopter at Camarillo, 
then in 1999 bought a GIII. At the time, 
there was no suitable facility at Camarillo 
to house the GIII. The owner had met the 
leaseholder of the Sun Air property, which 
at the time consisted of an old hangar and 
some open land. 

After concluding a deal to buy Sun 
Air, which was primarily a flight school, 
the owner opened an avionics shop, then 
focused on expanding the FBO. By this time 
Counsil had joined Sun Air, and he helped 
oversee construction of the new FBO. In 
2003 Sun Air added a Part 135 certificate 
for chartering its own fleet, then expanded 
that into the aircraft management business. 
Sun Air earned a Part 145 repair station cer-
tificate in 2005. 

At Camarillo, Sun Air now covers more 
than 12 acres and 131,000 sq ft of building 

space. The FBO terminal measures 20,000 
sq ft. The company also leases 43,000 sq 
ft of hangar and office space for managed 
aircraft operations at Van Nuys. It is part 
of the Signature Select network.

Sun Air just had its best year for fuel sales 
since the company was founded, according 
to Counsil, and he said the FBO commands 
a majority of transient business aviation traf-
fic at Camarillo. 

Sun Air’s maintenance operation is primar-
ily for its own aircraft, although the company 
will help stranded customers. “We don’t seek 
retail work,” Counsil said, “because we’re not 
staffed for that. We do help with AOGs.” Sun 
Air’s technicians receive regular professional 
training at FlightSafety International and 
CAE. FBO employees undergo NATA Safety  
1st training.

The Sun Air safety management system 
applies to the entire company, from the 
FBO to maintenance, charter, management, 
administration and so on. And whenever 
Sun Air undergoes one of the many audits–

usually five every two years–required for its 
SMS or for the charter department, the FBO 
and maintenance operation are included in 
the auditing process, Counsil explained. “It’s 
not just flight operations,” he said. “It is a 
ton of work, but it’s worthwhile.” 

Sun Air employees take safety matters 
seriously, and not just when auditors are 
visiting. For example, fuel trucks are always 
chocked when parked or stopped, and 
every fuel truck and airplane on the ramp 
is marked with orange cones. The ramp is 
surrounded by curbs and is angled so that 
if a fuel truck suddenly leaks its entire fuel 
load, it would be contained.

The new film division takes advantage 
of Sun Air’s locations in Camarillo and Van 
Nuys, the nearly perfect southern California 
weather and the proximity of plenty of film-
ing activity in the region. “We’re getting 
proficient at the process of production,” 
Counsil said. “It’s a way to make good use 
of our assets.” This includes not only the 
company’s facilities but also the aircraft in 
its fleet, some of which are owned by Sun 
Air’s owner and thus can be easily avail-
able for filming.

Managing the filming process at an air-
port means working closely with airport 
management, Los Angeles World Airports 
in the case of Van Nuys and Ventura County 
for Camarillo Airport. “We have to be dil-
igent to make sure people don’t filter onto 
taxiways. We have safety briefings and 
manage the process.”  –M.T.

FBO PROFILE: Sun Air Jets

Air Bound Aviation hopes to attract a flight 
department tenant to its new hangar.

uContinued from page 60



Corporate Angel Network arranges free flights to treatment for 
cancer patients in the empty seats on corporate jets.

Since 1981, Corporate Angel Network, a not-for-profit organization, 
has worked with more than 500 major corporations including 
half the Fortune 100, to fly more than 50,000 cancer-patient to 
specialized treatment and currently transports 225 patients each 
month. The process is simple. Corporate Angel Network does all 
the work. All you have to do is offer an empty seat to a cancer 
patient on your next flight.

(914) 328-1313 
www.corpangelnetwork.org

Corporate Angel Network
Bringing cancer patients 
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TOWEL FOULS EC135 FENESTRON 

Airbus Helicopters EC135, Apple Valley, 
Calif., Nov. 19, 2015–Foreign object debris 
(FOD) downed a medevac training flight 
in November at Victor Valley College 
Regional Public Safety Training Center, 
according to investigators. The commer-
cial pilot and four passengers were not 
injured. The turbine-powered helicop-
ter had conducted a series of takeoffs and 
landings at the training center and was 
on approach to make its third landing in 
day VMC when the pilot felt the aircraft 
“shudder unexpectedly” while at approx-
imately 2 to 3 feet agl. The pilot immedi-
ately landed and shut down the helicopter 
without further incident. 

Post-flight inspection revealed that 
a towel ingested into the Fenestron tail 
rotor assembly had substantially dam-
aged the Fenestron blades and the tail 
rotor housing. The pilot said the towel 
came from an unsecured storage con-
tainer near the landing site. 

SKYDIVING AIRPLANE DAMAGED  
IN ENGINE-OUT LANDING

Pacific Aerospace 750XL, Raeford, N.C., 
Dec. 3, 2015–The fixed-gear turboprop 
single received substantial damage on 
landing following a precautionary engine 
shutdown. A nearby recording station 
noted VFR conditions prevailed during 
the skydiving flight, which had departed 
from P K Airpark (5W4) in Raeford at 
approximately 11 a.m. EST. 

While preparing to release the skydiv-
ers at 13,000 feet msl, the pilot noticed the 
engine torque gauge in the red arc, indi-
cating 70 psi, far above the normal level of 
25 psi and beyond the maximum allowed 
indication of 64.5 psi. The pilot directed 
the skydivers to jump, then descended to 
return to 5W4. 

The torque gauge continued to indicate 
80 psi at engine idle, which led the pilot to 
shut down the Pratt & Whitney Canada 
PT6A-34 turboprop at 9,000 feet. The pilot 
told investigators that the airplane landed 
fast and touched down approximately 
halfway down the 3,400-foot runway at 
5W4. Despite heavy braking, the aircraft 
departed the runway and came to rest 
approximately 1,000 feet beyond the depar-
ture end with a collapsed left main gear.

SMOKE, FLASHES PRECEDED L-39 CRASH

Aero Vodochody L-39C, Apple Valley, 
Calif., Dec. 6, 2015–The pilot (a well known 
ATP-rated airshow performer) and the 
pilot-rated passenger were killed when the 
aircraft collided with terrain during takeoff 
in daytime VMC from Runway 18 at Apple 
Valley Airport, reportedly for a familiariza-
tion flight ahead of the passenger’s intended 
purchase of a similar aircraft.

One witness observed “dark blackish/
gray exhaust” from the exhaust nozzle before 
takeoff, and several witnesses told investiga-
tors they heard “pop pop pop” sounds as 
the aircraft climbed through approximately 

125 feet agl, immediately followed by bright 
orange flashes from the exhaust nozzle. The 
aircraft continued to fly down the runway at 
an approximate 20-degree nose-up attitude 
before it rolled left and struck flat terrain 
approximately 800 feet from the departure 
end of Runway 18. 

Investigators reported no evidence of an 
internal catastrophic failure of the single 
Ivchenko AI25TL turbofan following visual 
examination of the engine case and exhaust 
shaft, and inspection of Runway 18/36 after 
the accident showed no evidence of FOD. 
The aircraft had been fueled with 131 gal-
lons of jet-A before the accident flight, 
and a sample taken from the fuel facility 
showed it to be clear of contaminants.

PIPER MERIDIAN HITS POWER LINES 

Piper PA-46-500TP, Council Bluffs, Iowa, 
Dec. 10, 2015–The turboprop single had 
just departed from Runway 32R at Eppley 
Airfield (OMA) in daytime VMC when the 
pilot informed the tower controller that he 
needed to return to the airport, after which 
he was instructed to enter a right traffic 
pattern for the departure runway. 

ATC asked if he required assistance, 
and the pilot replied “negative,” adding a 
few seconds later that his AHRS (attitude 
and heading reference system) had a “mis-
communication.” The pilot subsequently 
accepted a request from ATC for a short 
approach to Runway 32R to accommo-
date inbound traffic. 

ATC received no further communica-
tions from the accident pilot, who perished 
when the aircraft struck a highway median 
approximately 0.7 miles east of the runway 
approach threshold. Investigators noted the 
aircraft had struck power lines about 400 
feet east-northeast of the accident site at 
approximately 75 feel agl, and a power-line 
pole support. Fragments of the right wing 
were found near the power lines, with the 
bulk of the wreckage coming to rest inverted.

Reported weather conditions at OMA 
at the time of the accident included wind 
from 290 degrees at 16 knots, gusting to 23 
knots; 10 miles visibility, with few clouds 
at 1,500 feet agl; temperature 13 degrees 
Celsius; dew point 3 degrees Celsius; and 
altimeter 29.65 inches. 

MEDEVAC FLIGHT STRIKES TERRAIN  
ON NIGHTTIME FLIGHT 

Bell 407, McFarland, Calif., Dec. 10, 2015–
The commercial pilot, flight paramedic, 
flight nurse and patient on board an aero-
medical transport flight perished when 
their helicopter struck open, hilly terrain 
at 7:08 p.m. The cross-country flight had 
departed Porterville Municipal Airport 
(PTV) at 6:51 p.m. with an intended desti-
nation of San Joaquin Memorial Hospital 
in Bakersfield. Nighttime VMC prevailed 
during the flight. 

The helicopter was the subject of 
an FAA Alert Notification following 
repeated attempts by company person-
nel to establish contact with the accident 
flight beginning at 7:18 p.m. The wreckage 

was subsequently located at 8:54 p.m. All 
major structural components of the heli-
copter were located within a debris path 
465 feet in length oriented on a heading of 
037 degrees magnetic.

SNOWPLOW COLLISION  
CLAIMS HAWKER 400

Hawker 400, Telluride, Colo., Dec. 23, 
2015–The Mexico-registered Hawker 400 
struck snow removal equipment while 
landing in day IMC at Telluride Regional 
Airport (TEX). The pilot, copilot and five 

passengers were not injured, but the air-
craft was substantially damaged in the 
accident, including separation of its right 
wing from the fuselage. 

The Part 129 air-taxi flight had report-
edly departed from El Paso, Texas, bound 
for TEX. Initial statements indicate that 
ATC cleared the aircraft for approach to 
the non-tower airport, after which time 
the pilot cancelled his IFR flight plan 
with the airport in sight. The airport’s 
single runway had reportedly been closed 
for snow removal by a Notam before the 
Hawker arrived. o

PRELIMINARY REPORTS 

FO’S CHECK FLIGHT ENDS IN  
GEAR-UP LANDING

Short Brothers SD-360-100, near Kapolei, 
Hawaii, June 29, 2015–A first officer’s 
scheduled check flight ended with an 
inadvertent gear-up landing at Kalaeloa 
Airport-John Rogers Field (JRK) in 
Kapolei, resulting in substantial damage 
to the nose of the aircraft but no injuries 
to the two pilots on board.

Nighttime VMC prevailed at the time 
of the accident flight, which departed 
Honolulu International Airport 
(PHNL) at approximately 6:50 p.m. 
The check flight encompassed several 
approaches and landings at JRK, and 
the accident occurred during the final 
landing before the two-person flight 
crew planned to return to Honolulu. 

The captain and first officer told 

investigators they thought they had 
completed the before-landing checklist, 
which includes verifying that the par-
tially retractable main landing gear and 
fully retractable nose gear are down 
and locked; however, the airplane’s 
nose contacted the runway a few hun-
dred feet after the retracted mainwheels 
touched down. 

Both pilots stated that the air-
craft’s landing gear warning horn did 
not activate. They were flying a par-
tial-flaps approach and the horn is 
designed to activate only if the engine 
power levers are reduced to flight idle. 
The pilots also told investigators that 
they were not distracted or rushed dur-
ing the approach, with the captain 
requesting clearance from ATC for the 
flight to HNL while the aircraft was 
on downwind at JRK. o

FACTUAL REPORT

NTSB: INCORRECT EDM SETTINGS 
LED TO AT-602 TAKEOFF ACCIDENT
Air Tractor AT-602, near Slaton, Texas, Feb. 5, 
2015–Improper settings on a newly installed digital 
engine data monitor (EDM), which may have been 
identified and fixed through compliance with required 
post-installation checklists, contributed to the takeoff 
crash of an aerial application aircraft, according to 
the NTSB. 

Daytime VMC prevailed at the time of the 
accident, which occurred following takeoff on a 
planned cross-country flight that was also the 
aircraft’s first flight after installation of the EDM six 
days earlier. The uninjured pilot, who reported three 
hours of flight time in the accident aircraft, said the 
initial takeoff seemed normal, but that red warning 
lights illuminated on the EDM while the airplane was 
halfway down the runway. 

The pilot continued with the takeoff. The 
aircraft climbed to 150 feet agl before losing 
altitude and nosed over in a field when its 
landing gear dug into soft dirt. The pilot later told 
investigators that the engine never developed full 
power. He said he had advanced the throttle to 
full, and noted that he thought the acceleration 
was slow as the takeoff continued.

Post-accident examinations revealed no apparent 
anomalies that would have affected the engine’s 
ability to develop full power, and that the EDM’s 
engine operating range for the propeller was 
correctly set for a maximum of 1700 rpm; however, 
investigators believe it’s likely that the aircraft 
manufacturer set the maximum propeller rpm higher 
than that threshold, based on readings from the 
airplane’s analog instrumentation, which allowed the 
propeller’s maximum rpm to exceed 1700. 

A review of the aircraft’s maintenance 
records showed the EDM was installed under a 
supplemental type certificate (STC) that included 
installation instructions, as well as initial setup 
and installation checklists. The maintenance 
entry noted that ground runs and leak checks 
were completed with no defects found, but 
investigators could not locate completed copies 
of either checklist that, according to the NTSB, 
would likely have revealed the RPM discrepancy 
had they been performed correctly. Investigators 
also found that the pilot reduced engine 
torque several times during the accident flight, 
consistent with the pilot’s reaction to the EDM 
warnings in the context of his lack of experience 
in the aircraft make and model. o

  FINAL REPORT

The material on this page is based on the NTSB’s  report (preliminary, factual or final) of each accident or, in the case of 
 recent accidents, on information obtained from the FAA or local authorities. It is not intended to judge or evaluate the ability 
of any person, living or dead, and is presented here for informational purposes.
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Compliance Countdown by Gordon Gilbert

Within 6 Months
u March 4, 2016 
Contract Maintenance Requirements  
Certain Part 135 on-demand operators have 
until March 4, 2016, to comply with new 
requirements. Under the new rules, Part 135 
on-demand operators flying aircraft with 10 or 
more seats (excluding pilot seats) are required to 
develop FAA-acceptable policies, procedures, 
methods and instructions when using contract 
maintenance. It also requires these operators 
to provide a list to the FAA of all people with 
whom they contract their maintenance. 

u March 18, 2016  
Taws in Small Turbine Airplanes
The EASA has proposed requiring installation 
of terrain awareness warning systems 
(Taws) in newly manufactured small turbine 
airplanes (under 12,500 pounds mtow) used 
in commercial operations and able to carry 
six to nine passengers. The agency believes a 
mandate is needed even though all new aircraft 
are equipped with Taws-B, a “significant” 
number of older aircraft have been retrofitted 
with either Taws or an equivalent terrain 
awareness system, and the absence of Taws has 
been a factor “in only two [CFIT] accidents in 
Europe in the last 10 years.” The requirement 
would take effect on Jan.1, 2019. Comments are 
due March 18, 2016.  

u Apr. 22, 2016 
Helicopter Ambulance Control Centers
New FAR Part 135.619 requires operators 
with 10 or more helicopter air ambulances 
to have operations control centers beginning 
April 22, 2016. Operational control specialists 
must undergo an FAA-approved initial training 
program and pass a knowledge and practical 
test. The operations control center must at a 
minimum maintain two-way communications 
with pilots, provide pilots with weather 
briefings, monitor the progress of the flight and 
participate in the preflight risk analysis required 
under recently revised Part 135.617. 

u May 4, 2016 
Upset Prevention and Recovery Training
Upset prevention and recovery training require-
ments for all European airlines and commercial 
business jet pilots are being developed by the Eu-
ropean Aviation Safety Agency with an effective 
date of May 4, 2016. The new mandate, aimed at 
better preparing pilots to handle loss-of-control 
events potentially leading to accidents, are based 
on ICAO standards and recommended practices, 
as well as procedures being developed by the 
EASA in consultation with leading industry  
experts. Agency officials said that although loss-
of-control events are rare, 97 percent of them over 
the past five years have caused fatal accidents. 

u June 8, 2016
Europe ADS-B out Mandate  
The ADS-B out requirement in Europe is June 
8, 2016, for new aircraft and June 7, 2020, for 
retrofit. The date for retrofits is about six months 
later than the U.S. ADS-B out mandate. 

u Aug. 25, 2016 
European Safety Standards for  
Private Operators 
Europe’s new rules for so-called “non-
commercial operations with complex 
motor-powered aircraft” will affect all private 

operations with large business turbine 
airplanes and helicopters. Between now and 
Aug. 25, 2016, which is the final deadline for 
implementation, owners must develop safety 
management systems and take other required 
steps to bring their aircraft and operations to 
a level of compliance that is “up to the safety 
standards of commercial operators.” 
 

Beyond 12 Months
u Feb. 2, 2017 
Australian ADS-B Mandate
The Civil Aviation Safety Authority of Australia 
is implementing new regulations and aircraft 
equipment mandates to align the nation’s 
operations with global standards set by ICAO. 
The new rules contain a number of equipment 
mandates that culminate on Feb. 2, 2017. After 
that date IFR-rated pilots and aircraft must 
comply with ADS-B equipment and operational 
requirements to fly in Australia.

u April 24, 2017
Part 135 Rotorcraft Radio Altimeters
Under new Part 135.160 rotorcraft must be 
equipped with an operable FAA-approved 
radio altimeter, or an FAA-approved device 
that incorporates a radio altimeter, after April 
24, 2017. Deviations from this requirement 
may be authorized for helicopters in which 
radio altimeters cannot physically be installed 
in the cockpit. The request for deviation 
authority is applicable to rotorcraft with a 
maximum takeoff weight no greater than 
2,950 pounds. The radio altimeter mandate 
is contained in the final rule upgrading 
private, air-taxi and air ambulance helicopter 
operations, published on Feb. 21, 2014.

u Nov. 8, 2018 
ICAO Adopts 15-min. Position Reporting 
The International Civil Aviation Organization 
Council adopted a tracking standard for 
certain international flights that requires 
crews to report their aircraft’s position at least 
every 15 minutes. It will become effective 
next month and applicable Nov. 8, 2018. 
The new requirement will be formalized 
as Amendment 39 to Annex 6–Operation 
of Aircraft, Part I. The new standard is the 
outcome of recommendations stemming from 
the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 
MH370, while en route from Kuala Lumpur to 
Beijing, China, on March 8, 2014. That event 
triggered a global search that continues. 

u Jan. 1, 2020
U.S. ADS-B out Mandate  
ADS-B out equipment must be operational 
starting Jan. 1, 2020, in aircraft that fly in the U.S. 
under IFR and where transponders are currently 
required, namely class A, B and C airspace.

u February 2020
European Controller-Pilot Datalink Comm 
Conceding to technical problems, Europe won’t 
require aircraft operators to equip for controller-
pilot datalink communications (CPDLC) until 
February 2020. The European Commission 
expects the entity managing the Single European 
Sky ATM Research effort will recommend 
remedial actions for ground infrastructure issues 
next year. Additionally, European Commission 
figures showed that only 40 percent of operators 
would have been ready to use CPDLC by the 
original deadline of Feb. 5, 2015. o
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The year ahead looks to be  
a challenging one for sales

Attractive pricing and an active fourth 
quarter pushed inventory down in January 
to levels below the previous quarter. While 
that’s encouraging for sellers, inventory is still 
perched at about 100 aircraft above the year-
ago level and about 50 aircraft higher than 
the 12-month moving average of roughly 
2,300. The year begins against a backdrop of 
a marginal Fed funds increase, a stock market 
correction and the lowest oil prices in a 
dozen years; how those factors will influence 
aircraft sales remains to be seen.  

With the worldwide growth of business 
aviation, it’s hard to paint the inventory 
landscape with a broad brush as some 
regions have their own unique influencers. 
Clearly the reported pullback in buyers out 
of Russia has negatively affected sales in 
Europe. Information gleaned from aircraft 
database JetNet shows inventory of aircraft 
produced in 2000 or later for sale in Europe 
is about five percentage points higher there 
than in North America, at 12.9 percent in 
Europe, 8 in North America and 11.5 in 
South America. 

While China has been in the financial 
news a lot lately, its supply of jets for sale 
has remained fairly low, with slightly less 
than 10 percent of its small fleet (fewer than 
300 but growing). That’s in keeping with the 
rest of Asia, where slightly more than one in 
10 of 2000 and newer aircraft is for sale. 

Downward Pricing Pressure 
Means Some Good Buys

Rumored discounting of some long-range, 
large-cabin aircraft by OEMs has exerted 
significant pressure on the used market 
prices, some of which are taking seven-figure 
quarterly hits in the value guides. As you 
might expect, almost all downstream aircraft 
are affected as well. Surprisingly, 2012 and 
newer G550s show a price reduction of $2 
million last quarter, which triggered a chain 
reaction on early models as well as other 
models in the brand. In this case it’s as if the 
G550 is pummeling the G450. According to 
Vref, the price of the G450 fell $4.75 million 
last year and transactions over the last six 
months have been few and far between, 
managing to reach only one third of the 
number of G550s that have sold. 

The same holds true in other markets. 
For example, the Global 6000 seems to be 
overshadowing the Global 5000, which has 
seen less than a handful of sales in the last six 
months at prices ranging from as low as $17 

million for a 2006 model to $43 million for 
a 2015. Ten percent of the supply is for sale, 
so there doesn’t appear to be an oversupply. 
Rather, there is an undersupply of ready 
buyers. The Falcon 7X, too, experienced a 
recent $2 million knock from Vref on every 
model from the 2007 to the 2014. About 
10 percent of the aircraft delivered are for 
sale, but the two that have sold over the past 
six months equate to an absorption rate of 
66 months. Pricing currently runs from $23 
million to $46 million.

Even the ever popular Challenger 300 
has felt the pinch as 350s slowly make their 
way to the used arena. Sub-$20 million 
pricing here has ratcheted down the pricing 
in the 2014-model 300s to around the $15 
million range, while the earliest models can 
be found with regularity below $10 million. 
With 34 for sale there’s plenty to go around 
and the number of sales, an average of 1.5 
per month, makes for an absorption rate of 
nearly two years.  

A nearly equal number of Citation 
Xs are being offered, but the aircraft’s 
smaller production run equates to a higher 
percentage for sale. A handful more Citation 
Xs have sold, however, and pricing has 
ranged from just under $3 million for a 1996 
model up to as much $10.6 million for a 
2009 with fewer than 2,000 hours, but that’s 
the only one to have pierced the $10 million 
ceiling–the next highest price was $3 million 
less, which is why the average for this model 
type is $5.35 million, according to research 
firm AircraftPost. 

Another choice in this segment, the 
Falcon 2000, is tighter, with only about 5 
percent for sale and ranging in price from 
$4.5 million to $7.5 million. Despite the 
low inventory level, sales are anything but 
robust: less than a handful sold over the 
last six months and the average time these 
aircraft collectively spent on the market 
was 672 days. Two of the four were 1990s 
vintage and one sold for south of $3 million; 
the latest, a 2002, reportedly sold for nearly 
$8 million, according to AircraftPost. 

A stock market in correction territory, 
an election year and the Fed tightening 
are factors that are likely to cause some to 
pause. The initial perception of the year 
ahead is that it will be challenging for aircraft 
sales. While prices have been clobbered, 
the economic backdrop is also serving as the 
catalyst to keep buyers licking their chops 
and engaged in the market. n

Bryan Comstock is a cofounder and managing 
director of aircraft broker Jeteffect.

Two-year Inventory Trend
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Airbus Helicopters subsidiary Heli-
bras appointed Richard Marelli president, 
 replacing Eduardo Marson. Marelli has 
been with Airbus Helicopters for 30 years 
and most recently was v-p of operations at 
Helibras’s factory in Itajubá. 

FlightSafety International promoted 
Daniel MacLellan to senior v-p of opera-
tions, responsible for operations of all the 
company’s training facilities. Most recent-
ly v-p of operations, MacLellan also has 
served as worldwide sales director at the 
former FlightSafety Boeing, regional mar-
keting manager, assistant manager of the 
Wilmington center, manager of the Dallas 

center and regional operations manager  
for FlightSafety.

Gulfstream Aerospace promoted Nico-
las Robinson to regional vice president of 
new aircraft sales for Africa. Robinson, who 
has 19 years of industry experience, joined 
Gulfstream in 2009 as product support re-
gional sales manager for Africa and the 
Middle East and most recently was director 
of product support sales for Asia-Pacific.

Constant Aviation named Paul Witt v-p 
of AOG operations. Witt has 20 years of 
aviation experience, having served most 
recently as general manager and executive 
v-p, operations for Stevens Aviation.

Kacie Hinze was named v-p of sales and 
channel management for Vessix, a Santa 
Monica, Calif.-based FBO software startup. 
Hinze formerly led relationship manage-
ment for Multi Service Aviation.

The National Aircraft Resale Association 
recently named its new Board of Directors 
and Products & Services Member Advisory 
Council. The new board is led by Ogara-
jets president and CEO Johnny Foster as 
chairman. Sabrina Prewitt of Jack Prewitt 
& Associates is secretary, and Matt Bosco 
of Axis Aviation Group is treasurer. Other 
board members include Chad Anderson of 
Jetcraft, Todd Jackson of Elliott Jets, Mitch 
McCune of Corporate Fleet Services and 
Brian Proctor of Mente Group. Wayne 
Starling of PNC Aviation Finance serves as 
chairman of NARA’s Products and Services 
Member Advisory Council. JetNet’s Paul 
Cardarelli is first vice chairman and Jona-
than Levy of Advocate Consulting  Legal 
Group is second vice chairman of the 
council. Stephan Asper of AIC Title Service 
is secretary.

UAS International Trip Support named 
Aminu Idriss as station manager to cover 
Abuja, Nigeria. 

Tim Patenaude has joined Elmira/Corn-
ing, N.Y.-based FirstFlight as chief pilot. 

Patenaude will also serve as captain of a 
G550 that will join the company’s fleet 
next month.

Dumont Aviation appointed Justin Sul-
livan director of sales. Sullivan has 10 years 
of business aviation sales experience, previ-
ously as founder and president of Ubair and 
vice president of sale for OneSky Jets.

Matthew Schepers recently joined Ban-
yan Air Service as director of MRO sales. 
Schepers previously spent 10 years with 
Duncan Aviation in Lincoln, Neb.

Innotech Aviation named Andrew Wil-
son western sales manager. 

Constant Aviation appointed Jason 
Kanyuh as the Embraer 450/500 program 
manager. Kanyuh joins Constant with 15 
years of aviation industry experience, hav-
ing previously served as manager of main-
tenance operations and Hawker program 
manager for Flight Options.

FlightSafety International promoted 
Trent Corcia to manager of its Orlando, 
Fla. training facility. The training company 
named Thierry Pierard assistant manager of 
its learning center in Dallas. David Opal-
ach has been named assistant manager of 
the company’s learning center in Wilming-
ton, Del. 

Ruag Aviation promoted John Teager to 
managing director of Ruag Australia. 

Michael Fitch has joined Legacy Avia-
tion Services as sales and marketing direc-
tor. Fitch has 23 years of sales and customer 
service experience in the aviation industry.

Antonio Santos joined Montreal-based 
business aviation support company Acass 
as director of sales. Santos previously held 
positions with Bombardier, Siemens, Rolls-
Royce Canada and Rolls-Royce Germany.

Meridian, a private aviation company 
based at Teterboro Airport, promoted Kirk 
Stephen to director of marketing.  

Duncan Aviation appointed Kevin 
Miesbach components/OEM new busi-
ness development manager. Miesbach has 
a 30-year career working with Duncan, 
most recently as avionics component repair 
manager. Lee Bowes has taken on the role 
of regional manager for the Central U.S. 
Duncan also named Brian Andrews interior 
manager for its Battle Creek, Mich. facility. 
Andrews has served with Duncan for 17 
years, beginning as an airframe technician 
and most recently holding a role in airframe 
service sales. In addition, Brian Leitschuck 
has joined the company’s paint and inte-
rior completions sales team. Leitschuck is 
 rejoining the company after serving as a 
 design engineer for Gulfstream. 

Metro Aviation named Becky Ross di-
rector of transport business services. Ross 
previously served as the assistant v-p of 
emergency services for Vidant EastCare in 
Greenville, N.C., and also has worked with 
Metro as a consultant for an operational cus-
tomer. The company also named Ed Stock-
hausen director of safety. 

Global Jet Services hired Gary Winkle 
as an instructor. Winkle, who has 20 years 
of aviation experience, joins the company 
with a background in Gulfstream aircraft 
and avionics systems.

William Jewer has joined Innotech Avia-
tion as Central U.S. regional sales manager. 

Banyan Air Service appointed Missy Ro-
berto manager of the Banyan Pilot Shop.  o

Ed Stockhausen

Daniel MacLellan

Michael Fitch

Becky Ross

William Jewer

Reade Genzlinger, a director 
and secretary/treasurer for the 
Recreational Aviation Foundation, 
died January 4 when his airplane, 
a Yak-52, crashed near Alpine, 
Wyo. He was 61. Also killed in the 
accident was a passenger, 17-year-
old MacKenzie Ruston. Genzlinger, 
who learned to fly in gliders and has 
restored a number of aircraft, had 
served on the Recreational Aviation 
Foundation board since July 2012. 
He had a career in accounting, trust 
administration and estate planning.  n

Final Flight

Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame will in-
duct four new members during a ceremony 
that will be held June 9 at the Canada Avia-
tion and Space Museum at Rockcliffe Airport 
in Ottawa. To be inducted are Frederick 
Carmichael, Kathleen Fox, Ross Lennox 
and Beverley Shenstone. 

Carmichael spent more than 60 years as 
a pilot and aviation mentor in the North-West 
Territories. In 1955 Carmichael became the 
first aboriginal person in the North to get 
a pilot certificate and started two aviation 
companies, Reindeer Air Services and Antler 
Aviation. Fox was appointed chair of Cana-
da’s Transportation Safety Board in 2014 
and has held a number of senior manage-
ment and air traffic roles with Nav Canada. 
In addition, she has been involved in sport 
aviation, parachuting and flight instruction. 

Lennox, who died in 2013 following an 
aviation career spanning six decades, had 
served as chief test pilot and head of flight 
operations for Pratt & Whitney Canada and 
retired with more than 23,000 hours in his 
logbooks. He served with the Royal Canadian 
Air Force, spent 20 years as a helicopter pilot 
in the Canadian north and shortly after join-
ing United Aircraft of Canada in 1963 flew 
the first unescorted helicopter transit of the 
North Atlantic. Shenstone, who died in 1979, 
is recognized as the aerodynamicist respon-
sible for the design of the elliptical wing of 
the Supermarine Spitfire. He was part of the 
team that created the specification leading to 
the Canadair North Star and conducted ap-
plied research into airborne radar systems at 
the National Research Council. 

Tracey Curtis-Taylor completed a flight 
from the UK to Australia on January 1 in a 
Boeing Stearman, retracing the 1930 solo 
flight by Amy Johnson. Curtis-Taylor de-
parted Farnborough Airport on October 1 in a 
1942 Stearman named the Spirit of Artemis. 
The flight encompassed 13,000 miles and 
50 legs that crossed 23 countries. Curtis-
Taylor will be a keynote speaker at the 2016 
International Women in Aviation Conference 
March 10-12 in Nashville. In conjunction, 
Johnson will be posthumously inducted into 
Women in Aviation International’s (WAI) In-
ternational Pioneer Hall of Fame. Johnson, 
the first woman to hold a ground engineer 
license in the UK, completed several record-
setting long-distance flights, including a 
transatlantic flight to the U.S. in 1933. n

People in Aviation Compiled by Kerry Lynch

Awards & Honors
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FEBRUARY
BUSINESS AIRCRAFT FINANCE, REGISTRATION 
AND LEGAL CONFERENCE…Feb. 10-12, Boca 
Raton, FL. Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

AIRCRAFT FINANCING AND LEASING IN ASIA…
Feb. 14, Sheraton Towers, Singapore Hotel, 
Singapore. Info: +44 20 8123 7072;  
www.aeropodium.com.

u l SINGAPORE AIRSHOW…Feb. 16-21,  
Changi Exhibition Center, Singapore.  
Info: +65 6542 8660; www.singaporeairshow.com.

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE…Feb. 22-24, San 
Antonio, TX. Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

MARCH
u l HELI-EXPO…March 1-3, Louisville, KY. 
Info: (703) 683-4646; www.rotor.org.

AIR CHARTER SAFETY SYMPOSIUM… 
March 8-9, NTSB Training Center, Dulles, VA.  
Info: (888) 723-3135; www.acsf.aero.

ABU DHABI AIR EXPO…March 8-10, Al Bateen 
Executive Airport, Abu Dhabi, United Arab 
Emirates. Info: +971 (0) 2 419 2714;  
www.abudhabiairexpo.com.

WORLD ATM CONGRESS… 
March 8-10, IFEMA, Madrid, Spain. Info:  
(703) 299-2430; www.worldatmcongress.org.

EUROPEAN CORPORATE AVIATION SAFETY 
SUMMIT…March 9, London, England.  
Info: www.aeropodium.com.

WOMEN IN AVIATION INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE...March 10-12, Gaylord Opryland 
Resort and Conference Center, Nashville, TN.  
Info: (937) 839-4647; www.wai.org.

SINGAPORE AVIATION SAFETY SEMINARS … 
March 14-18, Singapore Aviation Academy, 
Singapore. Info: www.flightsafety.org.

AIN NEXTGEN WORKSHOP…March 15,  
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Daytona 
Beach, FL. Info: (203) 798-2400; www.erau.edu.

INTERNATIONAL OPERATORS CONFERENCE…
March 21-24, San Diego, CA.  
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

WORLD AVIATION SAFETY SUMMIT…March 23-24, 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Info: aviationsafety.ae.

APRIL
AIRCRAFT INTERIORS EXPO…April 5-7, 
Hamburg Messe, Germany. +44 03 840 5686; 
www.aircraftinteriorsexpo.com.

s SUN ’N’ FUN...April 5-10, Lakeland Regional 
Airport, Lakeland, FL. Info: (863) 644-2431; 
www.sun-n-fun.org.

u ASIAN BUSINESS AVIATION CONFERENCE & 
EXHIBITION…April 12-14, Shanghai, China.  
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.abace.aero.

RACCA 2016…April 26-28, Hilton Scottsdale 
Resort, Scottsdale, AZ. Info: (508)747-1430; 
www.raccaonline.org.

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION 
ANNUAL CONVENTION...April 27-30, Orlando, 
FL. Info: (816) 347-8400; www.aea.net.

MAY
AUVSI XPONENTIAL…May 2-5, Ernest N. Morial 
Convention Center, New Orleans, LA.  
Info: www.xponential.org.

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE…
May 3-5, Kansas City, MO. Info: (202) 783-9000; 
www.nbaa.org.

BUSINESS AVIATION SAFETY SUMMIT… 
May 5-6, Austin, TX. Info: www.flightsafety.org.

BUSINESS AVIATION TAXES SEMINAR…May 6, 
Washington, D.C. Info: www.nbaa.org.

REGIONAL AIRLINE ASSOCIATION 
CONVENTION…May 9-12, Charlotte, NC.  
Info: www.raa.org.

GREATER WASHINGTON AVIATION OPEN… 
May 9, Alexandria, VA. Info: (703) 261-5025;  
www.gwao.org.

AHS ANNUAL FORUM AND TECHNOLOGY 
DISPLAY…May 17-19, Palm Beach County 
Convention Center, West Palm Beach, FL.  
Info: vtol.org.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TECHNICAL 
SYMPOSIUM…May 17-19, Resorts Hotel and 
Casino, Atlantic City, NJ. Info: (703) 299-2430; 
www.atca.org.

u l EUROPEAN BUSINESS AVIATION 
CONVENTION & EXHIBITION…May 19-21, 
Palexpo, Geneva, Switzerland. Info: www.ebace.aero

JUNE
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS/TECHNICIANS 
CONFERENCE…June 21-23, Delray Beach, FL. 
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

JULY
u l FARNBOROUGH INTERNATIONAL 
AIRSHOW…July 11-16, Farnborough Airport, UK. 
Info: +44 (0) 1252 532 8000;  
www.farnboroughinternational.org. 

s EAA AIRVENTURE…July 25-31, Wittman 
Regional Airport, Oshkosh, WI. Info: www.eaa.org.

AUGUST
u LATIN AMERICAN BUSINESS AVIATION 
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION… 
August 23-25, São Paulo, Brazil.  
Info: www.abag.org.br.

SEPTEMBER
SAFETY STANDDOWN…September 27-29, Hyatt 
Regency Hotel, Wichita, KS. Info: (316) 946-
7876; www.safetystanddown.com.

OCTOBER
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT GSE EXPO…October 
18-20, Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino Las Vegas, 
NV. Info: (800) 547-7377; www.gseexpo.com.

NOVEMBER
u l NBAA BUSINESS AVIATION CONVENTION  
& EXHIBITION…November 1-3,  
Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, FL.  
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.
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Calendar    See www.ainonline.com for a comprehensive long-range aviation events calendar. 

u  Indicates events at which AIN will  publish  
on-site issues or distribute special reports.

s  Indicates events for which AIN will provide 
special online coverage or e-newsletter.

l  Indicates events at which AIN will  broadcast 
 AINtv.com.
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Trim Size: 10.812 in x 13.875 in

Bleed: 0.125
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